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2Abstract
The World Wide Web has always attracted researchers and commercial search engine
companies due to the enormous amount of information available on it. "Searching" on
web has become an integral part of today’s world, and many people rely on it when
looking for information. The amount and the diversity of information available on the
Web has also increased dramatically. Due to which, the researchers and the search en-
gine companies are making constant efforts in order to make this information accessible
to the people effectively.
Not only there is an increase in the amount and diversity of information available on-
line, users are now often seeking information on broader topics. Users seeking informa-
tion on broad topics, gather information from various information sources (e.g, image,
video, news, blog, etc). For such information requests, not only web results but results
from different document genre and multimedia contents are also becoming relevant.
For instance, users’ looking for information on “Glasgow” might be interested in web
results about Glasgow, Map of Glasgow, Images of Glasgow, News of Glasgow, and
so on. Aggregated search aims to provide access to this diverse information in a uni-
ﬁed manner by aggregating results from different information sources on a single result
page. Hence making information gathering process easier for broad topics.
This thesis aims to explore the aggregated search from the users’ perspective. The thesis
ﬁrstandforemostfocusesonunderstandinganddescribingthephenomenarelatedtothe
users’ search process in the context of the aggregated search. The goal is to participate
in building theories and in understanding constraints, as well as providing insights into
the interface design space. In building this understanding, the thesis focuses on the
click-behavior, information need, source relevance, dynamics of search intents. The
understanding comes partly from conducting users studies and, from analyzing search
engine log data.
While the thematic (or topical) relevance of documents is important, this thesis argues
that the “source type” (source-orientation) may also be an important dimension in the
irelevance space for investigating in aggregated search. Therefore, relevance is multi-
dimensional (topical and source-orientated) within the context of aggregated search.
Results from the study suggest that the effect of the source-orientation was a signiﬁcant
factor in an aggregated search scenario. Hence adds another dimension to the relevance
space within the aggregated search scenario. The thesis further presents an effective
method which combines rule base and machine learning techniques to identify source-
orientation behind a user query.
Furthermore, after analyzing log-data from a search engine company and conducting
user study experiments, several design issues that may arise with respect to the aggre-
gated search interface are identiﬁed. In order to address these issues, suitable design
guidelines that can be beneﬁcial from the interface perspective are also suggested.
To conclude, aim of this thesis is to explore the emerging aggregated search from users’
perspective, since it is a very important for front-end technologies. An additional goal
is to provide empirical evidence for inﬂuence of aggregated search on users searching
behavior, and identify some of the key challenges of aggregated search. During this
work several aspects of aggregated search will be uncovered. Furthermore, this thesis
will provide a foundations for future research in aggregated search and will highlight
the potential research directions.
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xiiiPart I
Introduction, Background and
Problems
1Preface
In this part an introduction to the thesis and the outline of
the structure is provided (chapter 1) where, the concept of
aggregated search will be introduced. Why investigating
aggregated is important is also explained in the introduc-
tion chapter. The background material supporting the work
presented in this thesis is presented next ( chapter 2).
2Chapter 1
Introduction
With the introduction of search engines, information access on the World Wide Web
became easier and faster. Today, search engines offer sophisticated means to describe
our information need, and allow us to search the vast amounts of online information that
includes almost everything under the sun. As a result, increasingly people use search
engines as a “primary means” to seek information. In the year 2009, it was estimated
that Google received 34,000 searches per second, Yahoo! received 3,200 searches per
second, and Bing received 927 searches per second1-1. These huge number of searches
demonstrate increased usage of search engines; how people depend upon them; and
hence their importance.
Not only is there an increase in the use of search engines to retrieve information on the
World Wide Web, but also, the amount of information available on web continues to
increase. The size of the Web was estimated to be 2.82 billion pages1-2 in November
2010. The web is growing continuously, not only in terms of the amount of content,
but also in the diversity of content. More and more multimedia (image, video, etc) and
different types of documents (blogs, Wikipedia, etc) are being added every year.
In order to facilitate information access, search engines are now providing access to
diverse data in a uniﬁed manner, called aggregated search. An aggregated search
interface is designed to aggregate retrieval results from different information sources
(image, video, maps, etc) into a single result page. An example of an aggregated re-
sult page can be seen in Figure 1.2 where, map, image, Wikipedia and web results are
aggregated on one result page.
Prior to aggregated search, a conventional way of gathering relevant information from
1-1http://searchengineland.com/comscore-us-most-searches-china-slowest-34217
1-2http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/
3several information sources (e.g., web, image, news, wiki) was to browse the search re-
sults from the individual sources separately, available through dedicated search engines
(image search, news search, etc.). However, in aggregated search, users do not have to
visit search engines separately to browse the search results to obtain a range of retrieved
items. Therefore, aggregated search can be seen as an emerging paradigm that aims to
facilitate information access from various sources (as shown in Figure 1.1).
Thisthesisisaboutthepresentationofresultsfromsearchwhenthesearchoccursacross
multiple physical sources or servers, each of them containing documents and media of
a speciﬁc type (e.g., video, image, text). This is not speciﬁc to aggregated search, but
a very important aspect of aggregated search. Such situation also arises in other web
contexts, such as in digital libraries, where results from various sources and of different
media can also be retrieved and thus need to be put together to form answers. This
thesiscontributestotheunderstandingofresultpresentationinthecontextofaggregated
search, which is the focus of this thesis. For this purpose, this thesis looked at various
aspects, depending on the area of investigation. For instance, for the interface related
investigations, the effect of position of different types of results such as: image, video,
and news on users’ click-behavior is analyzed. Whereas, when determining suitable
selection of sources, the relevance of the physical sources is taken into account.
FIGURE 1.1: Example of an aggregated search, where results from various physical sources
are retrieved and aggregated together to be presented on a single result page.
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FIGURE 1.2: Example of an aggregated search result page by Google for the example query
“Madonna”. In this example, news, image, Wikipedia and web results are aggregated on a single
result page.
1.1 Motivation
There were three main motivating factor for studying aggregated search: its increased
usage, users often seeking information on general or broad topic, and the lack of rigor-
ous or empirical studies of the effect of aggregated search on users.
1.1.1 Increased Usage
There are reported evidences that suggest the positive usage of the aggregate search,
and three such evidences are discussed here.
First, iProspect1-3, a search engine marketing ﬁrm reported the increased usage of im-
age, video and news results after being aggregated within search result page. They
conducted two surveys1-4 with 2,218 US search engine users. During the ﬁrst survey,
users were asked how often they accessed image, video and news results using their
respective verticals (for example, image search, news search, etc). The results showed
1-3http://www.iprospect.com/
1-4http://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
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that the vertical search was not prevalently used (as shown in Figure 1.3). That is, a very
lowpercentageofusers(26%forimage, 17%fornewsand10%forvideo)actuallyused
the dedicated verticals to access image, video or news results.
FIGURE 1.3: The ﬁgure is taken from the articlea
ahttp://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
In the second survey, users were then further asked; “within the last 6 months, when
performing a general search within Google, Yahoo! or MSN (not using the narrowing
options described in the previous question), which of the following types of results have
you clicked on? ” That is, they were asked how often they clicked on image, video or
news results, when provided on the aggregated result page.
Results from the second survey showed that with aggregated search, users accessed
more image, video, etc results when compared to conventional way of searching results;
that is, by using dedicated verticals. Thus, results show an increase in the click-rate on
image, video and news result can be seen in Figure 1.4. It can be seen that, there is
an increase in the percentage of image results accessed (from 26% to 31%). Similar
observations were also made with respect to the video and news results.
Second evidence suggesting positive usage of aggregated search was that, Google Maps
saw a 20% increase in its trafﬁc after being included into its Universal search1-5. That
is, more users were accessing maps after it was aggregated on the search result page.
Finally, third evidence suggesting usage of aggregated search results was reported dur-
1-5http://searchengineland.com/google-maps-gaining-on-market-leader-mapquest-13103
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FIGURE 1.4: The ﬁgure is taken from the articlea
ahttp://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
ing a joint Webinar1-6 2010 where, search engine market experts from comScore1-7 and
RankAbove1-8. The webinar looked at the growth of blended / universal search. The
statistics reported during the seminar showed that the aggregated interface garner much
higher click-through rates than regular results; 38% for aggregated, as compared to 12%
on regular result pages, that is, when no aggregation was performed. Furthermore, it
was reported that one-third of all the searches displayed an aggregated result page by
most search engines.
The outcomes of the three reports discussed above suggest that aggregated search ap-
proach is now frequently followed by many search engine companies, and due to ag-
gregation of rich media data on the search result page, results like image, video, maps
and news are attracting users’ click-through rates.
1.1.2 Users seeking information on broad topics
The second motivating factor for investigating aggregated search was that now people
are often seeking general information on a broad topic such as “global warming” or
“nutrition”. [Jansen et al., 2008] reported that, 80% of the queries submitted on the web
are informational in nature; and characterized informational queries as;
1-6http://www.slideshare.net/rankabove/com-score-rankabove-ﬁnal
1-7www.comscore.com
1-8www.RankAbove.com
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“Theintentofinformationalsearchingistolocatecontentconcerningaparticulartopic
in order to address an information need of the searcher. The content can be in a variety
of forms, including data, text, documents, and multimedia.”
Information needs behind such informational queries are often satisﬁed by relevant in-
formation collected from multiple documents or media. Due to the increased quantity
and diversity of multimedia contents available on the Web, images, audio, videos are
also becoming relevant to many queries. An aggregated search approach facilitates ac-
cess to multiple information sources (image, news, blog, etc) in a single interface, and
without having to visit separate search engines. Therefore, aggregated search can be a
suitable approach in accessing diverse information, and hence satisfying needs, which
are informational in nature.
1.1.3 Lack of empirical evidences
Finally, the third motivation behind this work was the lack of empirical evidences inves-
tigating aspects of aggregated search reported in the research community. It is known
that aggregated search is now being used by large number of users, and that there is
need for such type of approach in order to satisfy users looking for information on
broad topics. However, it is not know how and if at all this new approach of pro-
viding search results are inﬂuencing users’ information seeking process. Apart from
few reports released by search engine marketing companies, there is not much reported
research investigating aggregated search. There are very limited (or none) scientiﬁc
evidences reporting aspects of aggregated search and its inﬂuence. Therefore, the aim
of this thesis was to establish an empirical understanding of aggregated search and its
effect on users’ behavior.
1.2 Problem
As discussed in previous sections, aggregated search provides a richer media experi-
ence to users, and by using only a small number of keywords or phrase. It does so
by without mentioning the type of media, the results provided aims to cover every-
thing relevant1-9. Furthermore, the surveys outlined in the previous Section suggest
that, aggregated search seems to be a promising approach to facilitate access to diverse
information; and is being used by large number of people.
1-9http://www.avangate.com/articles/universal-search-102.htm
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However, inﬂuence of this new search approach on users’ information seeking process
is still not known. In-spite of its heavy usage, aggregated search still remains a black-
box – in terms of its inﬂuence on search behavior, usefulness in task completion, and
the overall user experience. In other words, users’ interaction with this new search
approach remains uncovered and there are many unexplored questions in this area.
In contrast, there have been a dedicated body of work through which, it has been pos-
sible to establish an understanding of various aspects of conventional web search; i.e.,
how users’ information needs and searching behavior evolve, what factors affect click-
behavior, architecture, interface design and issues [for example, Nielsen, 1993; Spink
et al., 2002; Jansen and Spink, 2005; Hearst, 2009; Mateosian, 2010].
Although, aggregated search can be seen as an extension of conventional search ap-
proach. It is not clear if knowledge of conventional search engine implies within an
aggregated search scenario as well. For instance it is known that, users’ clicks are bi-
ased towards top ranking results on a conventional result page, but it is not known if it
also the case for an aggregated result page. Furthermore, it is possible to expect that the
design, implementation, and evaluation of aggregated search will be more complex and
difﬁcult when compared to the conventional search.
(a) Conventional search interface (b) Aggregated Search interface
FIGURE 1.5: Difference between conventional search interface and an aggregated search
interface. Image results being added with web results in an aggregated interface.
For instance, before aggregated search was introduced, typing in a query like; human
muscular system into a conventional search engine would have produced result page
similar to Figure 1.5(a), where only web results were retrieved in response to the sub-
mitted query. Nevertheless, when the same query is submitted to an aggregated search,
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it is highly likely that a result page similar to Figure 1.5(b) will be produced. From
the Figure 1.5(b) it can be seen that there is an addition of image results with the web
results, when compared to result page provided by conventional search engine. This
addition of media data (image, video) or different document type (blog, twitter, etc)
makes an aggregated search interface distinct from the conventional search interface,
hence may cause users to interact differently.
Therefore, there is a need to explore aggregated search in terms of the effect of its vari-
ous aspects such as: click-behavior, result presentation, search intent, etc. Broadly, four
main aspects of a search system need to be explored in order build an overall under-
standing of it (as shown in Figure 1.6). (1) How useful is the system in ﬁnding relevant
information? (2) How should relevance be determined or measured? (3) How users are
expected to interact with the results when using the system? and (4) How can the inter-
face be designed effectively. Furthermore, formal introduction to this emerging search
approach is also missing from the literature; there is a lack of clear terminology associ-
ated with the aggregated search; and no framework in which the aggregated search can
be described.
FIGURE 1.6: Aggregated Search remains a black-box, in terms of its effect on user behavior,
usefulness, relevance, design space, etc.
1.3 Thesis Statement and Research Questions
This thesis aims to explore the aggregated search from the users’ perspective. The thesis
primarily focuses on understanding and describing the phenomena related to the users’
search process in the context of the aggregated search. The goal is to participate in
building theories and in understanding constraints, as well as providing insights into
the interface design space. In building this understanding, the thesis focuses on the
click-behavior, information need, source relevance, and dynamics of search intents. The
understanding comes partly from conducting user studies and, from analyzing search
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engine log data. In particular, the following ﬁve research questions are investigated in
this thesis:
Res1: Does aggregation of results from different sources facilitate in task comple-
tion?
For over a decade, web search engines has been increasingly used by number of
users to satisfy their information need. In addition, it is well known that web
search has proved to be beneﬁcial in task completion by proving online informa-
tion to its users. Through several dedicated studies [for example, Nekrestyanov
and Panteleeva, 2002; Xu and Mease, 2009; Ali et al., 2009] attempts to deter-
mine the usefulness and effectiveness of web search have also been made. How-
ever, whether the aggregated search approach is also facilitates in task comple-
tion is not known, in particular for informational search tasks. The informational
search tasks involve users to collect information from multiple source [Jansen
et al., 2008]. Moreover, since aggregated search aims to provide uniﬁed access
to multiple sources, therefore in this thesis, it is hypothesized that search result
aggregation is most useful for supporting informational search tasks.
Res2: Which non-topical characteristics of results contribute to the relevance in the
context of aggregated search?
Although, relevance judgments are fundamental to the design and evaluation of
all information retrieval systems, information scientists have not reached a con-
sensus in deﬁning the central concept of relevance [Schamber et al., 1990]. For
some people, it is equivalent to retrieval effectiveness (i.e., precision and recall),
for others such as IIR researchers, it is a multidimensional concept [e.g. Park,
1997; Mizzaro, 1998; Cosijn and Ingwersen, 2000; Borlund, 2003]. While, some
also look at the characteristics of the document (type, format, etc) to determine
the relevance [for example, Roussinov et al., 2001; Boese, 2005; Freund and
Berzowska, 2010; Freund, 2010]. Therefore, it is important to recognize that
it is difﬁcult to have a universal interpretation of what relevance is. Within the
context of the aggregated search, what attributes to the relevance of a result is not
known. The aim of this research is to obtain an understanding of relevance within
the context of aggregated search.
Res3: How does aggregated result presentation inﬂuence users’ click-behavior (if
any)?
Search engine interface is an important component of a search engine, as it en-
ables users in two major activities: formulating a query to represent an informa-
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tion need, and ﬁnding needed information from a list of possibly relevant docu-
ments as retrieved by a search engine [Ali et al., 2009]. Therefore, in order to
build effective search engine, understanding interface related factors that effect
users’ searching behavior is important. The goal of the third research question is
to investigate factors effecting click-behavior in an aggregated interface.
Res4: How do users perform search when their information need requires results
from multiple sources (e.g., image, Wikipedia, news, video)? Is there a pattern
in searching behavior for such information needs?
Understanding the users’ searching behavior is one of the important goals in web
search, and information on how users interact and view search results helps im-
proving the user information seeking process [e.g., White and Morris, 2007b;
White and Drucker, 2007]. This is because, having an insight on searching be-
havior of users have proved to be useful in building better information retrieval
systems [e.g., Halvey and Jose, 2009; Agichtein and Zheng, 2006; Bilenko and
White, 2008]. In context of aggregated search, understanding users’ searching
behavior when looking for information from different sources is important. As
this would help in achieving suitable aggregation of different results. Further-
more, knowledge of associated searching patterns (if any) can prove to be useful
in making the real-time aggregation effective. For instance, if known that users
after viewing news results often click on video results. Then such information
of result viewing pattern (news ! video) would indicate that importance of in-
cluding video results would increase as the search session progresses after the
user has recently viewed news results. Recent users’ actions can be easily cap-
tured through implicit feedback techniques1-10 (e.g., click-through, skips, page
reads, etc). The aim of the fourth research question is to uncover users’ searching
behavior with respect to underlying source related information need.
Res5: How does aggregation of different sources affect design of an aggregated in-
terface. That is, what design issues exists pertaining to an aggregated search
interface?
There is a strong association between interface design and system satisfaction.
For interface designers, it is challenging to incorporate the effective search tech-
nology into their design [Mateosian, 2010]. The aim of the last research question
1-10Implicit feedback algorithms utilize interaction between searchers and search systems to learn more
about users’ needs and interests than expressed in query statements alone. This additional information
can be used to formulate improved queries or directly improve retrieval performance [Melucci and White,
2007].
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is to identify some of the key design issues that may exits within an aggregated
interface, so that suitable design guidelines could be proposed.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis makes following contribution in the context of the aggregated search:
 This thesis explores the new emerging aggregated search. At the time of writing,
it is the ﬁrst contribution towards the understanding this search approach. There-
fore, this work provides a foundation and many future directions for research in
this area.
 Aggregated interface related factors affecting click-though behavior are identi-
ﬁed, which are crucial from an interface design perspective (Chapter 4).
 Thenotionofsource-orientationisintroduced, thatidentiﬁesthemulti-dimensional
nature of relevance in the context of aggregated search. It refers to the degree to
which documents from a speciﬁc source would be relevant in completing the cor-
responding search task (Section 4.1.2, Chapter 4).
 An effective combination method, using rule based and machine learning tech-
niquesisdevelopedtoidentifytherelevanceofthesourcetothegiveninformation
need (Chapter 6).
 A random model methodology is introduced to derive meaningful statistics from
log-data analysis. The random model provides a novel evaluation methodology
that allows the comparison of results obtained from log-data, in the absence of
any previously computed statistics or baseline (Section 6.5, Chapter 6).
 The dynamics of users’ searching behavior with respect to different information
needs are investigated (Chapter 6).
 A set of design guidelines for an aggregated search interface are provided (Sec-
tion 7.5, Chapter 7).
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured in four main parts, which contains corresponding chapters:
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 Part I: Introduction, Background and Problems
This part comprises of three chapters. It introduces the concept of aggregated
search and provides background material supporting this work. First, the overall
aim and outline of the thesis is provided in Chapter 1. Next, related research is
discussed in the Background chapter 2.
 Part II: Result Presentation in Aggregated Interface
This part presents two user studies, which addressed result presentation issues
in aggregated interfaces. Chapter 3 (study one) compares an aggregated inter-
face to a non-aggregated interface during information access for informational
queries. Another comparison between different types of aggregated interfaces is
performed in the second study in Chapter 4, where factors affecting click-through
behavior are analyzed.
 Part III: Source-Orientation in Aggregated Search
In this part, the dynamics of user behavior with respect to different source intents
are analyzed using large-scale log data from Microsoft. First in Chapter 5, effec-
tive ways to identify the source intent behind a user query are presented. Once
the intents are correctly identiﬁed, they are then further exploited in Chapter 6 to
uncover the behavioral patterns of users in an aggregated search scenario.
 Part IV: Conclusion and Future Work
This part summarizes Part II and Part III, and discusses the overall ﬁndings in
Chapter 7. The conclusions drawn from the user experiment in Part II and the
results from the Log analysis in Part III are described in Chapter 8, where avenues
for future works are also discussed.
1.6 Publications
This thesis also yielded several publications:
 Factors Affecting the Click-Through Behavior on Aggregated Search Inter-
faces, S.Sushmita, H. Joho, Robert Villa and M. Lalmas. CIKM, The Conference
on Information and Knowledge Management, 2010.
 Analyzing Domain and Genre Intents in Web Search, S. Sushmita, B. Pi-
wowarski and M. Lalmas. AIRS, The Asia Information Retrieval Societies Con-
ference, 2010.
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 A Task Based Evaluation of an Aggregated Search Interface. S. Sushmita, H.
Joho and M. Lalmas. SPIRE, 16th edition of the Symposium on String Processing
and Information Retrieval 2009.
 Understanding Domain “Relevance” in Web Search, S. Sushmita, H. Joho, M.
Lalmas and J. Jose. WSSP, 18th World Wide Web Conference workshop on Web
Search Result Summarization and Presentation 2009.
 Using Digest Pages to Increase Users’ Result Space : Preliminary Design
Issues, S. Sushmita, M. Lalmas and T. Tombros. SIGIR, Special Interest Group
on Information Retrieval, workshop on Aggregated Search, Singapore, 2008.
1.7 Summary
This chapter introduces the emerging area of aggregated search and explained why it
is an important topic to study. The research questions addressed in this thesis are also
described in this chapter. Furthermore, several challenges are outlined and ﬁnally the
main contributions of this thesis are discussed. In the following chapters various aspects
of an aggregated search is investigated.
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Background and Related Work
The increase in the amount of available information on World Wide Web is remarkable.
This plethora of information has continuously challenged researchers in devising suit-
able means for making them easily accessible to the end users. Providing easy access to
this large amount of information involves three broad processes: retrieval, organization
and presentation.
Given the collection of information, ﬁrst, the relevant information needs to be fetched,
second, the fetched information needs to be organized so that identifying topic of inter-
est is easier; Then ﬁnally, an appropriate presentation of this organized information is
required for them to be used by the users.
Once the means to organize and present these information is devised, it is then required
to monitor on how effective or beneﬁcial these methods are in information access. This
helps to ensure the usability and effectiveness of the devised methods, and to identify
limitationsthatmayexits. Toachievethis, users’responseorfeedbackwhenusingthese
support tools needs to be taken into account. In Web search, a common practice is to
observe users’ behavior during information seeking process and to understand beneﬁts
and limitations of the provided means.
The purpose of this Chapter is to present background material that supports this thesis.
The aim of this work is to investigate various aspects of an aggregated search and to
exploreopenissuesorproblemsexistingwithinit(ifany). Morespeciﬁcally, theaspects
of relevance, result organization, presentation and user behavior in an aggregated search
scenario are investigated. In this Chapter, a background knowledge and related work
on the dimensions of relevance, result organization, presentations and user behavior is
provided.
This Chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 will discuss the concept of relevance
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and various interpretations associated with it. While, standard approaches used by var-
ious information retrieval systems to aggregate results (or information) are presented in
Section 2.2. How interface related issues have inﬂuenced users’ information seeking
behavior is discusses in Section 2.3. Furthermore, an overview of observed user be-
havior in context of various information retrieval systems is described in Section 2.4.
Where appropriate the content of this chapter motivates, and is related directly to, the
work presented in later chapters in this thesis.
2.1 The concept of Relevance
The concept of “relevance”, sometimes also called “pertinence” or “aboutness”, is cen-
tral to the theory of information retrieval [Cooper, 1971]. In general, relevance can also
beinterpretedas, how"good"aretrievedresultiswithregardtotheinformationneed2-1.
It is considered a key element in IR, and is often an important criterion in measuring
the effectiveness of an IR system. Therefore, the aim of a retrieval system should be to
retrieve all the relevant documents, and at the same time retrieving as few non-relevant
documents as possible [Rijsbergen, 1979]. Therefore, estimating relevance is critical
for IR systems.
Although, relevance judgments are fundamental to the design and evaluation of all
information retrieval systems, information scientists have not reached a consensus in
deﬁning the central concept of relevance [Schamber et al., 1990]. For some people, it
is equivalent to retrieval effectiveness (i.e., precision and recall), for others such as IIR
researchers, it is a multidimensional concept [e.g. Park, 1997; Mizzaro, 1998; Cosijn
and Ingwersen, 2000; Borlund, 2003]. While, some also look at the characteristics of
the document (type, format, etc) to determine the relevance [for example, Roussinov
et al., 2001; Boese, 2005; Freund and Berzowska, 2010; Freund, 2010]. Therefore, it
is important to recognize that it is difﬁcult to have a universal interpretation of what
relevance is.
In the following sections, relevance and associated measures are described. Section
2.1.1 will discuss the system and the user based relevance measures, which are often
used during standard IR evaluations. Section 2.1.2 will discuss how document prop-
erties can be utilized for the relevance assessment. Concept of relevance within the
context of an aggregated search is explained in Section 2.1.3. Finally, Section 2.1.4
concludes the overall discussion.
2-1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relevance_(information_retrieval)
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2.1.1 Relevance and IR Evaluations
In the early days of information retrieval, relevance expressed a criterion for assessing
effectiveness in retrieval of information. Therefore in traditional IR models, relevance
was considered a property of the system. That is, a system was judged how it acquired,
represented, organized and matched the texts to the information need. Therefore, tra-
ditional IR systems focused on evaluating different approaches or algorithms based on
how well they retrieved relevant results. Majority of IR evaluation studies, from Cran-
ﬁeld studies in the late 50’s and early 60’s to Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) eval-
uations in 1990s, are based on this framework for considering the nature of relevance
[Saracevic, 1996b].
The Cranﬁeld model [Cleverdon et al., 1966] is a classic example of the system-oriented
approachtoIRsystemperformanceandeffectivenessevaluation[Hildreth,2001]. Cran-
ﬁeld made two main assumptions: ﬁrst, the users prefer to view results (documents) that
are relevant to their search queries; and second, the document relevance to a query is
perceived as the property of the document.
Fordecades, thenotionofrelevancewasusedasameasuringcriteriaforeffectivenessof
aretrievalsystem, andusers’interactionswiththesystemwasnotconsidered. However,
interactive information retrieval (IIR) researchers highlighted the importance of users’
role during information seeking process [for example, Ingwersen, 1996; Mizzaro, 1998;
Robins, 2000; Borlund, 2003].
Cosijn and Ingwersen [2000] argued that the cognitive model for interactive IR com-
prises three of elements – systems, users, and the environment. The system involves
documents or information objects, which are organized in different ways. The user typ-
ically has a problem or a work task to perform. The socio-organizational environment
provides the context or situational framework inﬂuencing the activities of the user.
Since the traditional IR model did not reﬂect interaction, therefore in later research, a
number of efforts were devoted to the development of IR models that incorporated the
rich and complex nature of IR interactions. The prime weakness of the system-based
relevance is that it was completely one-sided. It did not incorporate in any way anything
from the users’ interaction, except the query. It did not consider elements, variables, and
context related to the user and their use, nor did it reﬂected the dynamic, interactive na-
ture of IR as practiced. Therefore, situational, psychological, motivational relevance etc
emerged as a reaction and challenge to the system-based relevance approach [Saracevic,
1996b].
Inordertoaddressthechallengesofsystem-basedrelevanceapproach, Saracevic[1996b]
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expressed relevance as a relation, and suggested that different theories (which he refers
to as manifestations) of relevance encompass different relations. He listed ﬁve manifes-
tations of relevance [also called as “attributes” of relevance by, Cosijn and Ingwersen,
2000] based on different relations as follows:
 System or algorithmic relevance: The relation between a query and information
objects (texts) which are retrieved or failed to be retrieved by a given procedure or
algorithm.This manifestation of relevance focuses on system or algorithm mea-
sures, whereas, the following four take users’ interactions into account.
 Topical or subject relevance: The relation between the subject and topic ex-
pressed in a query, and topic or subject covered by retrieved texts. This relation
is also system-oriented largely because the success of the relation depends on the
system’s input policy, as well as its indexing and searching ability to retrieve rele-
vant objects. However, success also depends on the formulation of the request by
the user, transformed into a query by the system [Cosijn and Ingwersen, 2000].
 Cognitive relevance or pertinence: The relation between the state of knowledge
and cognitive information need of a user, and the information retrieved. Cognitive
correspondence, informativeness, novelty and information quality are criteria by
which cognitive relevance is inferred.
 Situational relevance or utility: The relation between the situation, task, or
problem at hand, and texts retrieved by a systems or in the ﬁle of a system, or
even in existence. Usefulness in decision-making, appropriateness of information
in resolution of a problem, reduction of uncertainty, and the like are criteria by
which situational relevance is inferred.
 Motivationaloraffectiverelevance: Therelationbetweentheintents, goals, and
motivations of a user, and texts retrieved by a system or in the ﬁle of a system, or
even in existence. Satisfaction, success, accomplishment, and the like are criteria
for inferring motivational relevance.
Mizzaro[1998]furtherbuiltuponSaracevic[1996b]’sconceptofrelevanceasthemani-
festations of topical, cognitive and situational relevance, and suggested four-dimensions
of relevance. He deﬁned relevance as a four-dimensional relationship between an in-
formation resource (surrogate, document, and information) and a representation of the
user’s problem (query, request, real information need and perceived information need).
Which is then judged according to one or more of the following components: topic,
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task, or context, at a particular point in time [Cosijn and Ingwersen, 2000]. Graphical
representation of Mizzaro [1998]’s four-dimensional representation of relevance can be
seen in ﬁgure 2.1.
Topic
Task
Context
PIN RIN
InfRes
Repr
Information
Document
Surrogate
Query Request
FIGURE 2.1: The Various kinds of relevance proposed by [Mizzaro, 1998]
Therefore, dimensions of relevance can be seen as the “attributes” based on which,
the relevance of the result to the given information need is determined. So far in the
web search, relevance is often estimated based on single attribute; topic, theme, time,
category, and sometime based on the overlap of two or more attributes. For instance,
location and theme as in Geographic Information Retrieval [Bucher et al., 2005]. How-
ever, within the context of the aggregated search, what attributes to the relevance of a
result is not known. The aim of this research is to obtain an understanding of relevance
within the context of aggregated search.
2.1.2 Relevance and Genre
Another important criteria for measuring the relevance are the genre of the document
or the result. Genre is essentially a document type, which is judged based on purpose,
form, and the content of the document [Rosso, 2008]. Kwa´ snik and Crowston [2004]
deﬁnes genre of a document as an information about its form and its purpose intended
for a speciﬁc communication. Genre also includes a notion of social acceptance where,
the genre deﬁned for the community is recognized within a given discourse community.
Auser’s‘informationneed’isnotonlybasedonaparticulartopic, butitcanalsodepend
on many other features of a document retrieved. This is because, sometimes a user
can be looking for a document for a speciﬁc purpose, for instance, school project or
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technical review. At the same time the user might be looking for a document in a
particular format, such as images (jpeg, png, etc), or a journal article (pdf). Therefore,
the relevance of a document to a user’s information need incorporates the topic area, as
well as many other features that pertain to the genre of the document Boese [2005].
There have been dedicated bodies of work investigating the relation between the genre
and the task relevance [For example, Freund et al., 2006; Rauen, 2009; Freund and
Berzowska, 2010; Freund, 2010; Braslavski, 2011].
Freund performed several investigations to uncover the relation between relevance of
a document type to the search task [e.g., Freund et al., 2006; Freund and Berzowska,
2010; Freund, 2010]. For instance, strong relation between appropriateness of a doc-
ument and the task was suggested in [Freund et al., 2006], where, workplace search
system that uses relationships among different tasks and genres to ﬁlter the search re-
sults were described. Freund [2010] further suggested that there is a need to ﬁnd ways
to strengthen real life communication among the cognitive actors. For this purpose,
making use of genre in IR systems was proposed as a means to increase relevance.
While Rauen [2009] suggested that, for determining the relevance relations between
text and context, genre structures provide a discursive context that cognitively focuses
the attention of writer and reader both. This sets the relevance constraints and hence
increases the communication efﬁciency. Therefore, a two-way inﬂuence between rel-
evance and genre can be seen. Where, the relevance relations guide the generic struc-
tures; and generic structures guide relevance relations.
Furthermore, researcherslikeRoussinovetal.[2001]andKwa´ snikandCrowston[2004]
explored the advantages of using genre features to improve web search retrieval algo-
rithms. Roussinovetal.[2001]showedhowrecognitionofthegenreofaWebdocument
can improve the quality of web searches. Through the study, Roussinov et al. [2001]
identiﬁed genres which most/least frequently meet searchers’ information needs. His
study also suggested that certain genres are better suited for certain types of information
needs.
While, Kwa´ snik and Crowston [2004] examined whether it is possible to effectively
incorporate document genre features into document relevance ranking. The evaluation
of the results showed only moderate improvements. This was because some queries are
very receptive to mixing genre ranks with traditional keyword relevance ranks, while
other did not respond well to the genre information.
Despite the consistent efforts by several researchers, using genre information for de-
termining relevance is still challenging. This is because, there is no clear and distinct
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universal classiﬁcation schema that covers all possible genre that is possibly available
on the World Wide Web. Kwa´ snik et al. [2006] pointed that, “one of the challenges of
studying genre in general is that there does not seem to be a consensus on what a genre
is, what qualiﬁes for genre status, how genres “work,” how we work with genres, how
genres work with each other, or how best to identify, construe, or study genres. As a
result, genres are recognized and used, but not so readily described and deﬁned.”
The issue gets profound in the context of web search, as new genres are still evolving.
Due to the print document genres being adapted to the Web, and new electronic genres
emerging frequently, the genres are continuously being shufﬂed, disassembled and then
put together again. This results in a chaotic and ambiguous genre classiﬁcation series.
Furthermore, due to multimedia data being added and technologies converging, there
arises a challenge of combining and recombining genres of many different kinds in
inventive ways and for unexpected purpose [Kwa´ snik and Crowston, 2005].
However, most researchers in this area, ﬁnd genre to be a promising instrument for cap-
turing the complexity of human interactions [Kwa´ snik and Crowston, 2005]. This is
because genres provide an efﬁcient way of dealing with document starting from its cre-
ation, storage, retrieval and ﬁnally to its utilization. Knowledge about a document’s
genre, and therefore its intended utility. For instance, it helps a user in query for-
mulation, or recognize the relevance of a document that is presented as the result of
processing that query [Crowston et al., 2010].
Since an aggregated search aims to aggregate search results from multiple sources, this
results in the combination of different types of documents and media data. As a result,
genre of the result can also contribute to the relevance measurements in aggregated
search. Therefore, genre is an important aspect and incorporating genre information
within such search approaches can be beneﬁcial. For instance, if known that a video
and a map result is relevant to the topic of search (query), corresponding sources (video
and map in this case) can be selected in order to fetch the desired results. This thesis
investigates the relevance of the source to the search task, where the sources are the
collection of speciﬁc genre (document or media). Furthermore, once the results of the
relevant genres from their respective sources are fetched, their aggregation effect on
users’ searching behavior is also investigated. Next section will further elaborate on the
relation between a genre and source, and which non-topical characteristics contribute
to the relevance of a result within the context of aggregated search.
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2.1.3 Relevance in Aggregated Search
An important task of an aggregated search system is to determine, for a given query, not
only whether a document/surrogate/information is relevant, but also from which sources
the relevant documents, should be retrieved. For an aggregated search system, ﬁnding
the relevant results involves a three-stage process:
1. Selecting the relevant sources (image, news, video, maps, etc) from which the
results are to be fetched;
2. Retrieving relevant results from the selected sources;
3. Merging the retrieved results and presenting them on a single result page.
This process is similar to the distributed information retrieval scenario, that is, selec-
tion, retrieval and merging. The concept of distributed information retrieval and its
similarity to aggregated search will be discussed in Section 2.2.3. Here, we focus on
the importance of source selection, for which, the relevance of the source to the given
search task plays an important role.
In the context of aggregated search, a source is usually a collection of similar type of
media or document. For instance, an image source will typically contain images, while
a map source will possess maps only. The work presented in this thesis is based on the
assumption that the genre of the result will also match to the genre of the source. For
example, a news source will provide documents of genre news, a Wikipedia source will
provide document of genre Wikipedia, and so on.
Due to the increase in diversity of content on the web, not only traditional html web
results, but results like – twitter, blog, image, video, etc are also becoming relevant to
the users’ information need. An aggregated search aims to select the potential sources
that would provide the required answer (in the form of document or media), and which
will be judged by the users depending on their context or topic of search.
Therefore, for an aggregated search scenario, Mizzaro [1998]’s deﬁnition of relevance
can be extended and restated as – “relevance is a four-dimensional relationship between
an information resource (surrogate, document, information and source) and a repre-
sentation of the user’s problem (query, request, real information need and perceived
information need). This relationship is then judged according to one or more of the
following components: (topic, task, or context), at a particular point in time”.
Thus, source can be incorporated as the fourth element to the information resource set.
The graphical representation of the extended four-dimensional relevance space can be
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seen in Figure 2.2. The values in each dimension set are as follows (as obtained from
Mizzaro [1998]):
1. InformationResource = fsurrogate;document;information;sourceg;
2. Representation = fQuery;Request;PIN;RINg;
3. Time = ft(rin0);t(pin0);t(r0);t(q0);t(q1);t(r1):::::::::::::
:::::::t(rm);:::::::::::t(qn);t(f)g;
4. Component = ffTopicg;fTaskg;fContextg;
fTopic;Taskg;fTopic;Contextg;fTask;Contextg;
fTopic;Task;Contextgg;
Topic
Task
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Document
Surrogate
Query Request
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FIGURE 2.2: Extending Mizzaro [1998]’s dimensions of relevance. For an aggregated search
scenario, element source is added to the information resource set, where PIN is the Perceived
Information Need and RIN is the Real Information Need.
Consider two example search scenarios: (1) a school kid looking for information for
a science project on “solar-system”; (2) an astronomical scientist looking for technical
papers for current statistics related to the “solar-system”. In both cases, it is possible
to have similar search query – solar-system. However the task is different – preparing
a school project and a technical review. For the ﬁrst example, images of the planets
and the solar systems might be very useful, but it is likely that, image results may not
be required for the latter. Therefore for the query (solar-system) and the task (school
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project), source (image) would be relevant. While, for the query (solar-system) and the
task (technical review), source (Wikipedia) or a journal article might be more appropri-
ate.
The research presented in this thesis is motivated to investigate the relevance of the
source to the search task, and its effect on users’ searching behavior. To capture this
aspect, this thesis introduces the notion of “source orientation” of an information need,
which refer to the degree to which results from a speciﬁc source would be relevant to
complete the corresponding search task. In particular, the studies presented in this
thesis investigates how and if relevance of the source to the search task affect users’
interaction. Moreover, if so, how can the relevance of the source be determined.
2.1.4 Summary
In this section, background material on the concepts of relevance in information re-
trieval was provided. It was shown how different interpretations of relevance exist,
and that there is no universal deﬁnition or understanding of the concept of relevance.
However, the IR evaluation measures often use concepts like: system-based relevance
– which lies in its pragmatism for systems applications and evaluation; and user-based
relevance – where relevance is seen as the manifestations of topical, cognitive and sit-
uational relevance. This section also discussed how document genre can be used as an
indicative for the relevance measurement, and that the source and genre are closely re-
lated in the context of aggregated search. Finally, estimating the relevance of the source
to the search task was proposed. For this purpose, the notion of source-orientation is
introduced which adds another element (source) to the relevance space in the context of
an aggregated search. Next, various information aggregation approaches is described.
2.2 Result Organization and Aggregation
Once the relevant results are fetched, the next step is to effectively organize these rel-
evant information, in order to facilitate the information access. A conventional search
engine accepts queries from users and responds with a long list of ranked documents.
In this paradigm, users have to manually select documents of interest from the returned
list of documents. Such an approach of producing search results may be quick but it
requires repeated effort of ‘select’ and ‘click’ from users to satisfy their information
need.
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Various studies (citep, [Spink et al., 2002; Jansen et al., 2000; Jansen and Spink, 2005,
2006]) showed that in the context of web search users access very small number of doc-
uments and are less tolerant to the long list of mixed documents. It was also suggested
that selecting information of interest from a long list of mixed search results is a tiring
and time consuming job and is generally not appreciated by users.
Therefore, it important to ﬁnd methods to effectively organize and aggregate the re-
trieved results to facilitate identiﬁcation of relevant information quickly, and with less
effort. Document clustering and faceted browsing are existing examples, which are
used to organize results in order to facilitate information access. Furthermore, feder-
ated search, distributed information retrieval and metasearch are other techniques that
aim at aggregating results from various sources. The following sections discuss these
techniques in more detail.
2.2.1 Clustering
Over the years there have been various organizing approaches (e.g. [Croft, October,
1978; Leouski and Allan, 1998; Tan et al., 2004]), which are based on visualization
and presentation of relationship among the documents, users query terms, etc. Zamir
in [Zamir and Etzioni, 1999] lists four major visualization techniques which attempts
to visualize inter-document relationships: (a) document networks [Fowler et al., 1991],
(b) spring embedding [Swan and Allan, 1998], (c) document clustering [Cutting et al.,
1993; Osinski et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2004; Wang and Kitsuregawa, 2002], and (d)
self-organizing maps [Lagus et al., 2004]. However, studies in [Hearst and Pedersen,
1996; Zamir, 1998] showed that only document clustering appears to be both fast and
intuitive and requires little training.
Document clustering ([Cutting et al., 1993; Hearst and Pedersen, 1996; Zamir, 1998;
Osinski et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2004; Wang and Kitsuregawa, 2002]) is a technique,
which attempts to organize search results in clusters, where documents in a cluster
focuses on some aspect of the query. Formally, clustering can be deﬁned as an unsu-
pervised learning method which organizes objects in groups based on certain similarity
measures between objects. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects, which are
‘similar’ to each other and ‘dissimilar’ to objects belonging to the other clusters.
Inwebsearch, ‘objects’correspondtoindividualsearchresults(documents). Document
clustering in IR is based on the ‘Cluster Hypothesis’ proposed by [Rijsbergen, 1979].
The hypothesis states that, “closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the
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same request”. The concept behind the hypothesis was that the relevant documents are
more similar to each other than to non-relevant documents.
In the context of web search, clustering is a solution to reorganize search results (also
called “snippets”) in a more convenient way for browsing. In order to provide appropri-
ate clusters of web search results, [Nguyen et al., 2009] suggests three key requirements
for post-retrieval clustering systems: (1) the clustering algorithm should group similar
documents together; (2) clusters should be labeled with descriptive phrases; and (3)
the clustering system should provide high-quality clustering without downloading the
contents of the whole web page.
Clustering of search results provides an insight into the different context of a query. By
providing clusters, and means to grasp their content, identifying the focus of the search
becomes easier for the web users. For instance, if for the query “nutrition”, the clusters
of the web results returned with the titles are: child nutrition, nutrition diet, etc. Then
for the user looking for information related to ‘child nutrition’, locating suitable cluster
(results) becomes easier, and hence the user can easily zero on his/her search goal.
Furthermore, clustering can also help to disambiguate queries having different mean-
ing associated with it. For instance with the ambiguous query “java”, users looking to
ﬁnd information about the ‘java island’, can more easily distinguish the set of results
containing information about the island from the results discussing about the Java Pro-
gramming Language. This is because the results for both the topics would be grouped
in separate clusters: Java Island and Java Programming Language.
A number of document organizing approaches based on clustering technique have been
developed over recent years. For instance, Yippy2-2, Carrot2-3, WebClust2-4, iBoogie2-5,
etc are some of the existing clustering examples.
Clustering is useful when separating similar type of results (media or document) based
on genre, topic, context, etc. However, in situations like aggregated search, where
results are heterogeneous (i.e., media and document both), organizing results can be
more challenging and complex. Because of the difference in the type of result (image,
video, map, web, etc), there already exits distinct sets of results. That is, there is a set
of image results, set of video results, set of web results, and so on.
2-2http://search.yippy.com/
2-3http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search
2-4http://www.webclust.com/
2-5http://www.iboogie.tv/
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2.2.2 Faceted Browsing
In the history of search, there seem to exist two prominent search paradigm namely:
navigational and direct search [Broder and Maarek, 2006]. Over the last few years,
the direct search paradigm has gained dominance and the navigational approach be-
came less and less popular. Recently a new approach has emerged, combining both
paradigms, namely the faceted search approach. Faceted search enables users to navi-
gate a multi-dimensional information space by combining text search with a progressive
narrowing of choices in each dimension. It has become the prevailing user interaction
mechanismine-commercesitesandisbeingextendedtodealwithsemi-structureddata,
continuous dimensions, and folksonomies [Broder and Maarek, 2006].
Unlike a simple hierarchical scheme, faceted classiﬁcation gives the users the ability
to ﬁnd items based on more than one dimension2-6. For instance, while shopping for
clothes from a store’s online website, some users may be more interested in browsing by
particular brand (e.g., Diesel, Forever Unique, etc), while others may be more interested
in browsing by clothing type (e.g., dress, jacket, etc). Here, the “brand” and “type” are
the example of facets; while Diesel, Forever Unique, dress and jacket are examples of
facet values.
Similarly, aggregated search also allows users to search information in more than one
information space (e.g., image, video, blog, etc). For instance, a user looking for in-
formation about “seven wonders of the world” might be interested in reading some
Wikipedia articles, looking at pictures (image) of the monuments, reading any recent
news, and so on.
[Polowinski,2009]describescommonalitiesandgeneralcharacteristicsoffacetedbrowsers.
Among commonalities, it was suggested that most faceted browsers offer both, a visu-
alization of the selection mechanism and a means to visualize the data itself. And that,
faceted browsers have to often deal with instant updates and results. To some extent,
aggregated interfaces also offer visualization and selection of multiple sources. Fur-
thermore, in cases of ‘news’ aggregation, aggregated interfaces also need to deal with
instant updates for news.
There have been several dedicated works addressing various aspects of faceted brows-
ing. For instance, [Clarkson et al., 2009] describes formal models for faceted user
interface; and [Stuart-Moore et al., 2006] established the components required to build
a good browsing interface. Usefulness of a browsable interface utilizing the principle
of faceted classiﬁcation; and the users’ preferred query submission methods in different
2-6http://www.webdesignpractices.com/navigation/facets.html
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problematic situations were investigated by [Tang, 2007]. The study’s ﬁndings showed
that users preferred faceted search tools when their information needs were vague and
the search topics were unfamiliar.
Furthermore, [Hopfgartner et al., 2010] explored the faceted browsing in video retrieval
and demonstrated that, the faceted browser can potentially improve the search effective-
ness of interactive video retrieval systems.
Finally, [Hearst, 2008] addressed the limitations and issues within faceted interface,
and suggested that managing large scale subject space is challenging issue in faceted
browsing, and acquisition of faceted subject metadata is also a problem. Furthermore, it
is still an open question if faceted navigation is well suited for the small screen devices,
for example in mobile computing. The study also highlighted that, although faceted
navigation can be made more visually appealing with enhanced graphical displays, but
to date it is not clear that these views enhance usability or substantially of the faceted
interface.
Examples of existing search interfaces using faceted browsing approach are: iTunes2-7,
eBay2-8, Amazon2-9, etc. Usage of faceted browsing seem to be more prominent for e-
commerce purposes, and have proved to be effective in facilitating information access.
However, whether aggregated search can also facilitate information access is not clear.
Since in aggregated search, facets might be of various media types and document genre.
2.2.3 Federated Search and Distributed Information Retrieval
Federated search and distributed information retrieval (DIR) systems provide a single
user interface for searching information using multiple search engines [Avrahami et al.,
2006]. The name federated search arose in the database research community; in the
information retrieval (IR) research community the problem was usually described as
distributed information retrieval [Avrahami et al., 2006]. Therefore federated search is
also referred as distributed information retrieval [Si and Callan, 2005; Shokouhi et al.,
2007].
[Craswell, May, 2000] describes the problem of distributed information retrieval as a
situation when the documents are spread across many document servers; and an effec-
tive information retrieval system is required to access these distributed documents to
2-7http://www.apple.com/uk/itunes/
2-8http://www.ebay.co.uk/
2-9http://www.amazon.co.uk/
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satisfy users’ information need. In distributed information retrieval scenario, the infor-
mation retrieval system available across the network is called a search server, and it is
accessed using a search client.
In DIR a search broker is a sophisticated search client which when given a query and a
set of search servers, selects the servers which are likely to provide relevant documents
inresponsetothegivenquery. Thebrokerthensendsqueriestotheselectedservers, and
ﬁnally produces a merged list of ranked documents from the set of documents provided
by each server. Furthermore, [Craswell, May, 2000] deﬁnes three main tasks performed
by the broker as: selection, retrieval and merging. The information ﬂow during the
three tasks performed by the broker are shown in the Figure 2.3.
During server selection the broker selects a subset S0 of servers S which are best for
answering the user’s query q. Next, during retrieval the broker applies the query q
at servers S’ to obtain results lists R1;R2:::;RjS0j. Finally, during results merging the
broker combines results R1;R2:::;RjS0j into a merged results list RM = hDM;oMi, such
that DM = D1[:::[DjS0j and oM is an effective ranking.
[Si and Callan, 2005] divides the problem of federated search and DIR into three sub-
problems: resource description, resource selection and result merging; where resources
corresponds to the severs deﬁned by [Craswell, May, 2000]. There have been dedi-
cated bodies of research focusing on either individual sub-problems of DIR and feder-
ated search (e.g., Luo-05,Shokouhi-07 ), or on the overall phenomenon of DIR (e.g.,
[Craswell, May, 2000]) and Federated search [Avrahami et al., 2006].
For instance, [Si and Callan, 2005] proposes a federated search technique that uses util-
ity maximization to model the retrieval effectiveness of each search engine in a feder-
ated search environment. While [Avrahami et al., 2006] discusses a prototype federated
search system developed for the U.S. government’s FedStats Web portal, and the issues
addressed in adapting research solutions to this operational environment. A collection-
selectionmethodbasedontherankingofdownloadedsampledocumentswereproposed
by [Shokouhi, 2007]. Furthermore, [Shokouhi et al., 2007] focused on the problem of
maintaining representation sets for dynamically changing, uncooperative, distributed
collections. It was suggested that as collections evolve over time, collection represen-
tations should also be updated to reﬂect any change.
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FIGURE 2.3: Searchbrokerinformationﬂow. GivenS andqthebrokerselectsasubsetS0 S,
retrieves R1;R2;R3 from those servers and builds the merged list RM. The query q usually guides
each stage of the process, although in certain cases it may be ignored, for example if the broker’s
policy is to always select all its servers S0 = S ( Figure taken from [Craswell, May, 2000]).
2.2.3.1 Metasearch
Metasearch can be considered an application of DIR and federated search2-10. Based
on the underlying fundamentals of DIR and federated search, metasearch also aims to
provide a uniﬁed access to information stored in the databases of multiple search en-
gines. When a metasearch engine receives a query from a user, it invokes the underlying
search engines to retrieve useful information for the user [Meng et al., 2002]. The sim-
ilarity among the components of a metasearch and a federated search architecture can
be seen in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.
Primarily metasearch focuses on web collections, and aggregates results from various
search engines, whereas, some of the DIR and Federated search systems may focus on
speciﬁc database collection (e.g. FedLemur which was developed for the US govern-
2-10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federated_search#Implementation
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ment’s FedStats Web portal by [Avrahami et al., 2006]).
A metasearch engine sends a user query to several other search engines and/or databases
and aggregates the results into a single list or display them according to their source.
Metasearch engines enable users to enter search criteria once and access several search
engines simultaneously. They operate on the premise that the web is too large for any
one search engine to index it all. In addition, more comprehensive search results can be
obtained by combining results from several search engines. This also may save the user
from having to use multiple search engines separately2-11.
There have been dedicated bodies of work addressing various aspects of metasearch
(e.g., [Aslam and Montague, 2001; Wu et al., 2001; Meng et al., 2001, 2002; Thomas
and Hawking, 2009; Thomas et al., 2010], etc.). For instance, [Thomas et al., 2010]
investigated what user interfaces might be appropriate for presenting results from more
than one source. Efﬁcient ways for selecting search engines (servers) were suggested
by [Dreilinger and Howe, 1997; Desai et al., 2006; Thomas and Hawking, 2009]. Fur-
thermore, different models and Frameworks for metasearch were proposed by [Glover
et al., 1999; Aslam and Montague, 2001; Aslam et al., 2003a].
The architecture proposed by [Glover et al., 1999] was designed to consider users’
information need as well. [Aslam et al., 2003b] proposed a uniﬁed framework for si-
multaneously solving both the pooling problem (the construction of efﬁcient document
pools for the evaluation of retrieval systems) and metasearch (the fusion of ranked lists
returned by retrieval systems in order to increase performance).
Techniques like clustering and distributed information retrieval have facilitated easier
access to more information, but these approaches have been mostly limited to ‘text’
sourcesofsimilargenresorsinglemediatype(forexample, imagecollectionsinfaceted
browsing).
2.2.4 Aggregated Search
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in ﬁnding ways to combine results
from various vertical searches onto one result page, referred to as aggregated search.
A vertical search engine searches a speciﬁc industry, topic, and type of content (e.g.,
travel, movies, images, blogs, live events), piece of data, geographical location, and so
on2-12.
2-11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metasearch_engine
2-12http://www.internettutorials.net/vertical-search.asp
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FIGURE 2.4: Federated search components architecture (The ﬁgure is taken from [Khous-
sainov and Kushmerick, 2004])
Aggregatedsearchcanbeseenasanextensionofmetasearch, where, differentdedicated
search engines are used to fetch results from different verticals. When a user submits a
query to a metasearch engine, it sends the query to its underlying collection of search
engines (as shown in Figure 2.5). The metasearch engine returns a merged list of results
provided by the different search engines to user in response to his/her query.
Similarly, an aggregated search engine sends the query to its vertical search engines;
collects results from various sources (images, video, maps, etc); and ﬁnally aggregates
the obtained results onto a search result page. The overall working architecture of an
aggregated search is shown in Figure 2.6. It can be seen in the ﬁgure on how a user
query is re-submitted to different collection of information sources. For instance, the
video results from ‘YouTube’, maps results, Wikipedia pages and image results are
returned to the aggregated search engine. These results are aggregated before returning
to the user.
Although aggregated search is an extension of metasearch, the difference in the “type”
of result obtained from different sources are more distinct in case of aggregated search.
That is, aggregated search deals with more heterogeneous results when compared to
earlier approaches like; federated search, distributed search and metasearch.
Therefore, aggregatingresultsfromdifferentsourcesmakesaggregatedsearchparadigm
more complex. Diversity in media and document content makes result organization
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FIGURE 2.5: Metasearch components architecture (The ﬁgure is taken from [Meng et al.,
2002])
in aggregated search more challenging. This thesis primarily investigates aggregated
search, where results of different physical sources are aggregated.
2.2.5 Summary
This section has reviewed different approaches to facilitate information access followed
by researchers in the past. All above approaches attempt to organize or aggregate infor-
mation from various sources (collections, servers, etc) so that, information access can
be made easier and faster. For instance, clustering organizes search results into groups
where, documents containing information about a topic are grouped under one clus-
ter. While federated search, distributed information retrieval and metasearch aims to
facilitate information access by providing one interface using which, users can search
through multiple information sources spread or distributed over network.
However, effects of aggregating information from different verticals (image, news, etc)
within an aggregated interface is still not investigated. Dedicated studies have shown
how information access have been facilitated by using clustering, faceted browsing,
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FIGURE 2.6: Architecture of an Aggregated Search Paradigm.
federated search, etc. Through studies it has been shown how these approaches have
proved to be useful in users’ search tasks, but usefulness of an aggregated approach in
task completion is still not known.
There remain many unanswered questions in regard to the aggregated search approach.
For example, Does aggregated search facilitates information access? Is there a need for
an aggregated search? Does aggregated search improve in the diversity of information
accessed? The aim of this thesis is to investigate the usefulness of an aggregated inter-
face in task completion, and to see if such approach facilitates information access by
providing diverse results.
The next Section provides the background knowledge on result presentation and inter-
face design. The aim of the Section is to discuss the importance of presentation of
results, and to discuss some of the attempts in providing useful interface by information
retrieval and its related communities.
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2.3 Result Presentation and Interface Design
The problem of effective information presentation has received substantial attention
from researchers in the past (For example, [Aloia et al., 1996; Kang, 2005; Joho and
Jose, 2008; Hearst, 2009; Mateosian, 2010]). Success of a retrieval system not only de-
pends on a good retrieval mechanism; but also on how the retrieved items are presented
to the end users. Having a perfect retrieval mechanism but a poor result presentation
may lead to user dissatisfaction and result in the failure of the retrieval system [Joho
and Jose, 2008]. Therefore, different web interface designs may determine whether the
company (or search engine) keeps or loses their customers [Kang, 2005].
There is a strong association between interface design and web site system satisfaction
and self-efﬁcacy. For interface designers, it?s challenging to incorporate the effective
search technology into their designs [Mateosian, 2010]. For every query submitted, it
is required to generate most effective and expressive presentation of results, so that the
amount of user cognitive is reduced [Aloia et al., 1996].
the art of search interface design, both in academic research and in deployment in com-
mercial systems. In his book, he discusses on how the worldwide reach of the Web
has brought with it a new realization among computer scientists and laypeople of the
enormous importance of usability and user interface design.
Furthermore, through several dedicated efforts over a decade in the ﬁeld of interface
design, it has been possible to achieve certain understanding on what works in search
interfacesfromausabilityperspective, andwhatdoesnot. Researchersandpractitioners
have developed a wide range of innovative interface ideas, but only the most broadly
acceptable make their way into major web search engines [Hearst, 2009].
In interface design, usability is one the key aspects which contributes to a successful
user interface. Usability can be deﬁned as, a quality attribute that assesses how easy
user interfaces are to use2-13. Optimized user interface design requires a systematic
approach to the design process. But, to ensure optimum performance, usability testing
is required2-14.
[Nielsen, 1993] suggested ten general principle guidelines for user interface design,
which are followed by many interface designers while designing an interface. They
were called; “usability heuristics" which describes basic characteristics of usable inter-
face. The ten proposed heuristics for usability were as follows:
2-13http://www.useit.com/alertbox/20030825.html
2-14http://www.usernomics.com/user-interface-design.html
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 Simple and natural dialog: User interface should be simpliﬁed as much as possi-
ble.
 Graphics design and color: The principles of graphics structure should be used to
help the users understand the structure of the interface.
 Speak users’ language: The system should speak the users’ language, with words,
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Fol-
low real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical
order.
 Minimize users’ memory load: The system should take over the load of memory
as much as possible. In general, users ﬁnd it easier to identify something from
what is shown to them, than having to recall the same information from memory
without help.
 Consistency: Consistency is one the most basic usability principle. The same
information should be presented in the same location on all screens. If users know
that same command will always have the same effect; they feel more conﬁdent in
using the system.
 Clearly marked exits: users do not like being trapped by the computer. In order
to increase the users’ feeling of being in control, the system should offer the user
an easy way out of as many situations as possible.
 Shortcuts: Accelerators – unseen by the novice user – may often speed up the
interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced
and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.
 Good error messages: Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution2-15.
 Prevent Errors: System should be designed to avoid error situations as much as
possible.
 Help and documentation: Even though it is better if the system can be used with-
out documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any
such informationshould beeasy tosearch, focusedon the user’stask, listconcrete
steps to be carried out, and not be too large2-16.
2-15http://www.useit.com/papers/heuristic/heuristic_list.html
2-16http://www.useit.com/papers/heuristic/heuristic_list.html
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In the following Sections, various user interfaces for information presentation is dis-
cussed. Attempts by different information retrieval and its related communities in re-
gard to result presentation are described. Section 2.3.1 describes attempts made by
database community. Section 2.3.2 shows how result interface for digital libraries were
designed and investigated. Finally, Section 2.3.3 would survey various interface related
studies dedicated to web search interface and design.
2.3.1 Database Interface
In nineties, importance of usability and design of interface was recognized within the
database community (For example, [Aloia et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996; Curl et al.,
1997], etc). For instance, a framework for user-interfaces to databases (IDSs) was pro-
posed by [Mitchell et al., 1996], where the framework was described in terms of a
classiﬁcation of the characteristic components of an IDS.
[Curl et al., 1997] made attempts to understand to what extent leveraging the graphical
user interface’s ability to convey spatial information can improve a user’s ability to
write effective database queries. A laboratory experiment was conducted to explore
the inﬂuence of interface style and the spatial visualization ability of the user on the
performance of the query development process.
[Voisard, 1994] investigated the problem of designing graphical geographic database
user interfaces (GDUIs) and have integrating them into a database management system
(DBMS). The study proposed functionalities that should be provided by a graphical
user interfaces for display, editing and querying the database.
[Aloia et al., 1996] developed a new approach to the precise deﬁnition of effective
presentations in a speciﬁc class of systems: query results of multimedia databases. The
traditionalentity-relationshipschemawasexploitedtoidentifysemanticallyrelateddata
and give suggestions for their presentations.
Another entity-based database interface was presented by [Cattell, 1980]. Experience
with the proposed prototype system suggested that the entity-based presentation was
appropriate for types of casual interactive use that existing database interfaces did not
address, such as browsing. It was proposed that such an interface could be used to
supplement a query language or other interface to allow users both kinds of views of
the data.
[Mantei and Cattell, 1982] investigated data entry, information retrieval, and browsing
behavior with respect to a database interface. The study further examined and con-
trasted the behavior with more conventional storage media.
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Interfacestudies indatabasecommunityprovide insightonvarious interface relatedfac-
tors. Through several dedicated studies it was possible to establish suitable result pre-
sentation approaches and design guidelines. Findings from these studies have proved
to beneﬁcial in presenting results on a database interface. However, if the similar de-
sign guidelines could be applicable or suitable for presenting results in an aggregated
interface is not clear.
2.3.2 Digital Library Interface
A digital library is a collection of documents in organized electronic form, available on
the Internet or on CD-ROM (compact-disk read-only memory) disks. Depending on the
speciﬁc library, a user may be able to access magazine articles, books, papers, images,
sound ﬁles, and videos 2-17. Digital libraries are organized collections of information
and are focused on a particular topic or theme [Witten, 2003].
Severalattemptshavebeenmadetogenerateeffectiveandusableinterfaceforaccessing
collections within digital libraries (For example, [Yoon and Kim, 1998; Wang Baldon-
ado, 2000; Davis, 2006; Dubinsky et al., 2007; Shiri, 2008], etc ).
For instance, [Shiri, 2008] showed how metadata can be utilized to enhance visual user
interfaces to digital libraries. The study was conducted to investigate and analyze a spe-
ciﬁc category of digital library visual interface that supports information seeking, ex-
ploration and retrieval based on metadata representations, namely metadata-enhanced
visual interfaces. Results from the study demonstrated that the combined use of vi-
sualization techniques and metaphors is becoming increasingly prevalent as a design
strategy to support users’ information exploration. The results also suggest that visual
interfaces enhanced with metadata are becoming more widespread to provide a richer
representation of digital collections.
[Wang Baldonado, 2000] proposed “SenseMaker”, a user-centered interface named for
information exploration in a heterogeneous digital library. The proposed interface uni-
ﬁed citations and articles from heterogeneous sources by presenting them in a common
schema with affordances for quick comparisons of properties.
Catalog browsing approach was used to devise a speech-based mobile interface to a
digital library by [Dubinsky et al., 2007]. A physical to digital relationship was exam-
ined when using vocal commands to control the search activity. Finally, challenges,
decisions, and processes that affected the design and development of the search user
interface in a digital library were identiﬁed by [Davis, 2006].
2-17http://www.cesa8.k12.wi.us/media/digital_dictionary.htm
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Similar to database, the information collection in digital library is stored in a speciﬁc
format depending on the collection type. Results within digital library is focused on one
topic, theme or type of information. Therefore, the interface design or result presenta-
tion approach followed in digital library is often tailored to ﬁt to a speciﬁc collection.
In case of aggregated search, the information collection is heterogeneous; exits in many
different formats; and contains information on diverse topics and themes. Therefore, it
is not clear if the design and result presentation approach of digital interface could be
adapted to ﬁt within an aggregated search scenario.
2.3.3 Web Search Interface
Signiﬁcant efforts have been devoted to the design and evaluation of conventional web
search interfaces (For example, [Dziadosz and Chandrasekar, 2002; Vaughan et al.,
2003; Nakarada-Kordic and Lobb, 2005; Kammerer and Gerjets, 2010; Mateosian,
2010]).
For instance, [Kang, 2005] examined the effect of information search guidance in a web
site on the understanding of the product and the acceptance of the Web information
system. [Wildemuth, 2006] proposed an evidence-based practice to search interface
design, with the goal of designing interfaces that adequately support search strategy
formulation and reformulation. Furthermore, a hierarchical category browser interface
for children was proposed by [Hutchinson, 2003].
[Villa et al., 2009] presented a search interface, which was designed to support broad
search tasks, allowing a user to create search aspects, each of which models an in-
dependent subtask of some larger task. The interface was built on the intuition that
users should be able to structure their searching environment when engaged on com-
plex search tasks, where the act of structuring and organization may aid the user in
understanding his or her task.
[Dziadosz and Chandrasekar, 2002] described an empirical evaluation of the utility of
thumbnail previews in web search results. Results pages were constructed to show text-
only summaries, thumbnail previews only, or the combination of text summaries and
thumbnail previews. It was found that in the combination case, users were able to make
more accurate decisions about the potential relevance of results than in either of the
other versions, with hardly any increase in speed of processing the page as a whole.
“Advanced” factors such as interface attractiveness [Nakarada-Kordic and Lobb, 2005]
and result trustworthiness [Kammerer and Gerjets, 2010] have also been evaluated. A
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taxonomy of result presentation techniques has been proposed as a reference for de-
signers of web search systems [Wilson et al., 2010]. [Hearst, 2009] extended the design
guidelines proposed by [Nielsen, 1993] (as discussed early in this Section) to search
interface design. She further explained some of the difﬁculties with search interface
design and provided a set of design guidelines tailored speciﬁcally to search user inter-
faces. These guidelines were:
 Offer efﬁcient and informative feedback,
 Balance user control with automated actions,
 Reduce short-term memory load,
 Provide shortcuts,
 Reduce errors,
 Recognize the importance of small details, and
 Recognize the importance of aesthetics.
Search results presentation plays a critical role in the typical web search cycle [Hearst,
2009]. Appropriate representation of retrieved items is an important aspect of web
search interface [Joho and Jose, 2008].
There is a large body of work on effective document surrogates for web search results
(For example, [Marchionini and White, 2007; Clarke et al., 2007; Joho and Jose, 2008;
Hearst, 2009]). In information retrieval, an alternative representation of the retrieved
objects is sometimes referred to as a surrogate [Joho and Jose, 2008]. In other words,
document surrogates are summary information intended to help the user understand
the primary object, as opposed to metadata more broadly construed, which can also
serve this purpose but is often more tailored towards use by computer programs [Hearst,
2009].
For instance, [Joho and Jose, 2008] presented a comparative evaluation of textual and
visual forms of document representation as additional components of document surro-
gates. The experimental results suggested that an increased level of document repre-
sentation available in the search results can facilitate users’ interaction with a search
interface.
While [Clarke et al., 2007] suggested on how understanding the inﬂuence of features
of the captions (comprising of title, snippet, and URL) in web search may provide
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guidelines for improving web search interface. Findings from the study showed that
the occurrences of certain terms like; ofﬁcial, attraction, sexy, etc, attracted more users’
clicks; while terms like free, encyclopedia, etc had negative inﬂuence on users’ clicks.
Although, there has been signiﬁcant amount of research devoted to the effective design
of web search interface, yet there is very limited understanding of the design and result
presentation in an aggregated interface. For instance, what is a suitable “surrogate” for
representing different types of results (image, video, map, etc) on an aggregated inter-
face is not known. What makes a well-designed, attractive, trustworthy and engaging
aggregated search interface is not clear. In addition, how different design and visual-
ization approach can be used to improve information access in an aggregated search
interface is still unexplored. What is an optimum or suitable combination of results
(web+image, web+image+video, etc) to be presented on an aggregated search inter-
face.
2.3.4 Summary
This Section has shown that there has been many research dedicated to understand in-
terface design and result presentation among various information retrieval related com-
munities namely; database, digital library and web search. Several efforts have been
made to generate an effective and usable interface. Many design guidelines have also
been proposed in order to build a suitable result interface.
These design guidelines or result presentation approach have shown to be effective
when presenting results from focused or homogeneous information collection. For in-
stance, information in database or digital libraries is focused on one topic, theme or
information type (document, media). But, in aggregated search, results are often het-
erogeneous and includes combination of both document and media results (e.g., image,
video, map, web, etc). This combination of different information “types” makes the
result presentation and design of aggregated search interface more complex.
There is established understanding of what makes a usable and effective interface to
present results from a database or a digital library or web search. Findings from the
dedicated studies have shown on how interface design can be tailored appropriately
for result presentation from the respective information collection. However, if these
guidelines can also be tailored to ﬁt into aggregated search scenario is not known.
There exits many unanswered questions with respect to an aggregated search interface
design and result presentation. For instance, does existing interface design guidelines
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apply to aggregated search interface. Is there a need to incorporate new design guide-
lines for an aggregated search interface? Does aggregation of different types of result
cause cognitive load on users? What is a good (optimum) number of results that should
be presented on a single aggregated result page? The goal of this thesis is to investigate
aspects of result presentation, and to uncover some of the design issues that may exists
within an aggregated search paradigm. This thesis also aims to suggest some design
guidelines that could be useful in building an aggregated search interface.
In the following Section, the background knowledge on user information seeking be-
havior is provided. So far in this Chapter, it was shown that result organization and
aggregation used by various retrieval system have proved to be effective in making
information access easy. Furthermore, it was also shown that how appropriate presen-
tation of these organized results is required in order to make these results useful for the
users.
To ensure if the organization or presentation of results were effective during information
seeking process; it is important to see how users interact or respond to these information
organized and presented in a certain way. Analyzing user behavior with the results pro-
vides an insight on the usefulness and effectiveness of the organization and presentation
approach.
2.4 User Behavior
[Borgman, 1987] suggested possible deﬁnitions for the “study of user behavior” . For
instance, studying ways to optimize human efﬁciency at retrieval; studying ways to
make systems more “user friendly”; studying “satisfaction” with the system and it?s
output; or study of the human characteristics and human problem solving activities that
bear some relationship to the retrieval performance of the user.
With the emergence of information retrieval systems, an alternative means to access
large data collections were required. Information retrieval systems are rapidly cultivat-
ing an end user market in a variety of domains [Borgman, 1983]. The overall process
of an information retrieval can be divided into two aspects: the system, and the end-
user. The system can be further divided into back-end and front-end system aspects.
The back-end aspect of the system focuses on retrieval mechanisms, optimizations, etc.
While, the front-end of the system deals with interface design, result presentation, etc.
The user aspect involves the information seeking behavior associated with the retrieval
system.
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FIGURE 2.7: Information Retrieval Cycle
The process of information retrieval evolves by iterating repeatedly over user and sys-
tem aspects (as seen in Figure 2.7). That is, ﬁrst a system is devised which is capable
of retrieving information from a data collection. Then the system is used by the end-
user for retrieving desired information from the data collection. Finally, based on users’
feedback, or after analyzing users’ information seeking behavior, the retrieval system is
further updated or modiﬁed to overcome the limitations (if any) observed in the previ-
ous versions of the system, or to suit domain speciﬁc tasks. Therefore, in order to build
successful information retrieval systems, understanding the user aspect is also critical
[Jeon et al., 2008]. For instance, incorporating user behavior data can signiﬁcantly im-
prove retrieval mechanism ordering of top results in real web search setting [Agichtein
and Zheng, 2006].
2.4.1 Methodology
To understand users’ response for a given retrieval system, it requires monitoring users’
information seeking behavior while performing a search task. There seem to exist two
prominent methods used for analyzing user behavior: (1) Experimental method and (2)
Log analysis. An experimental method is a lab based user study, which involves users
(participants) to perform speciﬁc search tasks with the retrieval system being tested.
While during log analysis, users’ interaction with the system over a time period is
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recorded for analyses.
2.4.1.1 Experimental method
Answers to certain research questions can be obtained through experimental method.
For instance: Do people in Glasgow drink more during winters than in summers? Do
people become crazy after writing PhD thesis? Experimental methods or laboratory
studies allows researchers to examine relationship between two or more variables. Dur-
ing an experimental method, environment is deliberately manipulated to ascertain what
effect one variable has on the other [Field and Hole, 2003].
In experimental method, answers to research questions are obtained by observing the
“cause” and “effect” of certain factors. For instance, to answer research question: Does
listeningtomusicreducesstress? Here, thecause(music)canbemeasuredbyobserving
its effect (stress level).
Experimental studies are often conducted in labs so that the researcher has the maxi-
mum control over the experimental situations. Advantage of conducting a laboratory
studies is that, it offers explanation for the observed behavior [Kelly, 2009].
In past, many researchers have conducted experimental studies to observe effects of cer-
tain features of retrieval system on users’ information seeking behavior (For example,
[Joho and Jose, 2008; Villa et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2010; Hopfgartner et al., 2010]).
However, the experimental methods also has certain limitations, and they are primarily
due to the fact that these methods typically involve subjective elements, small number
of participants, and have large variance in the results due to sampling bias. It is hard to
generalize the results from experimental methods due to the small number of participant
[Zhang et al., 2009].
Furthermore, experimental methods have limited beneﬁts because it does not provide
intervention-free studies of user-initiated searches, where no observers were present to
monitor end-user searching, no researchers assigned tasks to end users, and no inter-
viewers questioned users before, during, or after the search [Markey, 2007a].
Nevertheless, experimental studies are good with respect to the amount of control re-
searchers have over the study situation. This is useful when trying to isolate the impact
of one or more variables [Kelly, 2009]. Next, a naturalistic method (log analysis) to
investigate users’ information seeking behavior is described.
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2.4.1.2 Log analysis
Search engine companies and the researchers often use transactional log to understand
the user behavior during information seeking process (For example, [Spink et al., 2002;
Jansen and Spink, 2005; Agichtein and Zheng, 2006; Jansen, 2006; White and Morris,
2007a; Duarte Torres et al., 2010]).
A search engine’s transactional log is an electronic record of interactions that have oc-
curred during a searching episode between a Web search engine and searchers who
are seeking information on that Web search engine. Therefore, the use of data stored
in transaction logs of Web search engines, Intranets, and Web sites can provide valu-
able insight into understanding the information-searching process of online searchers
[Jansen, 2006].
Although, transactional log data continues to be useful in uncovering search behavior
patterns and is used by many researchers and search engine companies, there exist some
limitations and social issues associated with it.
[Kurth, 1993] identiﬁed the limitations of the transactional log analysis and suggested
that, although transaction log data effectively describe what searches patrons enter and
when they enter them, but they do not reﬂect, except through inference, who enters the
searches, why they enter them, and how satisﬁed they are with their results. Further-
more, [Murray and Teevan, 2007] reported following social and technical challenges of
transactional log analysis:
 Can query log data be safely collected and analyzed? Should it?
 Can query log data be anonymized and shared? How shall it be done?
 Can we establish standards of practice for query log analysis?
Key points and suggestions from the discussions for the above questions were that,
using transactional log data is crucial for training researchers in this ﬁeld. In addition,
there is a strong potential for search engine companies to beneﬁt from the ﬁndings of
the studies from these log data. In order to make fair use of these data, setting up
review boards and clear guidelines were suggested. Furthermore, preserving logs was
suggested as it provides a reﬂection of the character, values, fears, hopes and desires of
the people who issue them.
In-spite of the above limitations and challenges, transactional logs continues to be a
valuable resource for analyzing user behavior and search patterns. It allows to learn
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how end users search online IR systems left to their own devices and unaffected by
potential biases such as the presence of an observer, their knowledge that a reviewer
would scrutinize their search at a later time, their aptitude for or the potential biases of
a researcher-assigned task [Markey, 2007a]. In the following Sections ﬁndings of user
behavior analysis from experimental methods and log analysis are presented.
2.4.2 User Behavior in General IR
There has been a large body of dedicated research in user behavior analysis for various
onlineinformationretrievalsystems(forexample, [DasNevesandFox,2000;Borgman,
1983; Park, 2000; Mongy et al., 2005; Mat-Hassan and Levene, 2005; Yi et al., 2006;
Markey, 2007a,b; Dupret and Piwowarski, 2010], etc).
For example, [Borgman, 1983] reported a computer monitoring study of users of the
Ohio State University Libraries’ online catalog. The study characterizes user behavior
in terms of types of searches done, patterns of use, time spent on searching, errors,
and system problems. Results from the study suggested that users have much shorter
sessions than on other types of retrieval systems (in this study, information desk area
and the card catalog area of the same library). Patterns of use vary between campus
libraries, academic quarters, and between short and long sessions.
[Das Neves and Fox, 2000] investigated the effect of clustering techniques and query
highlighting on search strategy users develop in the virtual environment for digital li-
braries. One of the key ﬁndings of the study was that users did not search until they
found the best match, but until they found a match “good enough”.
[Mongyetal.,2005]suggestedtwolevelsofusermodelingapproachbasedonbrowsing
behavior of users in video search engine. The ﬁrst level aims at modeling and cluster-
ing user behavior on a single video sequence (intra video behavior), the second one
aims at modeling and clustering user behavior on a set of video sequences (inter video
behavior).
Furthermore, [Yi et al., 2006] compared the differences in the nature of the queries
from history and psychology databases. The aim was to see if difference in the subject
speciﬁc database searches can aid in understanding of user search behavior and the
information needs of their respective users. In other words, the research focused on
how the particular subject (history and psychology in this case) for which users need to
ﬁnd information inﬂuences their selection of terms for queries.
[Park, 2000] investigated issues on how to support effective interaction of users with
heterogeneous and distributed information resources. In the Text REtrieval Conference
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(TREC) environment a study was conducted to compare the usability, user preference,
effectiveness, and searching behaviors in systems that implement interaction with mul-
tiple databases through a common interface. There were four main ﬁndings from the
study; the general assumption of the information retrieval (IR) literature that an inte-
grated interaction is best needs to be revisited; it is important to allow for more user
control in the distributed environment; for digital library purposes, it is important to
characterize different databases to support user choice for integration; and last, certain
users prefer control over database selection while still opting for results to be merged.
Finally, [Markey, 2007a] observed that, most of the IR users accept default values when
using advanced features provided by the retrieval systems. Also, most studies suggest
that, when users use advanced search features in their queries, they use them incorrectly
about a third of the time. The results from the past studies demonstrate that most of the
users are satisﬁed by their online searches. Although users are not conducting very
sophisticated online searches, yet, the vast majorities were satisﬁed with their searches.
Studying user behavior in general IR have helped in understanding the effect of the
retrieval systems during information seeking process. That is, when do users provide
long and short queries; does users’ use different searching mechanisms when searching
different information collection. Furthermore, effectiveness of the retrieval systems
(database, digital library) in task completion was also evaluated.
However, results from the user behavior studies in database and digital libraries do not
provide insight on how users interact with an aggregated interface. For instance, what
is the average length of a query in an aggregated search? Does users of an aggregated
interface also prefer to have control over verticals? Are users of aggregated search
interfaces satisﬁed by their search performances? etc.
2.4.3 User Behavior in Web Search
In context of web search, several studies attempted to understand the dynamics of the
search behavior of users, i.e. how users information need and searching behavior evolve
(For example, [Spink et al., 2002; Jansen and Spink, 2005; Agichtein and Zheng, 2006;
White and Morris, 2007a], etc). These studies analyzed web search engine click data to
gather information about the queries being submitted to the search engine, their length,
query frequency per session, click frequency per session, etc.
[Markey, 2007a] in a meta-study compared several researches done in past twenty-ﬁve
years which analyzed user behavior. The study outlined the overall user behavior ob-
served in most online information retrieval systems. Summing up the overall ﬁndings
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from various studies, the author addressed the following research questions: What char-
acterizes the queries that end users submit to online IR systems? What search features
do people use? What features would enable them to improve on the retrievals they have
in hand? What features are hardly ever used? What do end users do in response to the
system’ retrievals?
While comparing the observations regarding queries submitted to the IR systems, the
author ([Markey, 2007a]) made two important notes; users submit few queries, and
users’ queries contain few terms. That is, most studies reported means between two and
four queries per session. These two to four query sessions are not limited to searches
of Web search engines, but include online catalogs and digital libraries. Furthermore,
queries submitted to online catalogs are relatively shorter than web queries; where ap-
proximately one-two terms mean terms are contained in catalog queries, while web
queries contained two-three terms.
[Agichtein and Zheng, 2006] showed that incorporating user behavior data can signif-
icantly improve ordering of top results in real web search setting. Various alternatives
for incorporating feedback into the ranking process were explore and were then com-
pared to other common web search features. Results from the study showed that, in-
corporating implicit feedback can augment other features, improving the accuracy of a
competitive web search ranking algorithms.
[Liu et al., 2008] analyzed different user behavior pattern for accessing ordinary web
pages and web spam pages, and proposed features to identify spam pages. The analyses
showed that spam pages are mostly designed to attract users attention, they do not pro-
vide any valuable contents. Therefore, Web spam page receives most of its user visiting
from search engines instead of from non-spam pages or bookmark lists.
Furthermore, [Jansen et al., 2010] analyzed user interactions with a real time search
engine to investigate the query frequency, terms and its structure during information
seeking in real time searching. The ﬁndings from the study showed that, 60% of the
trafﬁc comes from the engine’s application program interface, indicating that real time
search is heavily leveraged by other applications. Of the queries, 30% were unique
(used only once in the entire dataset). The search topics associated with the query terms
were often related to technology, entertainment, and politics.
Studies like above have shown how users’ interact with web search results, and how
these information can be further utilized in improving the retrieval systems. However,
in context of an aggregated search, there is very limited understanding of user behavior
with respect to the aggregated results. That is, not much is known on how users seek
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information when different types of results are provided on a single result page, and
how user behavior can be modeled within an aggregated retrieval system.
2.4.4 User Behavior in Aggregated Search
Through informal studies, interactions with Google’s Universal search results were
looked at2-18. Eye tracking techniques were used to capture users’ visual attention on
the aggregated result page.
Results from the study showed that, due to the addition of pictures on the result page,
the orientation point of viewing results seem to change, leading to a distinctly different
experience. In pre-aggregated search interfaces, the common observed trend was to
orient in the upper left corner (indicated by A) and to start the scanning from there, ﬁrst
vertically (the down arrow) and then scanning across when a title catches your attention,
as seen in heat map on right in Figure 2.8.
While in the aggregated results (left heat map of Figure 2.8), it was found that while
there still was some scanning in the upper left (B), it does not appear that the scanning
starts there. Instead, the orientation appeared to happen by the graphic thumbnail in
the results (C), and then started from there. Scanning seems to be predominantly to the
side and below (D). Furthermore, “F” pattern [Nielsen, 2009] for scanning results in
conventional web interface seem to change to “E” pattern in an aggregated interface, as
seen in Figure 2.9.
Through another eye-tracking study2-19 performed by Google on their Universal inter-
face (aggregated interface) it was observed that, non-web results (image, video, etc)
within a result page did not affect the order of scanning the results and does not disrupt
the information seeking process of users. Furthermore, [Ostergren et al., 2010] also
performed an eye-tracking study to investigated how searchers interact with graphical,
non-textual search engine results page user interfaces in order to reveal the potential
value of these alternative display strategies.
So far studies related to aggregated interface have primarily been investigated through
eye-tracking studies. These studies provide insight on how users’ view results in an
aggregated interface. That is, there is some understanding on where on the result page
does user looks at or gives attention; and where does the user start viewing the web and
the non-web results. However, whether and how these non-web search results affect
2-18http://searchengineland.com/eye-tracking-on-universal-and-personalized-search-12 233
2-19http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/02/eye-tracking-studies-more-than-meets.html
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FIGURE 2.8: Heat Map of an Aggregated Interface. The ﬁgure is taken from the articlea
ahttp://searchengineland.com/eye-tracking-on-universal-and-personalized-search-12233
users click-through ratio is not very clear from these studies. Also, if result presenta-
tion in an aggregated interface is useful and effective in task completion is not known.
Despitesomeinitialattempts(asmentionedabove), thereliesabiggapinunderstanding
of overall information seeking process of users in an aggregated scenario. Above stud-
ies provide insight on how users “view” an aggregated interface, but how users “use”
an aggregated interface remains unexplored; This is the aim of the research presented
in this thesis.
2.4.5 Summary
In this Section a background material on user behavior analysis was provided. How
analysis of user behavior have inﬂuenced various information retrieval systems were
also discussed. Through studies various behavioral observations were made during
information seeking process, such as: length of queries submitted, difference in infor-
mation access with respect to particular subject, etc.
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FIGURE 2.9: The “E” shape result-viewing pattern in aggregated interface. The ﬁgure is
taken from the articleb
ahttp://searchengineland.com/eye-tracking-on-universal-and-personalized-search-12233
bhttp://searchengineland.com/eye-tracking-on-universal-and-personalized-search-12233
Above studies provide insight on users’ searching behavior with respect to various IR
systems. There exist certain similarities as well as differences among observed user be-
haviors pertaining to different IR systems. However, the studies in the past did not take
into account the underlying source need. That is, understanding users’ searching behav-
ior when their information need requires results from different sources is not explored.
For instance, how does session length correspond to the type of information (e.g., im-
age, video, map) accessed? How often users combine results from different information
sources? Which are the most frequent combination of information sources accessed?
The aim of this thesis is to obtain an understanding of the users’ searching behavior
with respect to different sources, and to investigate if there exits any patterns in such
searching behaviors. Furthermore, the thesis also aims to investigate the interaction of
users with the aggregated interface.
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2.5 Summary
The main contribution of this Chapter is to present background and motivation for the
work presented in this thesis. The work presented in this thesis is related to four main
research aspects; relevance in IR, result aggregation, result presentation and user behav-
ior. It is shown that there have been signiﬁcant efforts in past to address these aspects
in context of various information retrieval systems, for example, in digital libraries,
databases, and web search.
Relevance has been a key aspect in evaluating the IR systems. Researchers in past have
described various attributes and dimensions of relevance depending on the context of
search. However, what relevance means within the context of aggregated search in not
clear. Furthermore, what dimensions of relevance exits within the relevance space in an
aggregated search scenario is also not known. The aim of this thesis to address these
issues so that an estimation of relevance can be done effectively.
Through several dedicated studies in past, understanding of how result aggregation or
result presentation inﬂuence users’ behavior in different retrieval systems have been
achieved. However, effect of these aspects still remains uncovered in context of aggre-
gated search. Techniques like clustering and distributed IR have shown to be effective in
making information access easier. But, whether aggregation of different types (image,
video, map, etc) on one result page also improves information access is not known.
There is also limited understanding of result presentation within an aggregated inter-
face. For instance, it is not clear if the result presentation of an aggregated interface has
similar effects in task completions as compared to conventional search interface. How
(if any) does aggregation of different search results effect users information seeking
process. Also, how different design and visualization approach can be used to improve
information access in an aggregated search interface is also not known. Answers to
these questions are still missing in an aggregated search scenario.
There is also a signiﬁcant amount of work dedicated in analyzing user behavior with
respect to various information retrieval systems. These studies have uncovered various
patterns of user behavior dynamics, which were further utilized in improving the re-
trieval systems. Whereas in aggregated search there is limited body of work addressing
user behavior dynamics, which do not provide sufﬁcient insight on information seeking
behavior of users in an aggregated search.
Furthermore, a formal introduction to this emerging paradigm is also missing from the
literature. There is no clear deﬁnition for terminologies associated to aggregated search
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paradigm. In addition, framework of an aggregated paradigm is also not provided.
This PhD work aims to address the issues associated to aggregated search, and to lay
foundation for the future research in this ﬁeld. Effect of result aggregation and result
presentation in aggregated search is uncovered in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The focus
of Chapter 5 and 6 is to explore dynamics of user behavior in an aggregated scenario.
Finally, overall ﬁndings from this thesis work is presented in Chapter 7, which provided
several directions for future research.
54Part II
Result Presentation in Aggregated
Search Interface
55Preface
This part presents two user studies, where outcomes
of research questions addressing result presentation is-
sues in aggregated interfaces are described. Chapter 3
(study one) compares an aggregated interface to a non-
aggregated interface during information access for infor-
mational queries. Another comparison between differ-
ent types of aggregated interfaces is performed during the
second study in Chapter 4, where factors affecting click-
through behavior are analyzed.
56Chapter 3
Aggregated verses Non-Aggregated
Search Interface
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a user study that evaluated the effectiveness of an aggregated
search interface in the context of informational search tasks Sushmita et al. [2009a].
An experimental system was developed to present search results aggregated from mul-
tiple information sources, and was compared to a conventional tabbed interface. Sixteen
participants were recruited to evaluate the performance of the two interfaces. The re-
sults from the study suggest that the aggregated search interface is a promising way of
supporting informational search tasks. In particular, the quantity and diversity of the
retrieved items, which participants accessed to complete a task, increased in the aggre-
gated interface. Participants also found that the aggregated presentation provided easier
access to relevant items when compared to conventional interface.
3.1.1 Structure
The outline of this chapter is as follows: In Section 3.1.2 the study presented in this
chapter is motivated. The experimental design is described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3
presents the results and analysis of the study. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses the ﬁndings
and limitations of the study.
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3.1.2 Motivation
This work is motivated by two observations: ﬁrst, the positive evidence in favor of the
usageofaggregatedinterface; andsecond, thegrowthinthepercentageofinformational
queries issued to the search engines.
Starting with the ﬁrst observation, which motivated this study. Introduction Chapter
1 discussed that there have been evidence on how aggregating results have inﬂuenced
users’ information gathering process. After search engines introduced the aggregation
approach in their result pages, an increase in access of non-web3-1 results (image, video,
etc) were observed. People started to access non-web results more often, as compared
to when they were accessed through their dedicated vertical, that is, via the conven-
tional tabbed interface. Furthermore, the results of a log analysis study Sushmita et al.
[2009b] suggested a potential need for aggregated search interfaces. The study reported
in Sushmita et al. [2009b] collected evidence if users actually accessed non-web results
during their search. It was found that, although by large standard web pages are being
accessed (clicked), the percentage of non-standard web pages that are clicked (news,
blogs, images, etc) is not negligible.
Although, there is much evidence to support the need for an aggregated search, yet
the effectiveness of an aggregated search interface is not known. There is very little
understanding of how effective the aggregation of results are in information gathering
process. It was clear that more and more people were accessing non-web results; when
provided on an aggregated interface. However, it was not very clear if it was also
effective in task completion. This motivated the study (described in this chapter), where
effectiveness of an aggregated interface was empirically evaluated.
Next, moving to our second observation mentioned earlier in this section. The increase
in the percentage of informational queries issued to search engines further motivated
this study. In a study, Broder [2002a] classiﬁed the “need behind the query” into three
intents namely: informational, navigational and transactional. He explained that, for
navigational queries, the immediate intent is to reach a particular site (e.g., BBC Home-
page). While for queries which are informational in nature, the intent is to acquire some
informationassumedpresentononeormorewebpages. Finally, incaseoftransactional
queries, the intent is to perform some web-mediated activity (e.g., download, purchase,
etc).
3-1The term “non-web” is used to distinguish these media and other document genre to the standard web
documents. In current search engine terminology, these “non-web” results could be retrieved directly
from the respective verticals.
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In the context of aggregated search, the idea of combining results from different sources
(images, web, video, etc) seems to be more useful for informational queries. This is
because, the aim behind such queries is to gather information from multiple documents
or sources. Whereas, for navigational and transactional queries, aggregating results
may not be useful, since the aim is to reach a particular website, and not to gather
information from different website.
For instance, for the navigational query, “British airways”, where the user might aim
to visit the British airways website (URLs of the airline website); showing image or
video results with the web results in this case may not be useful. Similarly, for an
exampletransactionalquery, suchas; “amazon.com”, theintentionmight betopurchase
some product from the Amazon website. It is again not obvious if the aggregation of
results would be necessary for satisfying information need behind this query. Therefore,
returning an aggregated result page can be considered more appropriate for queries,
which are informational in nature.
A recent study reported that 80% of queries submitted to search engines are informa-
tional Jansen et al. [2008]. The growth in the percentage of informational queries sub-
mitted to search engines suggests that more people are now often seeking general infor-
mation on a broad topic such as “global warming” or “nutrition”. Therefore, there is a
need to ﬁnd effective way of combining results from different sources in order to make
information access easier and faster. Aggregated search is one such approach, which
aims to make search results more comprehensive and useful 3-2.
Although it is already known that, there is an acceptance among users for informa-
tion being presented in an aggregated manner, and that now many users are seeking
information on general topics (informational queries). However, there still lies a gap
in understanding how effectively an aggregated search approach helps in supporting
informational search tasks. In this chapter, a task-based user study that compares the
performance of an aggregated search interface to a conventional interface for informa-
tional queries is presented.
3.2 Experimental Design
A within-subject3-3 experiment design was used in this study, where two search in-
terfaces (controlled and experimental) were tested by sixteen participants, performing
3-2http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2007/05/behind-scenes-with-universal-search.html
3-3In a within-subjects (also called ‘repeated measures’) design, each participant is exposed to all of the
conditions of the experiment Field and Hole [2003].
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two search tasks with each interface. In the following sections the research hypotheses
of this study is deﬁned (section 3.2.1), and the experiment designed to investigate the
hypotheses is discussed in detail (section 3.2.2).
3.2.1 Research Hypotheses
The overall hypothesis of this study is that an aggregated result presentation can facili-
tate informational search tasks by offering diversiﬁed search results. More speciﬁcally,
the following sub-hypotheses were formulated to investigate:
H1 An aggregated presentation can increase the quantity and diversity of documents
viewed by users to complete a task (Section 3.3.1).
H2 An aggregated presentation can increase the quantity and diversity of relevant in-
formation collected by users to complete a task (Section 3.3.2).
H3 An aggregated presentation can improve users’ perceptions of the search system
(Section 3.3.3).
While an increased number of clicks can be seen as a sign of confusion in naviga-
tional queries, informational search tasks often require viewing a range of documents
to complete the task. Therefore, an effective interface should be able to facilitate the
browsing of retrieved documents [H1]. This should also affect the relevant information
collected to complete a task [H2]. Finally, participants were expected to have a positive
perception on the system that enabled them to perform a task successfully [H3].
3.2.2 Search interfaces
Two search interfaces within a system, called DIGEST system, were devised to address
the research hypotheses. Both interfaces used the same back-end search engine (Yahoo!
search API3-4). For a given query, the API was set to retrieve the top 30 items from four
information sources. In this study, web, image, news, and Wikipedia were the four in-
formation sources used. The difference between the two interfaces was the presentation
of retrieved items.
The interface representing the conventional search approach is the controlled system
whereas, the interface representing the aggregated search approach is the experimental
3-4http://developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/
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system. Tiled aggregation approach was used in the experimental system. Since the aim
of the study was to see if aggregated approach improves information access by provid-
ing results from different sources, therefore, focus was not on selecting the aggregated
design. The comparison between the type of aggregations: vertical and tiled will be
shown in the next chapter.
Figure 3.1 shows the controlled system (for the example query “London”) where the
results from the four sources were presented in separate tabs. The default source was
set to the web tab, and the participants could click other tabs at the top of the inter-
face to view the results from other sources. This represented a conventional vertical
presentation of search results available in major search engines. The controlled system
presented the ﬁrst 10 results for every selected information source with an option of
“more results” at the bottom to view the remaining 20 results (in sets of 10).
FIGURE 3.1: Controlled System (Tabbed)
Figure 3.2 presents the experimental system (for the example query “London”) where
the results from the four sources were integrated into a single page. This represents an
aggregated presentation of search results. The ﬁrst 10 web results, 12 image results,
10 wiki results and 5 news results, were shown, in each corresponding panel. Every
information source on the experimental system also had an option of “more results”
(similar to the controlled system) in order to view the remaining results.
The layout of the four sources was synthesized from one of the existing examples of
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FIGURE 3.2: Experimental System (Aggregated)
aggregated interface3-5, and was ﬁxed throughout the experiment. Since the focus of
the experiment was not to determine an optimal layout, therefore, one design layout
was approximated and used in the study. Furthermore, since a single layout was used
throughout the study, it minimized the layout effect on user searching behavior during
the study; which otherwise might have been the case, if different layouts were used
instead. A formal study to determine an optimal layout is suggested for future work in
section 8.4.5 of Chapter 8.
3.2.3 Task
Participantsoftheuserstudywereaskedtoperforminformationalsearchtasksusingthe
interfaces described earlier. Each search task was based on the simulated work task3-6
situation framework proposed by Borlund [2000]. The framework was designed to en-
courage participants to engage with an artiﬁcial task by giving a situational background
scenario for the task. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the search scenario. As can
be seen, our search tasks required browsing several documents and collecting relevant
information from multiple sources.
3-5http://au.alpha.yahoo.com/search/web?p=london
3-6A simulated work task situation is a short ‘cover story’ that describes a situation that leads to an
individual requiring to use an IR system Borlund [2000].
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Participants were asked to copy and paste relevant texts, URLs, and images to word
processing software during the task. Microsoft word software was used as an elec-
tronic notebook. Examples of notebooks made by participants are shown in Figure
3.4. Six search scenarios (provided in Appendix) were prepared so that participants
could choose the scenarios based on their interest. This design aimed to facilitate par-
ticipantsÕ engagement with the artiﬁcial search tasks. Participants were given ﬁfteen
minutes to complete each task. Each participant performed four search tasks, two with
the experimental system and two with the controlled system. The order of the systems
was rotated to reduce learning effects.
FIGURE 3.3: An example simulated work task used during the experiment.
3.2.4 Participants
The experiment was carried out with 11 males and 5 females from University of Glas-
gow. Out of 16 participants, 7 were undergraduate students, 2 postgraduate students, 3
PhD students, and 4 were research staff members. The participants were from various
educational ﬁelds, namely: computing, business management, arts and commerce. The
participants were recruited through a formal call for participation email distributed to
several lists. An entry questionnaire established that 82% of participants stated that they
had accessed more than one information source to complete a search task. Therefore,
the participants of the study were not unfamiliar with search tasks that require multiple
sources. However, none had used the Digest interfaces or the tasks before.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 3.4: Sample information collected during search tasks by participants
3.2.5 Procedure
For each participant, the experiment was performed in the following manner. When
they arrived at the experiment site, they were welcomed and explained the overall aim
of the experiment. When they agreed to participate, a consent form was signed. Then,
they were asked to ﬁll in an entry questionnaire to capture their proﬁle and search
background. Next, they had a training session with both interfaces using a sample
search task. The training session typically lasted for ﬁve minutes
Then, they were asked to perform the ﬁrst search task by selecting the most interesting
scenario from the six scenarios. During the task, the system automatically logged par-
ticipants’ interaction with the interface. When the ﬁrst task was completed, they were
asked to ﬁll in a post-task questionnaire to capture their subjective assessments on the
system and task. Then, participants were informed of the change of the interface, and
the second scenario was selected. This was repeated four times. After the completion
of the four tasks, they were asked to ﬁll in an exit questionnaire to capture their percep-
tions of systems and tasks as a whole. Participants were rewarded ﬁfteen pounds for
their participation after the experiment.
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3.3 Results
This section presents the results of the experiment based on the research hypotheses
stated in Section 3.2.1. A total of thirty-two search sessions per system were used in
the analysis. To measure the statistical signiﬁcance of the results, both t-test (para-
metric) and Wilcoxon signed rank test (non-parametric) were applied to the difference
between the controlled and experimental systems. All tests were paired and two-sided,
and critical value was set to 0.05, unless otherwise stated.
3.3.1 Quantity and diversity of information accessed
The ﬁrst hypothesis [H1] looked at the effect of an aggregated presentation on the quan-
tity and diversity of documents participants viewed to complete a task. To examine this
hypothesis, ﬁrst the participants’ click-through data on different information sources
were analyzed. The results are shown in Table 4.12.
The bottom row of the table shows the average number of retrieved items viewed to
complete a task. As can be seen, participants viewed a signiﬁcantly larger number
of items in the experimental system when compared to the controlled system, where
t(31) = 4:2;p = 0:000, with a 95% conﬁdence interval.
The breakdown of the information sources suggests that the difference was due to
the signiﬁcantly different frequency in the wiki (t(31) = 4:2;p = 0:000) and image
(t(31) = 3:5;p = 0:0013) sources. These results provide a support for that the aggre-
gated presentation increased the quantity of retrieved items viewed.
The combinations of information sources accessed by participants to complete a task
were also looked at during the analysis. The results are shown in Table 3.2. As can
be seen, in ﬁve more sessions (10th row in Table 3.2), participants accessed all four
information sources in the experimental system (13) when compared to the controlled
system (8). In addition, more sessions were completed by a single source (Web) in the
controlled system. This suggests that the aggregated presentation encouraged partici-
pants to view more diversiﬁed sources from search results. It was also noticed that the
frequent source was different in the two systems. When the diversity score of 3 was
considered, the sources of web, image, and news was the most popular combination in
the controlled system while the web, image, and wiki were the most common combina-
tion in the experimental system. This aspect will be discussed later. Overall, the results
provided some evidence to support [H1].
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TABLE 3.1: Frequency of participants’ clicks per information sources for Controlled System
(Cont. Sys) and Experimental System (Exp. Sys). Where Mean (SD) = mean and SD of click
through frequency on augmented elements, and, t= t value, df = degree of freedom and p1 = p
value from T-test. The z = z statistics and p2 = the p value from the Wilcoxon test. The number
of sessions analyzed = 64, 32 for each interface.
Source Mean (SD)
of Cont. Sys
Mean (SD)
of Exp. Sys
t df p1 z p2
Web 7.7 (6.7) 8.6 (5.9) 0.9 31 0.3700 180 0.1847
News 1.7 (1.7) 1.0 (1.2) 1.9 31 0.0663 256 0.1039
Wiki 1.0 (1.5) 2.7 (2.2) 4.2 31 0.0002 39 0.0005
Image 2.4 (3.2) 6.8 (7.7) 3.5 31 0.0013 47.5 0.0004
All 12.8 (8.8) 19.1 (12.1) 4.2 31 0.0002 60.5 0.0002
TABLE 3.2: Combination of information sources, where W=web, I= image, N=news and
Wi= wiki
Diversity Sources Controlled system Experimental system
1 W 4 0
2 W+I 2 3
2 W+N 1 2
2 W+Wi 1 2
2 I+Wi 0 1
3 W+I+N 12 1
3 W+N+Wi 3 1
3 W+I+Wi 1 9
4 W+I+N+Wi 8 13
Total 32 32
3.3.2 Quantity and diversity of information collected
The second hypothesis examined whether or not an aggregated presentation increased
the quantity and diversity of relevant information collected by participants to complete a
task. Toanswerthishypothesis, asimilaranalysistotheprevioussectionwasperformed
but on the number of texts, images, and URLs collected in the notebook. The number
of texts was counted based on the number of paragraphs. The results of the analysis are
shown in Table 3.3. Again, the bottom row of the table shows the average number of
collecteditemstocompleteatask. Ascanbeseen, participantscollectedﬁvemoreitems
intheexperimentalsystemwhencomparedtothecontrolledsystem. Thedifferencewas
found to be signiﬁcant by the Wilcoxon test (where, z = 122:5;p value = 0:0409).
The breakdown of collected items shows that participants tended to collect more items
in all three types (Texts, Images, and URLs) when they used the experimental system.
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TABLE 3.3: Information collection using Controlled (Cont. Sys) and Experimental systems
(Exp. Sys). Where Mean (SD) = mean and standard deviation of information collected, and, t=
t value, df = degree of freedom and p1 = p value from T-test. The z = z statistics and p2 = the p
value from the Wilcoxon test.
Information Mean (SD)
of Cont. Sys
Mean (SD)
of Exp. Sys
t df p1 z p2
Text 7.8 (13.2) 10.8 (21.4) 0.9 31 0.3657 95.5 0.3211
Images 3.3 (2.8) 4.6 (3.4) 1.6 31 0.114 137.0 0.0815
URLs 6.1 (5.3) 7.4 (7.1) 1.3 31 0.1956 113.5 0.3025
All 17.3 (12.7) 22.7 (18.6) 1.6 31 0.1173 122.5 0.0409
TABLE 3.4: InformationcollectedusingControlledandExperimentalsystemsfortext, image
and ulr combinations. Here, I=image, T= text and U = url
Diversity Sources Controlled system Experimental system
1 I 0 2
1 U 2 0
2 I+T 9 6
2 I+U 11 1
2 T+U 0 12
3 I+T+U 10 11
Total 32 32
However, no difference was found to be signiﬁcant. Table 3.4 shows the combination of
the collected items. As can be seen, the number of sessions where all three types were
collected (diversity score 3) was similar across the systems.
The frequency in the other two diversity scores (diversity score 1 and 2) was also found
to be comparable. However, there was some noticeable difference in the combinations.
More speciﬁcally, the combination of Image and Text (I+U) and combination of Text
and URLs (T+U) had a very different frequency across the systems. Further examina-
tions of log ﬁles could not provide any clear answer to the cause of this difference. To
summarize, the results provided partial evidence to support the quantity aspect of [H2],
but no obvious evidence was found to support the diversity aspect of the hypothesis.
3.3.2.1 Quality of Information Collected:
In order to ensure that the information collected by users were relevant to the given
task, the information collected by them, that is, images, the text and the URLs of the
web pages were also analyzed. The aim was to ensure that the collected information
by the participants were not only higher in quantity but were also relevant to the given
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task. After analyzing the collected information, it was observed that the images, text
and URLs collected by the participants were relevant to the respective task in most
cases. This was observed with the experimental as well as the controlled system, and
the participants were able to collect relevant information using both the systems. How-
ever, since the quantity of the collected information was higher when the experimental
system was used (Section 3.3.2), therefore, the amount of relevant information collected
by using aggregated approach was also higher. This suggests that, aggregated search
approach can be seen as an effective medium, which facilitated information access.
3.3.3 User perceptions
The last hypothesis [H3] looked at the effect of the aggregated presentation on partic-
ipants’ perceptions of the systems. To answer this hypothesis, participants’ subjective
assessments on the systems were analyzed, which were captured by a 5-point Likert
scale in the exit questionnaire. More speciﬁcally, their agreement on the following two
statements for each of the two systems was asked.
Q1 The system was useful to complete my search tasks (1 = Strongly agree; 5 =
Strongly disagree).
Q2 It was easy to ﬁnd relevant information with the system (1 = Strongly agree; 5 =
Strongly disagree).
TABLE 3.5: Users’ perceptions on the Controlled (Cont. Sys) and Experimental systems
(Exp. Sys) for N=16. Where Mean (SD) = mean and standard deviation, t= t value, df = degree
of freedom and p1 = p value from T-test. The z = z statistics and p2 = the p value from the
Wilcoxon test.
Question Mean (SD)
of Cont. Sys
Mean (SD)
of Exp. Sys
t df p1 z p2
Q1 2.4 (1.1) 1.9 (1.1) 1.13 15 0.2622 37 0.3542
Q2 2.4 (1.0) 1.8 (0.9) 1.84 15 0.0859 52 0.0932
Since the third hypotheses ([H3]) expected the experimental system to have a better
assessment than the controlled system, the statistical tests were applied with paired but
one-tailed where an alternative was set to be greater. Note that a lower value represented
a higher degree of agreement in our analysis. The results are shown in Table 3.5. As
can be seen, participants tended to ﬁnd the experimental system easier to ﬁnd relevant
information to complete a task. Although participants tended to give a better score on
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the experimental system regarding the usefulness, the difference was not found to be
signiﬁcant. We also asked participants which system was easier to access search results
in the exit questionnaire. 75% of participants selected the experimental system for the
question. Overall, these results provide partial evidence to support third hypothesis
[H3].
3.4 Discussion
This section ﬁrst discusses the implications of the results on the design of aggregated
search interfaces, followed by the limitation of this study. Beaulieu [1997] observed the
trade-off between the complexity of search interfaces and cognitive load of the users.
This applies to the design of aggregated search interfaces, too. The experimental system
of this study used a more complex presentation than the controlled system to integrate
multiple information sources in a single page. Therefore, the aggregated search in-
terface could increase the cognitive load of the end-users. However, the experimental
results suggested that participants were capable of interacting with an aggregated pre-
sentation, and tended to ﬁnd the experimental system easier to ﬁnd relevant information
when compared to the controlled system. This might be because the controlled system
still required extra effort to select information sources to access a range of retrieved
items.
Another implication was that the layout of aggregation was likely to affect people’s
selection of information sources. In Section 3.3, it was found that the combination of
the web, image, and news was the most common selection in the controlled system
while the web, image, and wiki were the popular selection in the experimental system.
They were exactly the same order of the sources in the interfaces. The tab on the top
of the controlled interface listed the sources in the order of web ! image ! news !
wiki. The top three panels of the aggregated interface were the web, image, and wiki.
This suggests that people’s browsing of information sources can be sequential, and
their attention moves horizontally rather than scrolling down the result page vertically.
This also implies that an aggregated search interface might be able to offer an effective
support by optimizing the order of information sources for different tasks or queries.
Furthermore, when the participants were asked for their overall preference for aggre-
gated and non-aggregated interface during study 62% preferred aggregated, 18.75%
preferred non-aggregate approach, and 18.75% preferred both. Participants preferring
non-aggregated approach suggested that because of their acquaintance with similar sys-
tem (Google, yahoo, etc) over the years, they were more comfortable while using the
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system. Participants who preferred both the system suggested that they would prefer to
have a combination of both systems where they could have an option to switch between
both the systems depending upon their search task. This was an important feedback
since it was also hypothesized that aggregation of search results would be beneﬁcial for
informational queries.
Therefore, it would be interesting to have a system capable of dealing (or switching)
between aggregated and non-aggregated paradigm, depending on the query intent. This
would be an interesting research for future work. Some users also suggested that having
results aggregated on one page helped them in comparing the various results together
and hence provided a broader overview of the search task topic.
3.4.1 Limitations
There are some limitations in this study; First, only one back-end search engine (Yahoo!
API) to test the effectiveness of the interfaces was used. Although this made the com-
parison fair, the implication of the results is limited to this particular engine. Second,
the systems were tested with a small number of topics compared to a system-centered
evaluation. Other types of tasks such as a decision-making task would also give a bet-
ter understanding of the effect of aggregated presentation. Third, the collected items
were based on perceived relevance and the quality of collected items was not assessed.
Finally, the layout of aggregation was ﬁxed in our experiment. This seems to have
an implication on participants’ information seeking behavior, which will be discussed
next.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a task-based user study was described to compare the effectiveness of
an aggregated presentation to a conventional presentation. The study presented investi-
gated the effect of the aggregated presentation on the quantity and diversity of informa-
tion objects accessed by users during informational search tasks.
In conclusion, the study provided empirical evidence to support that an aggregated pre-
sentation of information sources can increase the quantity and diversify of the retrieved
items accessed to complete informational search tasks. Participants tended to ﬁnd the
aggregated presentation easier to access retrieved items and to ﬁnd relevant informa-
tion. Although these positive effects were not strong enough to increase the amount
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of relevant information collected, it can be speculated that an intelligent way of orga-
nizing information sources is a key to achieve such a goal. Despite its limitations, the
presented study is the ﬁrst step into a new and unexplored domain and a contribution to
the exploration of the understanding of aggregated interface.
Another interesting observation, which came up during the analysis of this study, was
that the layout of an aggregated page might have implications on users’ click behavior.
In the next Chapter 4, study presenting factors affecting click behavior in aggregated in-
terface is described, which would help in further understanding of aggregated interface,
and its design concerns.
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Factors Affecting Click-Through
Behavior in Aggregated Search
Interfaces
4.1 Introduction
In the pervious chapter, the effectiveness of an aggregated search result presentation
approach was evaluated. It was observed that an aggregated interface seems to be
a promising approach in satisfying information-gathering process for informational
queries. This chapter presents two user studies investigating factors affecting users
click-through behavior on aggregated search interfaces Sushmita et al. [2010a]. The
aim is to gain an insight into the implications of result aggregation with respect to their
position, relevance of source to the given search tasks, etc.
In order to achieve this, two aggregated search interfaces is tested: one where results
from the different sources are presented into a single list, that is vertical representa-
tion of search results (Section 4.3.1), and another, where results from each source are
presented in a separate panel, that is tiled representation of search results (Section
4.3.2). A total of 1,296 search sessions performed by 48 participants in two separate
studies are analyzed in this chapter. Results from the study suggest that: 1) the posi-
tion of augmented search results is only signiﬁcant in the vertical design and not in the
tiled design; 2) participants’ click-through behavior for videos is different from other
sources; and ﬁnally 3) capturing a task’s orientation towards particular sources is an
important factor for further investigation and research.
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4.1.1 Structure
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: The study presented in this chapter is
motivated in Section 4.1.2. The research questions investigated during the study are
described in Section 4.1.3. The experimental design to address the research questions is
described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3.1 reports the results from the study investigating
factors on vertical approach of aggregating results while, Section 4.3.2 reports the re-
sults from the second study investigating factors on tiled approach of aggregating search
results. Section 4.5 contains a discussion of ﬁndings. Finally, the chapter ﬁnishes with
conclusions in Section 4.6.
4.1.2 Motivation
Aggregated search interfaces are now a common paradigm for search result presenta-
tion. An aggregated search interface is designed to integrate search results from dif-
ferent sources (web, image, video, news, blog, tweet, etc) into a single result page.
An objective of aggregated search is to facilitate the access to the increasingly diverse
content available on the web.
There appears to be at least two main types of aggregation approaches; vertical and
tiled. A vertical aggregation (as initiated by Google Universal Search4-1, and now used
by many other search engines) presents results from different sources within a single
ranked list. Vertical aggregation is one where results from different sources are blended
in together to form a single ranked list. Such type of aggregation is also referred to as
merged or slotted aggregation, since results from image, video, etc are merged in with
the web results or slotted between web results. An example of vertical aggregation is
shown in Figure 4.1. The Figure shows aggregation of image and video results with
web results on the result page.
Whereas a tiled aggregation (e.g., Alpha Yahoo!4-2 or Naver4-3) presents results from
each source in a separate panel. There is no blending or merging of results in such
type of aggregation, and the distinction among sources is more evident. Example of a
tiled like aggregation followed by Yahoo! alpha is shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen
that for the example query iceage-3, results from image, web and video are provided in
separate panels.
4-1http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2007/05/universal-search-best-answer-is-still.html
4-2au.alpha.yahoo.com/
4-3www.naver.com/
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FIGURE 4.1: Example of a vertical aggregated search result page by Google for the query
“ice age 3”.
FIGURE 4.2: Example of a tiled like aggregated search result page by Yahoo! alpha for the
query “ice age 3”.
The main aspect distinguishing an aggregated search interface from a conventional
search interface is that results from different sources are aggregated within the default
web search results. This increases the complexity in the design of search interfaces and
result presentation. This distinction raises two main issues:
1. How should we determine the relevance of a source to a search task when given
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a query?
2. How should we organize the search results with multiple sources?
There have been several studies looking at the ﬁrst issue (e.g. Arguello et al. [2009a];
Diaz [2009]; Arguello et al. [2009b]; Sushmita et al. [2009b]). On the other hand,
research on the second issue in the context of aggregated search interfaces is still limited
when compared to the ﬁrst issue. Therefore, to examine the second issue, two user
studies are carried out (described in this chapter): one using a vertical representation
and another using a tiled approach. The objective of the studies is to investigate the
impact of factors on people’s click-through behavior on the aggregated search result
presentation. The factors studied include:
1. position of search results,
2. source types and,
3. strength of search task’s orientation towards a particular source type (Source-
Orientation).
As already discussed in the Background chapter (Section 2.1), an important task of
an aggregated search system is to determine, for a given query, not only whether a
document is relevant, but from which sources relevant documents should be retrieved.
It should be noted that it was not the aim of this work to study how to select the sources
from which documents should be retrieved. Instead, given that the source orientation
of an information need is known, the aim is to investigate the effect of this on users
click-through behavior.
In other words, the presented study is motivated to investigate the relevance of the
source to the search task, and its effect on users’ searching behavior. To capture this
aspect, this study measures the “source orientation” of an information need, which
refers to the degree to which documents from a speciﬁc source would be relevant to
complete the corresponding search task.
To summarize, the work reported in this Chapter is concerned with: the effect of the
source orientation of an information need, the positioning of search results, and source
types on users click-through behavior. These effects are studied for both vertical and
tiled aggregated search interfaces separately (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2), and then com-
pared in Section 4.4.
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4.1.3 Research Questions
This subsection deﬁnes the research questions investigated in this study. In this chapter,
results from conventional web search will be referred as the “base elements” of aggre-
gated result presentation, and those from all other sources such as images, videos, and
news, as “augmented elements”.
R1 How does the position of augmented elements affect users’ click-through behavior
in aggregated search interfaces?
It has been shown in previous studies that click-through behavior is strongly af-
fected by the position of results in the ranked list (e.g., Joachims et al. [2005];
Agichtein and Zheng [2006]; Guan and Cutrell [2007]; Keane et al. [2008]).
However, less is known for aggregated result presentation. Therefore, the aim
here is to investigate how the positions of augmented elements affect user behav-
ior, in both aggregation designs, to gain a further insight into this problem.
R2 How does the source orientation of an information need affect users’ click-through
behavior in aggregated search interfaces?
While the thematic (or topical) relevance of documents is important, it can be
argued that the source type may also be an important dimension in the relevance
space for investigating aggregated search. This can be thought of in a similar
manner to how structural relevance is considered as another dimension of rele-
vance in XML retrieval research Lalmas and Tombros [2007]. Therefore, it was
decided to incorporate the source orientation factor into the experimental design
of the study presented in this chapter.
R3 How does the effect of position and source orientation differ over the source types
of augmented elements?
The complexity of aggregated search interfaces partly stems from the range of
potential sources that can be aggregated, and because of this, it is important to un-
derstand the inﬂuence the different types of source can have on the click-through
rates of the augmented elements. Therefore, the last research question is con-
cerned with the interaction effect between the augmented source types and the
other two factors described in R1 and R2 (position and source orientation).
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4.2 Experimental Design
To investigate the factors affecting click-through behavior in aggregated search inter-
faces, two separate within subject studies with 48 participants (24 using a vertical inter-
face design and 24 using a tiled design approach) were carried out.
It should be emphasized that it was not the aim of this work to compare the performance
of the two interfaces, but instead to make separate observations for each. Since these
two main approaches to aggregating results exist (vertical and tiled), the factors for
both approaches were tested.
Research reported in Sushmita et al. [2010b] and Arguello et al. [2009b] showed that
the typical pattern with multiple-sources (in terms of click-through and relevance) was
that at most two sources are involved, with the conventional web source being highly
predominant. Consequently, in this study only the aggregation of two sources (conven-
tional web and one other source) is considered at any one time. In addition, image,
news and video were chosen as the non-web sources, as these were some of the most
frequently used sources in existing aggregated search interfaces.
The factors examined in the study were represented by three independent variables:
position, source of the augmented elements, and the source orientation of the search
task. Each variable had three levels, as listed below:
1. Position (P):
In vertical representation: Top, Middle and Bottom (Figure 4.3(a)).
In tiled Format: Left, Top-Right and Bottom-Right (Figure 4.3(b)).
2. Augmented Element (AE): Image, News and Video.
3. Source-Orientation (SO): High, Medium and Low.
To measure the effect of the independent variables on users click-through behavior, two
dependent variables were proposed: the frequency of clicks on augmented elements,
and the ratio of those clicks that are bookmarked by participants. Participants of the
study were asked to bookmark the search results perceived to be needed to complete
the search tasks.
Deciding which interface positions augmented elements could be placed and thus ex-
amined in this study was not trivial. There are many possible combinations in both the
vertical and tiled interface designs. Based on the observations of existing aggregated
search interfaces (as shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2), it was decided to focus on the three
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positions listed above. These positions can be considered as reasonable approximations
for both designs. The estimations of positions are shown in Figure 4.3.
(a) Vertical Representation
(b) Tiled Format
FIGURE 4.3: Three positions that were considered for each type of aggregation approach.
For both the studies (vertical representation and the tiled representation), the same ex-
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perimental design was used, unless otherwise stated. This means that, the number of
participants, the search tasks and topics, the duration of experiments, and the question-
naires were same. The same search results were shown on both interfaces. The rest of
this section contains the details of the experimental design
4.2.1 Interfaces
Two separate aggregated search interfaces were designed, one for each type of aggre-
gation. The ﬁrst interface (Figure 4.6) was used to study the factors’ effect in vertical
representation for aggregating results, and the second interface (Figure 4.7) was used to
investigate the factors for the tiled format for the aggregation.
FIGURE 4.4: List of twenty-seven topics as shown to the participants. The topics were
divided into three sessions, therefore each session contained nine topics. For each topic, a ﬁxed
result page was shown to the participant, as shown in Figure 4.5
Each interface contained a ﬁxed set of search results, one set for each of the twenty-
seven topics experimented. Participants were shown one result page at a time, one for
each topic. List of topics as displayed to the participants can be seen in Figure 4.4, and
an example result page for a given topic is shown in Figure 4.5. The search tasks and
topics are described in the next Section 4.2.2.
All the search results were fetched prior to the experiment, so that all participants were
presented with the same set of results for a given topic. Yahoo! search API was used
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FIGURE 4.5: An example result page. The result page was ﬁxed for all participants, and for
each topic one such result page was displayed.
to fetch the results using the topic texts as queries. For each query, the results fetched
corresponded to the top 10 results from the conventional web, and the top 5 from each
of the other three sources. The ranking of results within each source was preserved (no
re-rankingwasperformed). Theonlydifferencebetweentheverticalandtiledinterfaces
was the organization of the results (i.e. their positions on the interface).
For a given topic, the interface was set to display the corresponding result page showing
15 items from two selected sources. These items were ﬁxed and were the same for
all participants. The result page showed 10 results from the conventional web (base
elements) and ﬁve from the non-web source (augmented elements). These sizes are
similar to typical aggregated interfaces.
The positions of the augmented elements were varied; at the top, the middle and the
bottomofthewebresultsintheinterfacerepresentingverticalaggregation, andleft, top-
rightandbottom-rightinthetiledlikeaggregatedinterface. Thebaseandtheaugmented
elements were not merged4-4 in the vertical design. This is the strategy adopted by most
current search engines (with the sources used in this study), and avoids the need to
devise a merging algorithm, and consider its effect on users click-through behavior.
Since three positions were to be tested in both interfaces, this resulted in three panels
for the tiled layout design. To use the same number (two) of sources in both studies,
two panels were used to display, respectively, the base elements and the augmented
4-4In search engine terminology, the non-web (image, video, etc) results were slotted at three different
positions on the result page (top, middle and bottom).
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(a) Image on top
(b) Image in the middle
(c) Image at the bottom
FIGURE 4.6: Examples of result pages in the vertical form of aggregation approach.
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(a) Image on right-top
(b) Image at the right-bottom
(c) Image in the left
FIGURE 4.7: Examples of result pages in the tiled format approach.
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elements; the third panel was kept empty. To distinguish between the three panels, the
empty panel had a light background color (see Figure 4.7).
Questions in the exist questionnaire checked whether participants were distracted or
disturbed by the presence of the colored panel. It was found that 98% of the participants
did not notice the colored panel. Those who did (2%) conﬁrmed that the color did not
distract them. Therefore, we can assume that the colored panel did not lead to any
biased observations for the tiled design.
4.2.2 Tasks
Since the experimental design had three independent variables (position, source of the
augmented elements, and source orientation of the search task) and each variable had
three levels, one search task (a topic and a task description) for each combination of
these variables (333 = 27) were formulated, as shown in Table 4.1. This led to a
total of twenty-seven search tasks.
The degree of source orientation of a task was determined according to intuition. For
instance, it was speculated that a highly video-oriented search task was one where some
visual learning would be highly desirable (e.g. dance steps, aerobic movements). A
medium video-oriented search task was one where it was assumed that video results
may or may not be required; e.g. for the topic “baking pancakes”, some participants
might prefer reading a recipe rather than watching a video.
For each topic, participants were shown the search results associated with that topic,
displayed in the vertical or the tiled design (as shown in ﬁgure 4.5). Participants were
asked to bookmark those results they judged useful in completing the task (see Figure
4.8). A brief task description for each topic was provided, which did not refer to the
source orientation of the corresponding task (e.g. words such as photo, image, video,
were not used). For instance, for the topic salsa dance, the task description provided
was “provide examples of dance steps”.
The twenty-seven topics were distributed into three sessions. Each session was com-
posed of all search tasks with the same level of source orientation: high, medium or
low. What then varied in each session were the source of the augmented elements (i.e.,
three; image, news, video) and the position of the augmented elements (another three,
for example in case of vertical interface; top, middle and bottom), leading to (33)
nine topics per session (as seen in Table 4.1). For instance, for the “high” oriented ses-
sion, at position p1, c1 included image, video and news topics. Similarly, at position p2,
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TABLE 4.1: Position and source orientation combinations for each source. For vertical rep-
resentation P1=top, P2=middle and P3=bottom. For the tiled approach, P1=left, P2=right-top and
P3=right-bottom. Here, each cell (combination cn) is tested for three sources, image, video and
news. Thus leading to twenty-seven combinations.
Position High Medium Low
P1 c1 c2 c3
P2 c4 c5 c6
P3 c7 c8 c9
FIGURE 4.8: Example of a bookmarked page, which shows how web pages were augmented
with an extra feedback bar at the top of the page, which allowed the users to mark the result as
relevant or not relevant.
c4 also included image, video and news; and at position p3, c7 again included image,
video and news related topics. Thus resulting in total nine topics for the session “high”.
Every result page was timed for two minutes and participants were asked to spend it in
their usual search manner. That is, participants could view all ‘ﬁfteen’ results if they
wished or just ‘one’ result within the two minute time. On average, each session lasted
for 18-20 minutes (2 minutes each for 9 topics). The sessions were rotated to minimize
learning effects, and allowing participants to select the topics in random order within
each session reduced ordering effects.
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4.2.3 Participants
The experiments for the vertical aggregation was carried out by 18 males and 6 females
from our university, of which 16 were graduates, 7 postgraduates and 1 an undergradu-
ate. The experiment for the tiled aggregation was carried out by 18 males and 6 females,
of which 1 was a graduate, 21 were postgraduates and 2 were undergraduates. To pre-
vent any learning effect or biases, participants from one study were not involved in the
second study. Participants in each study did all twenty-seven topics, thus leading to a
total of (27242) 1296 sessions.
The participants were from various educational ﬁelds, e.g. computing, law, life sci-
ences, real estate, aerospace, business management, arts and commerce. Participants
were recruited through an email distributed to several mailing lists. An entry question-
naire was used to capture participants’ proﬁle and search background. As the experi-
ment was divided into three sessions, post-session questionnaires were used to capture
subjective assessments on the sessions and tasks. Exit-questionnaires provided partici-
pants’ perceptions of sessions and tasks as a whole. Participants were rewarded ﬁfteen
pounds for their participation.
4.3 Results
This section presents the results from the experiments. First, results from the study
investigating factors effect on the vertical representation of an aggregated interface will
be presented in section 4.3.1. Next, the results from the second study where factors
effect on the tiled approach of aggregation will be presented in section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Study One: Vertical Aggregation
In Section 4.3.1.2, the overall results of the main and interaction effects of position,
task source orientation, and augmented element type on users click-through behavior is
presented. Then the details of each of the independent variables is described in Sections
4.3.1.3, 4.3.1.4, and 4.3.1.5, respectively. Finally, the result of participants’ perceptions
of the augmented elements is presented in Section 4.3.1.6.
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TABLE 4.2: Distribution of clicks. Total = total number of clicks on augmented elements,
% click = percentage of clicks on augmented elements (augmented element/(web+augmented
element)), Mean (SD) = mean and SD of click through frequency on augmented elements,
and % Bookmark = percentage of bookmarked results (number of bookmarked augmented ele-
ments/number of clicks on augmented elements).
Augmented Element Total Click % Mean (SD) % Bookmark
Image 360 33.7 1.7 (1.72) 53.6
Video 324 34.4 1.6 (1.48) 63.6
News 294 30.1 1.4 (1.59) 46.9
All 978 32.8 1.6 (1.60) 54.9
4.3.1.1 Click-Through Frequency
First, the overall frequencies with which augmented elements are clicked were ana-
lyzed. The results are shown in Table 4.2, which shows the total number of clicks on
each augmented element, the percentage with which augmented elements were clicked
compared to the web results, the mean number of augmented click through per session,
and the percentage of clicked augmented elements which were also bookmarked.
Theresultsinthetableshowsimilardistributionoftheclicksacrossthethreeaugmented
elements. That is, participants accessed similar number of image, video and news re-
sults during the task. Furthermore, it can be seen that most of the data fall within  1:5
standard deviation of the mean, which suggests that the data are concentrated about the
mean.
4.3.1.2 Anova Test
The next analysis performed was the signiﬁcance of the effect of the three independent
variables (IVs) such as Position (P), Source-Orientation (SO), and Augmented Element
type (AE), on participants’ click-through behavior. ANOVA tests4-5 were used to ex-
amine the signiﬁcance of three main effects (P, SO, AE), three interaction effects of two
factors (P:SO, P:AE and SO:AE), and one interaction effect of three factors (P:SO:AE).
A main effect is the simple effect of a factor (independent variable) on a dependent
variable. It is the effect of the factor alone averaged across the levels of other factors4-6.
Whereas, an interaction effect is the variation among the differences between means for
4-5ANOVA tests (analysis of variance) is a statistical technique for comparing means for multiple (usu-
ally  3) independent population Field and Hole [2003].
4-6http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/steps/glossary/anova.html#maineff
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TABLE 4.3: Anova test results of the main and interaction effects of the position (P), Source-
Orientation (SO), and Augmented Element type (AE) on the click-through ratio. Where, Df1
= The ﬁrst degree of freedom (Lower bound), Df2= The Second degree of freedom (Upper
bound), Pr = Associated p value. The Signiﬁcance codes: 0 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05
‘.’
Factors Df1 Df2 F value Pr(>F)
P 2 35 12.67 0.0000 ***
SO 2 35 28.99 0.0000 ***
AE 2 34 4.60 0.0171 *
P : SO 4 78 2.26 0.0704
P : AE 4 77 9.53 0.0000 ***
SO : AE 4 78 5.92 0.0003 ***
P : AE : SO 8 161 10.18 0.0000 ***
different levels of one factor over different levels of the other factor4-7.
The raw click-through frequencies were ﬁrst converted into ratios (click-through fre-
quency on augmented element/total click-through frequency) before performing the
ANOVA test. When the difference was found to be signiﬁcant among the levels of
independent variables, further multiple post-hoc tests were performed to ﬁnd signiﬁ-
cant pairs among the factor levels. Multiple t-tests were run in the post-hoc analysis
while adjusting the p-values using the Bonferroni method4-8, where the critical value
was set to = (0.05/number of multiple comparisons).
The overall ANOVA results are given in Table 4.3, which shows the F-value from the
test. The signiﬁcant effects (Pr(>F)) are highlighted with asterisk symbols (*) . The
results from the anova tests suggest that the mains and the interaction of the factors in
most cases affected participants click behavior.
It can be seen that the main effects of position (F(2,35) = 12.67, p = 0.0000), source-
orientation (F(2,35) = 28.99, p = 0.0000) and augmented elements (F(2,34) = 4.60, p
= 0.0171) was found to have signiﬁcant effect on participants’ click-through ratios. In
particular, the F ratio for the factor source-orientation (Third row in Table 4.3) was
found to be signiﬁcantly large, thus suggesting greater differences among groups.
Furthermore, interaction between the position: augment element (F(4,77) = 9.53, p =
0.0000) and, interaction between source-orientation and augment elements (F(4,78) =
5.92, p = 0.0003) was found to be signiﬁcant too. This indicates that participants’
4-7http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/steps/glossary/anova.html#intern
4-8The Bonferroni method is a simple method that allows many comparison statements to be made (or
conﬁdence intervals to be constructed) while still assuring an overall conﬁdence coefﬁcient is maintained
Prins et al. [2003].
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TABLE 4.4: Click-through frequency across different positions.
Top Middle Bottom
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 2.2 (1.90) 1.5 (1.43) 1.5 (1.73)
Video 1.8 (1.53) 1.6 (1.41) 1.3 (1.46)
News 1.8 (1.71) 1.1 (1.25) 1.4 (1.71)
All 1.9 (1.72) 1.4 (1.38) 1.4 (1.63)
click-through behavior was not affected by a single factor but by a combination of
multiple factors. Finally, the bottom row of Table 4.3 shows that there was a signiﬁcant
interaction of the three factors on participants’ click-through behavior.
These results are helpful in presenting a high-level overview of the ANOVA tests. The
following subsections will discuss these results in detail.
4.3.1.3 Position Effect
The ﬁrst research question [R1] considered the effect of the augmented elements’ po-
sition on users’ click-through behavior. To examine this research question, the partic-
ipants’ click-through data was analyzed on results from different augmented elements
(image, video and news) at three positions on the vertical aggregation design: top,
middle and bottom (as shown in Figure 4.6). Results from click-distribution at three
positions are shown ﬁrst, then results from successful click distribution are presented.
As seen in the previous section (Section 4.3.1.2), the position had a signiﬁcant effect
on participants’ click-through behavior. Table 4.4 shows the breakdown of the click-
through frequency based on the three levels of positions (i.e., top, middle, and bottom).
The overall mean click frequency (row “All” in Table 4.4) shows that there is a position
effect between the top and middle/bottom positions, but less so between the middle and
bottom positions. Multiple comparisons were then preformed to test that the differences
observed were signiﬁcant. These post-hoc tests revealed that differences between the
top and middle, and top and bottom positions were signiﬁcant (Table 4.5). This sug-
gests that participants clicked the augmented elements more frequently when they were
located at the top of the results than the other positions.
Next, the aim was to ensure that the relevance of results shown to the participants was
consistent across all three positions, and that the observed click behaviors were because
of position effect and not due to the difference in relevance of results. In order to
achieve this, the number of successful clicks (bookmarked results/clicked results) on
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TABLE 4.5: Multiple t-tests (p-value) on position combinations
Position p-value
Top-Middle 0.0010
Top-Bottom 0.0000
Middle-Bottom 0.1059
TABLE 4.6: Success rates across different positions.
Top Middle Bottom
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 0.5 (0.40) 0.5 (0.46) 0.5 (0.41)
Video 0.6 (0.42) 0.6 (0.42) 0.8 (0.38)
News 0.4 (0.43) 0.4 (0.44) 0.5 (0.48)
All 0.5 (0.42) 0.5 (0.45) 0.6 (0.44)
image, video and news results at the three different positions were computed. The
averaged distribution of successful clicks is shown in Table 4.6. It can be seen that
overall the successful clicks were found to be similar across three positions (“All” row
in Table 4.6). Although, the mean success rate at the bottom position was higher than
top and middle, post-hoc analysis revealed that these differences were not signiﬁcant.
This ensures that the higher click-through rates at top position were not due to the fact
that, the results presented at top were more relevant than the results presented at the
bottom or middle position.
4.3.1.4 Source Orientation Effect
The second research question [R2] looks at the effect of the source orientation of an
information need on users’ click-through behavior. To address this, we analyzed the
click-data of the participants with respect to the different levels of source orientation
(e.g., highly image oriented search, medium image oriented search, low image oriented
search). The order of the experimental results is the same as Section 4.3.1.3.
As already seen in Table 4.3, the source orientation was found to be signiﬁcant in ver-
tical aggregation design. The breakdown of the results based on the three levels of the
orientation is shown in Table 4.7. It can be seen from the bottom of the table, the click-
through frequency decreases as the level of source orientation weakens. The post-hoc
tests show that the differences between the high level and middle level, and between the
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TABLE 4.7: Click-through frequency across different source orientation levels.
High Medium Low
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 2.5 (1.92) 1.4 (1.47) 1.3 (1.46)
Video 1.7 (1.66) 1.9 (1.43) 1.2 (1.26)
News 2.2 (1.89) 1.0 (1.20) 1.0 (1.25)
All 2.1 (1.85) 1.4 (1.41) 1.2 (1.33)
high level and low level, are signiﬁcant (2nd column of Table 4.8). This suggests that
participants clicked the augmented results more frequently when an information need
has a strong orientation towards a particular information source type, in the vertical
aggregation design.
TABLE 4.8: Multiple comparisons for source orientation combinations on click-through fre-
quency.
Orientation p-value
High-Medium 0.0000
High-Low 0.0000
Medium-Low 0.4268
Furthermore, analysisofthesuccessfulclicks(bookmarkedresults/clickedresults)show
that more results were bookmarked when the orientation of the task at hand was high
or medium, than when task orientation was low (as seen in Table 4.9). Results from
post-hoc analysis suggest that there was signiﬁcant difference in successful click rates
between the high-low and medium-low levels of source orientation. This reﬂects to the
ﬁndings above, from the click data, where users clicked more often on source results
when the source orientation of the task at hand is high.
TABLE 4.9: Success rate across different source orientations.
High Medium Low
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 0.6 (0.40) 0.5 (0.42) 0.5 (0.44)
Video 0.6 (0.40) 0.7 (0.37) 0.6 (0.46)
News 0.6 (0.40) 0.4 (0.48) 0.2 (0.36)
All 0.6 (0.40) 0.5 (0.44) 0.4 (0.45)
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4.3.1.5 Interaction across Augmented Elements
The last research question [R3] aims to investigate the interaction effect between the
augmented source types and the position or source orientation. The interest was to see if
the interaction effect of factors such as position and source orientation vary, or are sim-
ilar across augmented elements. To answer this question, the click-through data from
image, video and news results across different levels of position and source orientation
were compared. For the vertical aggregation interface, ﬁrst, results for the interaction
effect of position and augmented elements (P:AE) is reported, and then, results for the
interaction of source orientation and augmented element (SO:AE) is presented.
 Interaction of position and augmented elements:
Returning to Table 4.3 again, it can be seen that the interaction effect of position
and augmented element (PxAE) is signiﬁcant in the vertical interface (5th row of
Table 4.3). This suggests that participants’ click-through behavior was affected
by a combination of the two factors. To understand this effect better, an interac-
tion plot using the position and augmented elements were plotted. The result is
shown in Figure 4.9.
The interaction plot shows that the pattern of videos is different from images and
news. The post-hoc tests show that, at the middle level of positions, participants
clicked video results more frequently than images or news results (As shown in
the Table 4.10).
 Interaction of Source-Orientation and Augmented Elements:
Next, results from the ANOVA tests suggest that the interaction effect of source
orientationandaugmentedelement(SO:AE)isanothersigniﬁcantfactoraffecting
user’s click-through behavior in the vertical design (6th row of Table 4.3). The
interaction plot of the two factors is shown in Figure 4.10. Again, the pattern of
video results appears to be different from images and news results. The post-hoc
tests show that, at the middle level of source orientation, participants clicked the
TABLE 4.10: Results of post-hoc pair wise comparisons for the interaction effect of position
and augmented elements (PxAE) in Figure 4.9.
Top Middle Bottom
Image-Video 0.6759 0.0023 0.9853
Image-News 0.5643 0.0159 0.4724
News-Video 0.8619 0.0000 0.4786
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FIGURE 4.9: Interaction effect of position and augmented elements (PxAE) in the vertical
representation design. Results of post-hoc pair wise comparison among augmented elements at
three positions are shown in Table 4.10
video results more frequently than the other sources in the vertical design (See
Table 4.11).
FIGURE 4.10: Interaction effect of source-orientation and augmented elements (SOxAE) in
the vertical representation design. Results of post-hoc pair wise comparison among augmented
elements at three positions are shown in Table 4.11
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TABLE 4.11: Results of post-hoc pair wise comparisons for the interaction effect of position
and augmented elements (SOxAE) in Figure 4.10.
High Medium Low
Image-Video 0.0975 0.0010 0.1611
Image-News 0.8643 0.0175 0.6302
News-Video 0.1099 0.0000 0.0708
Next Section presents the results from the questionnaires where the overall users’ pref-
erence regarding position of augmented elements depending on the level of source-
orientation is shown.
4.3.1.6 User Perception
Recall that the experimental design had three sessions (Section 4.2) with each session
corresponding to one level of source orientation (high, medium and low). After each
session, participants were asked to provide their preferred position for the augmented
elements on the result page. More speciﬁcally, participants were asked if they prefer
to view non-web results (image, news, etc.) at the top, middle or bottom of the result
page for the vertical interface, and left, top-right or bottom-right of the result page for
the tiled interface. The results from the questionnaires for the study are now presented.
The questionnaire results are shown in Figure 4.11. Results from the vertical interface
study suggest that for highly oriented sessions users prefer to have augmented results
on the top. Users tended to get less speciﬁc and their preferences becomes mixed when
the source orientation decreases. This is consistent with the ﬁndings from the click data
where a clear position effect was observed on users’ click-through behavior (Section
4.3.1.3)
So far, results for position, source-orientation and interaction effect on participants’
click-through ratio was presented for the interface with vertical aggregation approach.
Next, results for the factors’ effect within the titled aggregated interface will be pre-
sented (Section 4.3.2). First, position effect on click-behavior will be presented in
Section 4.3.2.3. Effect of levels of source-orientation will be shown in Section 4.3.2.4.
Finally, interaction effect of position and source-orientation across augmented elements
will be presented in Section 4.3.2.5.
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FIGURE 4.11: Userpreferenceonpositionofaugmentedelementsacrosssourceorientations.
4.3.2 Study Two: Tiled Aggregation
The three research questions stated in the beginning of this chapter (Section 4.1.3) were
investigated again in this study. Recall that there exist two main types of aggregation
approaches: vertical and tile like format. In study one, the research questions were
investigated for the ﬁrst type of aggregation (Section 4.3.1). While the second study
(presented here) explored the second form of aggregation.
The structure for the result from the second study will be similar to that of the ﬁrst
study . First, click-distribution of participants during the study is presented in Section
4.3.2.1. Next, in Section 4.3.2.2, the overall results of the main and interaction effects
of position, task source orientation, and augmented element type on users click-through
behavior is presented. Then the details of each of the independent variables is described
in Sections 4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4, and 4.3.2.5, respectively. Finally, the result of participants’
perceptions of the augmented elements is presented in Section 4.3.2.6.
4.3.2.1 Click-Through Frequency
First, the overall frequencies with which augmented elements are clicked were ana-
lyzed. The results are shown in Table 4.12, which shows the total number of clicks on
each augmented element, the percentage with which augmented elements were clicked
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TABLE 4.12: Distribution of clicks. Total = total number of clicks on augmented elements,
% click = percentage of clicks on augmented elements (augmented element/(web+augmented
element)), Mean (SD) = mean and SD of click through frequency on augmented elements,
and % Bookmark = percentage of bookmarked results (number of bookmarked augmented ele-
ments/number of clicks on augmented elements).
Source Total Click % Mean (SD) % Bookmark
Image 410 37.3 1.9 (1.28) 41.5
Video 339 33.0 1.6 (1.21) 58.4
News 290 28.6 1.3 (1.39) 33.4
All 1039 33.1 1.6 (1.31) 44.8
compared to the web results, the mean number of augmented click through per session,
and the percentage of clicked augmented elements which were also bookmarked.
The results in the table show that the participants bookmarked more video results when
compared to image and news results (Column % Bookmark in Table 4.12). However,
participants seemed to access image results slightly higher than the news and video
results. Onanaverage, participantsviewed2imageresultsfromthelistofﬁveimages
shown to them during a session. Next, the results from the Anova test are presented.
4.3.2.2 Anova Test
Analysis of variance test (Anova) was also preformed to test the signiﬁcance of the
effect of the three independent variables (IVs) such as Position (P), Source-Orientation
(SO), and Augmented Element type (AE), on participants’ click-through behavior. For
which, the raw click-through frequencies were ﬁrst converted into ratios (click-through
frequency on augmented element/total click-through frequency) before performing the
ANOVA test. When the difference was found to be signiﬁcant among the levels of
independent variables, further multiple post-hoc tests were performed to ﬁnd signiﬁcant
pairs among the factor levels. Multiple t-tests were run in the post-hoc analysis while
adjusting the p-values using the Bonferroni method, where the critical value was set to
= (0.05/number of multiple comparisons). Results from the Anova test are shown in
Table 4.13.
From the results shown in the Table 4.13 we conclude that, on average, position of the
augmented elements had no signiﬁcant effect (F(2,41)= 0.62, p= 0.5437 )on the click-
behavior of the participants. On the other hand, source-orientation (F(2,43) = 24.37, p
= 0.0000)) and the type of the augmented element (F(2,42) = 9.22, p = 0.0005) affected
the participants’ click-behavior signiﬁcantly (second and third row in Table 4.13).
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TABLE 4.13: Anovatestresultsofthemainandinteractioneffectsoftheposition(P),Source-
Orientation (SO), and Augmented Element type (AE) on the click-through ratio. Where, Df1
= The ﬁrst degree of freedom (Lower bound), Df2= The Second degree of freedom (Upper
bound), Pr = Associated p value. The Signiﬁcance codes: 0 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05
‘.’
Factors Df1 Df2 F value Pr ( > F)
P 2 41 0.62 0.5437
SO 2 43 24.37 0.0000 ***
AE 2 42 9.22 0.0005 ***
P : SO 4 87 0.37 0.8314
P : AE 4 86 0.66 0.6228
SO : AE 4 88 14.16 0.0000 ***
P : SO : AE 8 178 3.37 0.0013 **
Forthetiledaggregatedinterface, theinteractionbetweenpositionandsource-orientation
(F(4,87) = 0.37, p = 0.8314 ) was not signiﬁcant suggesting that, the effect of position
on participants click-behavior did not depend on the level of source-orientation. Fur-
thermore, the interaction between position and augmented element (F (4,86) = 0.66,
p= 0.6228) was also not signiﬁcant. Thus, effect of position did not change with the
type of the augmented element either. Finally, there was a signiﬁcant effect on partici-
pants’ click-behavior by source-orientation and the type of augment element interaction
(F( 4,88) = 14.16, p = 0.0000). Thus indicating that the participants’ click-ratio was
affected with the levels of source-orientation and the type of the augmented element
presented.
4.3.2.3 Position Effect
The ﬁrst research question [R1] considered the effect of the augmented elements’ po-
sition on users’ click-through behavior. To examine this research question, the partic-
ipants’ click-through data was analyzed on results from different augmented elements
(image, video and news) at three positions on the tiled aggregation design: left, top-
right and bottom-right (as shown in Figure 4.7). Results from click-distribution at three
positions are shown ﬁrst, then results from successful click distribution are presented.
Unlike the vertical aggregation design, the position effect was found to be insigniﬁcant
in the tiled aggregation design. The breakdown of the click-through frequency based
on the position of the second design can be found in Table 4.14. As can be seen from
the bottom row of the table, the overall frequency was similar across the position levels.
This echoes our ﬁndings from the ANOVA test, where overall, position did not affect
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TABLE 4.14: Click-through frequency across different positions.
Left Top-Right Bottom-Right
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 2.0 (1.36) 1.8 (1.21) 1.9 (1.27)
Video 1.6 (1.17) 1.5 (1.21) 1.6 (1.26)
News 1.4 (1.48) 1.3 (1.47) 1.3 (1.21)
All 1.7 (1.37) 1.6 (1.32) 1.6 (1.24)
TABLE 4.15: Success rates across different positions.
Left Top-Right Bottom-Right
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 0.4 (0.39) 0.4 (0.41) 0.5 (0.40)
Video 0.6 (0.45) 0.5 (0.45) 0.6 (0.43)
News 0.2 (0.33) 0.4 (0.41) 0.3 (0.40)
All 0.4 (0.42) 0.4 (0.42) 0.5 (0.43)
the users’ click-behavior. On the other hand, there appears to be some difference among
the augmented source types, which will be discussed in Section 4.3.2.5.
Next, the analysis of successful clicks across the three different positions in the tiled
interface suggests that users bookmarked approximately the same number of results
at the three positions (row “All’ in Table 4.15). This again conﬁrmed that the results
shown at all three positions in the interface were of similar relevance.
4.3.2.4 Source Orientation Effect
The second research question [R2] looks at the effect of the source orientation of an
information need on users’ click-through behavior. To address this, we analyzed the
click-data of the participants with respect to the different levels of source orientation
(e.g., highly image oriented search, medium image oriented search, low image oriented
search). The order of the experimental results is the same as Section 4.3.2.3.
Similar to the vertical design, participants’ click-through frequency was also signif-
icantly affected by the source orientation in the tiled design. The breakdown of the
results based on the three levels of orientation in the tiled design is shown in Table
4.16. Again, the frequency appears to decrease as the level of orientation weakens. The
post-hoc tests show that the differences between the high level and medium level, and
between the high level and low level, are signiﬁcant (3rd column of Table 4.8). This
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TABLE 4.16: Click-through frequency across different source orientation levels.
High Medium Low
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 2.5 (1.31) 1.6 (1.17) 1.6 (1.16)
Video 1.6 (1.14) 1.9 (1.30) 1.2 (1.11)
News 2.3 (1.44) 0.9 (1.17) 0.9 (1.03)
All 2.1 (1.35) 1.5 (1.28) 1.2 (1.14)
TABLE 4.17: Success rates across different levels of source orientation.
High Medium Low
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Image 0.5 (0.36) 0.3 (0.39) 0.5 (0.41)
Video 0.6 (0.45) 0.7 (0.40) 0.5 (0.46)
News 0.5 (0.37) 0.2 (0.38) 0.1 (0.21)
All 0.5 (0.40) 0.4 (0.44) 0.4 (0.45)
suggests that participants clicked the augmented results more frequently when the task’s
source orientation was high.
Analysis of the successfulclick rates show that the numbersof bookmarked results were
higher when the source orientation was high. Results from post-hoc analysis suggest
that the bookmarking rate signiﬁcantly decreases when the orientation of the task drops
from high to medium or high to low.
4.3.2.5 Interaction across Augmented Elements
The last research question [R3] aims to investigate the interaction effect between the
augmented source types and the position or source orientation. The interest was to see if
the interaction effect of factors such as position and source orientation vary, or are sim-
ilar across augmented elements. To answer this question, the click-through data from
image, video and news results across different levels of position and source orientation
were compared. For the vertical aggregation interface, ﬁrst, results for the interaction
effect of position and augmented elements (P:AE) is reported, and then, results for the
interaction of source orientation and augmented element (SO:AE) is presented.
 Interaction of Position and Augmented Elements:
Recall that for the tiled aggregation design, an interaction effect of position and
augmented element type (P:AE) was not found to be signiﬁcant during Anova
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TABLE 4.18: Results of post-hoc pair wise comparisons for the interaction effect of position
and augmented elements (PxAE) in Figure 4.12..
Left Right-Top Right-Bottom
Image-Video 0.5597 1.0000 1.0000
Image-News 0.1507 0.1490 0.0147
News-Video 0.3677 0.5451 0.1238
test (Sixth row in Table 4.13). In order to get a better understanding of this an
interaction plot for clicks across position and augmented element type was plot-
ted. As can be seen from the interaction plot shown in Figure 4.12, all augmented
elements show a similar pattern indicating that the participants clicked similar
number of results (image, news or video) irrespective of their position on the re-
sult page. For instance, there was not much difference in the amount of image
results accessed when placed on left side of the result page, or when placed at the
top-right position, or when it was placed on the bottom-right panel of the result
page.
FIGURE 4.12: Interaction effect of position and augmented elements (PxAE) in the vertical
representation design. Results of post-hoc pair wise comparison among augmented elements at
three positions are shown in Table 4.18
 Interaction of Source-Orientation and Augmented Elements:
On the other hand, participants’ click-through frequency was affected signiﬁ-
cantly by the interaction effect of the source orientation and augmented element
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TABLE 4.19: Results of post-hoc pair wise comparisons for the interaction effect of source
and augmented elements (SOxAE) in Figure 4.13..
High Medium Low
Image-Video 0.0001 0.0028 0.2394
Image-News 0.8904 0.0006 0.0000
News-Video 0.0011 0.0000 0.0045
types (SO:AE). The interaction plot of the two variables is shown in Figure 4.19.
As can be seen from the plot, the video results again have a different pattern
from the image and news results. While the signiﬁcant effect was found only in
the middle level of source orientation in the vertical design, the tiled design has
signiﬁcant effects in the high and low levels of orientation, too (See Table 4.19).
FIGURE 4.13: Interaction effect of source-orientation and augmented elements (SOxAE) in
the vertical representation design. Results of post-hoc pair wise comparison among augmented
elements at three levels of orientations are shown in Table 4.19
4.3.2.6 User Perception
For the tiled like interface, results show that user preferences are mixed when con-
sidering the position of augmented results for different orientations (Figure 4.14). In
addition, many users suggested that since they were able to see all the panels (base and
augment elements) on the screen without having to scroll, the position of the panels did
not matter. Again, this is consistent with the ﬁndings from the click data analysis, where
position was not signiﬁcant for the tiled interface (Section 4.3.2.3), although there is a
trend for users to prefer the top-right position for the display of non-web results.
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FIGURE 4.14: Userpreferenceonpositionofaugmentedelementsacrosssourceorientations.
4.4 Result Analyses
This section summarizes the overall ﬁndings from both the studies. As stated earlier,
it should be noted that the aim of the study was not to compare the two designs, but
instead to obtain an overall understanding of the effect of the factors on different ways
of aggregating results.
4.4.1 Position Effect
To summarize, the results for research question one [R1] suggest that there is a signiﬁ-
cant position effect on users’ click frequency in the vertical aggregation, whereas in the
tiled-like interface, the position of augmented elements does not seem to affect users’
click frequency.
4.4.2 Source-Orientation Effect
As already seen, the effect of the source orientation was found to be equally signiﬁcant
in both the vertical and tiled aggregation designs. The standard deviation in the bottom
row of Tables 4.7 and 4.16 suggests that this trend is slightly more consistent in the
tiled design than the vertical design. However, in terms of the frequency, the results
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are comparable. This suggests that the effect of the source orientation is an important
factor to be investigated in aggregated search research.
4.4.3 Interaction across Augmented Elements
A highlight of the above analysis is the difference in the click behavior for video re-
sults, compared to news and image. Multiple cases were observed where the frequency
pattern of videos differed from that of images and news. Videos tended to have a low
frequency even when the position was high or source orientation was high. On the other
hand, participants tended to click video results more frequently than the other sources
when the position was middle or the orientation was middle. Implications of this ﬁnding
will be discussed in the next Section.
4.5 Discussion
The work presented in this chapter was motivated by the prominent complexity of ag-
gregated search interfaces compared to the conventional single-source design. Despite
the complexity, there has been a limited number of studies looking at the effects of fac-
tors such as augmented elements’ positions, source types, and the search tasks source
orientation, on people’s search behavior.
As mentioned above, the intention was not to decide which type of aggregation is more
effective than the other. Instead, the interest was in understanding the characteristics of
both designs so that we can leverage their advantages depending on the context of sys-
tem use. The following discusses the main ﬁndings of this study and their implications
on the design of aggregated search interfaces.
The ﬁrst ﬁnding is that the factors that affect participants’ click-through behavior differ
between the vertical and tiled designs. This may sound obvious, however, this should
not be underestimated, since it suggests that the way in which we present results from
different sources indeed matters. For example, participants’ click-through behavior
was signiﬁcantly affected by the position of augmented elements in the vertical design,
echoing the ﬁndings of previous studies Joachims et al. [2005]; Agichtein and Zheng
[2006]; Guan and Cutrell [2007]; Keane et al. [2008], yet not in the tiled design. This
suggests that we need a careful estimation of the position of the augmented elements
with respect to the base elements when the vertical design is employed. Such infor-
mation can be useful when the suitable aggregation approach is required. For instance,
when it is not possible to afford to measure the position of augmented elements, the
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tiled-like approach might be more appropriate since participants’ click-through behav-
ior was not affected by the position in this type of aggregation. Such a situation may
arise in digital libraries and elsewhere. These results address the ﬁrst research question
[R1] of this study.
The second ﬁnding is that videos resulted in a different click-through pattern from news
and images. This trend was common in both the vertical and the tiled designs. This
suggests that, when deciding to retrieve videos, different behavior from other sources
may be observed.
While it is not entirely clear why videos are different, it is possible to suggest some
possible reasons. That is, we can speculate on a couple of potential factors for the
trend. First, videos are multimodal media Halvey et al. [2009] combining text, images,
and audio in a dynamic way. The dynamism and multimodality of the information
source might cause a user to give a different priority to videos during a search task.
The different priority may cause the different click-through pattern of videos when
compared to news and images. Secondly, it may be due to the type of surrogate used
to represent video results, being less informative of the contents of the video than the
equivalent image or text representations. The title of news articles and the thumbnail
of an image can provide a good indication of the respective content of the documents.
On the other hand, although basic metadata of the videos were presented, this may not
have been as informative of the contents. This difﬁculty in getting the preview of videos
might cause the different click-through pattern Song and Marchionini [2007]. It should
be noted that, the task time limit of 2 minutes did not seem to discourage users from
viewing video results.
Although, it was not clear why the difference in the click-behavior across results from
different sources were observed, yet, the overall message that we get from this ﬁnding is
that depending on the type of source aggregated on the result page, it might be possible
to observe difference in users’ searching behavior. Alternatively, more generally, this
study suggests that participants’ click-through behavior can be different across source
types. These observations addresses the third research question [R3]
The third ﬁnding was that a search task’s orientation towards a particular source could
affect participants’ click-through behavior. This trend was common to both the vertical
and tiled designs. Traditional information retrieval research has been focused on the
modeling of thematic (or topical) relevance of documents. However, research on XML
document retrieval Lalmas and Tombros [2007] and geographic information retrieval
(GIR) Purves and Jones [2004] has demonstrated that relevance can be multidimen-
sional, there being a structural relevance in XML retrieval, and geographic relevance in
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GIR, which can be considered apart from the thematic relevance. In a similar way, the
experimental design of this study controlled the level of orientation towards a particular
source (i.e., news, images, and videos). The signiﬁcant effect of the source orientation
observed in our experiments suggests that the task’s source orientation is an important
factor to investigate in research on aggregated search. On the design level, it suggests
that devising a means of capturing a searcher’s intent about the source is an important
problem to tackle. These observations address the second research question [R2].
4.5.1 Limitations
The study described in this chapter has some limitations. First, the results to be dis-
played on the interfaces were generated a priori. Although this made the investigation
fair, the implications of these results are limited to this particular set of search results.
Second, to reduce the complexity and duration of the experiment, only three sources
were tested; image, video and news. Finally, only a single search engine results were
used throughout the experiments. Therefore, the ﬁndings may or may not apply to dif-
ferent environments. Further studies should be carried out to deepen our understanding
of aggregated search interfaces. In addition, no attempts were made to ensure that the
documents retrieved by the search engine were relevant to the tasks, to ensure that the
presented results were representative of real world search engine performance.
However, as the ratio of bookmarked documents over all clicked documents suggests,
participants did perceive some of the retrieved documents as relevant in order to com-
plete the searchtasks. Furthermore, carefulattention was paid to dealwith any technical
problems during the experiment, and no cases were observed where participants were
deliberately bookmarking clearly irrelevant documents. Therefore, it can be asserted
that the backend engine did retrieve relevant documents and participants were able to
ﬁnd some of them although any quality controls of retrieval were not performed.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, a study testing two aggregated search interfaces was presented. Two
separate experiments were carried out during the study; one where results from the
different sources were blended into a single list, and the other, where results from each
source were presented in a separate panel. A total of 1,296 search sessions performed
by 48 participants were analyzed.
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The study reported in the chapter led to three main ﬁndings. First, the position of search
results was only signiﬁcant when the results are aggregated in a vertically ranked list.
Second, participants’ click-through behavior on videos was different compared to other
sources. Finally capturing a task’s orientation towards particular sources is an important
factor to consider when considering the use of an aggregated search design.
These ﬁndings provide further insight to aggregated interface and its result presentation
issues. Results from the study provide initial guidelines to the designers of aggregated
interfaces and their associated concerns. Furthermore, the study triggers many potential
research directions to be explored in aggregated search paradigm.
To conclude, overall aggregated search, as already pushed forwards by major search
companies, is a useful paradigm. Producing aggregated result page in response to an in-
formational query improves information access to the users and hence makes task com-
pletion quicker. Furthermore, results suggest that the designers of aggregated search
interfaces need to concentrate on different aspects over the aggregation styles. In a ver-
tical aggregation, one needs an accurate estimation of the best position of augmented
elements and that relevance of the source is a key element in both form of aggregation.
The outcomes from the above studies not only provide insight to some initial issues of
result presentation associated with aggregated interface, but also suggest many future
directions for research in aggregated search.
In the next part, methods to identify the source-orientation behind a user’s query are
described in Chapter 5. Furthermore, large scale log data is analyzed to uncover the
dynamics of users’ searching behavior when their information need is oriented towards
multiple sources in Chapter 6.
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Source-Orientation in Aggregated
Search
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So far in this thesis, different aspects related to the result presentation
in an aggregated page were discussed. The effectiveness of an aggre-
gated interface, and the factors affecting click behavior in aggregated
interface were investigated. Motivated by the results from the previous
studies, the work was further extended to gain an insight into users’
searching behavior with respect to the information need oriented to-
wards different sources. In this part, the dynamics of user behavior with
respect to different sources are analyzed using large scale log data from
Microsoft. First in Chapter 5, effective methods to identify the source-
orientation behind a user query are presented. Once the orientations
are correctly identiﬁed, they are then further exploited in Chapter 6 to
uncover the patterns and behavioral aspect of users for such informa-
tion needs.
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Identifying Source-Orientation
5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter [4], results from the analysis of click-behavior on aggregated
interfaces suggested that source-orientation is a key element in an aggregated interface.
In this chapter, ways to identify the source orientation behind users’ queries are pre-
sented. Two methods are tested for this purpose; Rule Based and Combination (Rule
base + Machine Learning). For the ﬁrst method (described in Section 5.5), a simple
rule based technique is applied on the clicked URLs of the log entries. For the second
method (described in Section 5.6), a combination of rule base and machine learning
techniques are applied on the submitted query, clicked URL, and the title of the clicked
documents.
In this work, Microsoft 2006 RFP search click data were analyzed to understand the
source-orientation behind the queries. More speciﬁcally, six sources were looked at,
namely, image, video, map, news, blog and Wikipedia. All other sources were viewed
as standard “web”, i.e. the typical web search result.
These six sources were chosen based on a survey5-1, which showed that images, news,
and videos were the three most frequently accessed sources. Map and Wikipedia were
chosen because results of these types are now frequently included within the top ten
result list by major search engines.
5-1http://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
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5.2 Structure
The structure of the chapter is as follows. The motivation for identifying source-
orientation is presented in Section 5.3. The rule-based method is described in Section
5.5. While Section 5.6, presents the combination method used in an attempt to identify
the source-orientation. Finally, the chapter ﬁnishes with the summary in Section 5.8.
5.3 Motivation
The diversity of the content available on the web has dramatically increased in recent
years. Multimedia content such as images, videos, maps, voice recordings has been
published more often than before. Document genres have also been diversiﬁed, for
instance, news, blogs, FAQs, Wikipedia. Therefore, a particular challenge is to properly
determine the type(s) and source of information sought by a user, in order to better
support the user information seeking process.
AsobservedinpreviousChapter4, inthecontextofaggregatedsearch, source-orientation
seemtobeakeyelementindesigningofanaggregatedinterface, thereforeonthedesign
level, devising a means of capturing a searcher’s intent about the source is an important
problem to tackle.
The result should not only be relevant to the search topic but also relevant to the type
of information (image, news, etc) required by the user. Therefore, the challenge in
aggregated search is to identify the information need in terms of topic as well as in
terms of sources. The work described in this chapter aims to identify information need
in terms of source speciﬁc results.
In web search, information need of a user is often identiﬁed by the query submitted
to the search engines or some retrieval system (Zazo et al. [2005]; Stojanovic [2005];
Vechtomova and Zhang [2009]; Stamou and Kozanidis [2009]). Understanding the
information need behind a user query, i.e. query intent (Guo and Agichtein [2008];
Brenes et al. [2009]; Hu et al. [2009]) is one of the important goals in web search.
When the query intent is correctly identiﬁed, the user information need can be better
satisﬁed Lee et al. [2005]. In context of aggregated search, identifying the information
need in terms of source is further required, so that the results from the appropriate
sources could be provided.
An information need may be of different nature. Figure 5.1 shows how user expresses
his/her information need through a query, and how it can be identiﬁed in various ways.
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It can be based on the type of desired interaction, e.g. navigational, transactional or in-
formational Broder [2002b]. It can relate to some predeﬁned general topics, e.g. travel,
sport, shopping Beitzel et al. [2005]. Finally, it can also apply to the information from
speciﬁc source being sought, e.g. image, video, blog Diaz [2009], as in case of aggre-
gated search.
In this chapter, we are concerned with the latter that is source-orientation. More pre-
cisely, the interest here is in identifying the source from which the result is being sought.
Therefore, in this chapter ways to identify the source-orientation of the user query in
terms of ‘type’ source is proposed. In the following sections two methods to identify
source-orientation are described, namely, rule based method (Section 5.5) and combi-
nation method (Section 5.6).
.
FIGURE 5.1: Various aspect of users’ information need.
5.4 Data-Set
The data set used in this work consists of the Microsoft 2006 RFP Dataset, which is
made of 15 million log entries Conference Chair-Craswell et al. [2009]. The data is
a subset of web search logs from US users spanning over a month. Each log entry
corresponds to a click and contains the following information:
1. The timestamp (time and date), which is used to order the clicks within a session.
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2. A unique session id representing a search session. A session is the entire series
of queries, one or more, submitted to the search engine by a user over some given
time.
3. A unique query id is given to every distinct query submitted during a search
session.
4. The query terms used by the search engine to display results.
5. The URL of the clicked result.
Next, rule based method to identify the source-orientation is presented.
5.5 Rule Based Method
During the rule based method, a simple rule based technique was applied on the clicked
URLs of the log entries. This work was the ﬁrst step towards identiﬁcation of the
“source relevance” to a given query Sushmita et al. [2009b]. In other words, given a
query, the challenge was to identify the intended source, from which the result would
be required in order to satisfy the information need. In the following sub-sections, the
methodology followed is described in Section 5.5.1, and the outcomes are presented in
Section 5.5.3. Finally, the overall outcomes are discussed as summary in Section 5.5.4.
5.5.1 Methodology
In web search, it is possible to breakdown search queries into at-least two broad cat-
egories5-2: navigational and informational, because informational and transactional
queries have similar characteristic Lee et al. [2005]. It was hypothesized that search
result aggregation was most useful for supporting informational queries (as also dis-
cussed in chapter 3).
To focus on the informational queries in the dataset, the data was separated into two
sets based on the number of clicks made within a single session. More speciﬁcally,
two click sets were made; a single-click set, which had only one click in a session, and
multiple-click set, which had more than one click in a session. Although this was a very
simple method to separate navigational queries from the others, single clicks are one of
the main properties of the navigational query Yuan et al. [2008]. As a result, 3,218,588
5-2http://www.seobythesea.com/?p=1021
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single-click sessions (27%) and 8,932,479 multiple-click sessions (73%) were obtained.
The following analyses mainly focuses on the multiple-click data-set, and zero-click
queries were not included in the analysis. That is, the sessions where no clicks were
made in response to the submitted queries were not used in this analysis.
5.5.2 URL analysis
The following set of pattern rules were used to identify the sources of click-through
documents. For example, if a click-through URL contained a string movies, it was
assumed that the main content of the clicked document was a movie.
Image: /img/ /images/ /image/ /pictures/ /picture/ /photo/ /photos/
Video: /vid/ /video/ /videos/ /movie/ /movies/
Wikipedia: /wiki/
News: /news/
Blogs: /blogs/ /blog/
Audio: /audio/ /audios/
Map: /map/ /maps/
Web + Others: URLs that did not match any of above
While the patterns may not be exhaustive to identify all pages belonging to a source,
it can be considered as a reasonable approximation of the distribution of different ori-
entations in the dataset. It should also be noted that the overlap of orientations were
not considered during these methods (Rule based and Combination both). Although, it
is possible that a query will be associated with multiple orientations, but this study fo-
cused on identifying only single orientation for a given query. The aim was to ﬁrst build
a suitable single orientation classiﬁer and to explore its possibilities and outcomes. For
future research direction, it should be possible to further elaborate these methods to be
able to identify overlap of orientations.
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FIGURE 5.2: Distribution of Source-Orientations.
5.5.3 Results
Once the URLs were classiﬁed using the rule base technique, the number of clicked
URLs that matched with any of the sources (as shown in section 5.5.2) in the multiple-
click set was counted. There were 2,74,755 click-through URLs (3%) that matched
with one of the six source orientations, image, video, blogs audio, Wikipedia, news and
map, the rest was classiﬁed as Web + Others. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the
seven orientations based on the matched URLs. The results show that, the images were
the most frequent orientation followed by Wikipedia, news and video. Furthermore, the
percentage of queries oriented to audio source was found to be very low.
Similar ﬁndings were also reported in the survey5-3. The ﬁndings were based on users’
feedback on a set of questionnaires asked during the survey. The survey selected on-
line consumers randomly from the NPD U.S. online consumer panel. A total of 2,404
individuals responded to the survey. Respondents received an email invitation to par-
ticipate in the survey with an attached URL linked to a WebÐbased survey form. A
result presented after an image search is clicked by 26% of users (the most frequently
clicked "vertical search" category). The second most commonly clicked vertical search
category was found to be news search at 17%, followed by video search at just 10%.
Since Wikipedia was not considered in this survey, therefore percentage of clicks for
Wikipedia were not reported. The ﬁndings from log analysis reported in this chapter
are therefore in consistent with the ﬁndings of the online survey, hence the estimations
can be assumed reasonable.
5-3http://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
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5.5.4 Summary
During rule based method, one possible way to identify the source-orientation of the
given query was shown. The method used a rule base technique on the clicked URLs,
which showed promising results towards identiﬁcation of associated source orientation
with respect to the user query. Although the method was simple, approximately 3%
of the total log data were identiﬁed to have one of the predeﬁned orientations, which
considering the large size of the log was not inconsiderable. Furthermore, it was found
that although by large number of standard web pages were being accessed (clicked), the
percentageofpagesfromothersources(e.g., news, blogs, images)thatwereclickedwas
not negligible.
The results from the above method show that it is possible to identify the source-
orientation of a query in a log-data using techniques like rule based classiﬁcation.
Therefore, the above method was then further formalized in order to obtain stronger
evidences for identifying the source-orientations. For this purpose, the combination
method described in the next Section 5.6 is used. Furthermore, since the percentage of
identiﬁed audio orientation was very low, it was not considered in the next method.
5.6 Combination Method: Rule and Machine Learning
Using only rule based method, to some extent it was possible to identify the source-
orientation based on the URLs of the document. While, the results were promising. yet,
a more sound and formal method was required in order to have stronger evidences for
the identiﬁed source-orientations. Therefore, the previous method was further modiﬁed,
where a combination of rule base and machine learning technique was used in order to
identify the source-orientations Sushmita et al. [2010b].
For this purpose, three different evidences were used; the submitted query, the clicked
URL in response to the query, and the title text of the clicked document. This made it
possible to have higher degree of conﬁdence for the results obtained as compared to the
previous method, where only one source of evidence was used; the URL of the clicked
document. In the following sub-sections, the methodology, results, and summary are
presented.
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FIGURE 5.3: Overall process for classifying the log-data used for the combination method.
5.6.1 Methodology
The overall process followed during the combination method is depicted in the diagram
shown in Figure 5.3. To determine the source-orientation behind a query, three sup-
porting evidence was used. The ﬁrst one is the query itself, more precisely the use of
source-speciﬁc terms in the query were looked at, such as “video”, “map”, etc (as also
used during rule based method in Section 5.5). The second and third evidences were
the clicked URLs and the titles of the corresponding web documents, respectively. The
reason for choosing URL and the title as supporting evidences was because in previous
work, e.g. He et al. [2007] has shown that result snippets (title, URL and excerpt) of
the clicked web documents could be used to determine the information need behind the
query (in a different context though). For instance, one example query in the Microsoft
2006 RFP Dataset is “muscular systems”, and one clicked document has as title “im-
ages and diagrams of human muscular system”; here the term image in the document
title, and the fact that the user has accessed that document, may be a good indication
that the user is looking for images. Therefore, the information need is oriented towards
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Total number of entries 6,637,590
Total number of sessions 3,960,541
Number of sessions with one click 2,654,794
Number of sessions with two clicks 721,223
Number of sessions with three clicks 282,980
Number of sessions with four clicks 132,834
Number of sessions with ﬁve clicks 68,403
Number of sessions with more than ﬁve clicks 100,307
Average length of a session (hh:mm:ss) 00:03:44
TABLE 5.1: Statistics about the click data set used in the combination method.
the source image.
Document excerpts were not used since access to them was not provided, and it was
not evident how these could be reconstituted. As the data set did not contain the titles
of the clicked documents, they had to be retrieved. Therefore, the clicked documents
were downloaded. Note that given the time lag between when the data set was created
and time of download of the clicked documents (approximately 3 years), it was possible
to obtain the titles for only 50% of the clicked documents. In the rest of this chapter,
only those sessions are used for which we could download the titles for all clicked
documents. The statistics reported in Table 5.1 correspond to these log entries.
Using these three evidences, query terms, URL and title, each click was then classiﬁed
using two different strategies, the ﬁrst using hand crafted rules and the second using
machine learning techniques (as can be seen in the Figure 5.3). A random model is
also built using the log-data, which is used to validate the statistics obtained from the
classiﬁed log-data. The details of random model will be explained in the next chapter
(Section 6.5).
The ﬁrst stage of this work is to determine the intended source-orientation (in this study,
image, video, map, blog, Wikipedia and news) for given queries. More precisely, from
a given query of the log-data, the intention is to identify whether a user was looking for
an image, blog entries, etc. Therefore, ﬁrst, a rule-based classiﬁer was used, output of
which was used to build the features used by a machine learning classiﬁer. These two
steps are discussed next, including their outcomes.
5.6.2 Rule-based classiﬁer
A rule-based classiﬁer was used to identify the source orientations. The aim here was
to classify as accurately as possible some of the log entries. The interest here was
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Orientation Rule (%) SVM (%) Combined(%)
Image 1.1 0.32 1.42
Video 0.64 0.86 1.5
News 0.71 1.43 2.14
Map 1.5 0.03 1.54
Blog 0.03 0.15 0.17
Wikipedia 0.07 0.89 0.96
Web 0 92.28 92.28
TABLE 5.2: Percentages of classiﬁed log entries into the different source-orientations with
the rule-based (Rule) and the machine learning (SVM) methods. Note that the rule-based
method did not consider “web” source as a class. The total percentages of classiﬁed log en-
tries is given in the last column (Combined).These percentages are used as a basis to investigate
the dynamics of query orientations in the in next Chapter 6 .
more in precision (properly classiﬁed) than recall (all identiﬁed). This was important as
these classiﬁcations were to be used as inputs to calculate the features for the machine
learning approach. These classiﬁed log entries are further used in our analysis of the
dynamics of source-orientations (described in next Chapter 6).
To build a high precision classiﬁer, the most reliable evidence was used, namely the
query terms. For example, if a query contains the term photo, i.e. the user has explicitly
typed photo in his or her query, it seems correct to deduce that the user is looking
for image, i.e. has an information need oriented towards result from an image source.
Here photo is referred to as an “source-speciﬁc” term. As also used in the previous
method (Section 5.5), following source-speciﬁc terms were used to classify the clicks
(logentries) intothe threedomainsand threegenres investigatedinthis partof thework.
Image: image, images, photo, photos, picture, pictures.
Video: video, videos, movie, movies
Blog: blog,blogs
Map: map, maps
Wikipedia: wiki, Wikipedia
News: news
The source-speciﬁc terms were manually selected from the previous method. Although
not necessarily exhaustive, they are a reasonable approximation of how users would
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search, in terms of the queries they would submit to a search engine, for documents of
particular domains or genres.
With this approach, 268,491 log entries (i.e. clicked URLs), that are 4% of the total
logs, were identiﬁed to be of one of the six orientations. A closer inspection however
shows incorrect classiﬁcations (false positives). For example, a query “video games”
was classiﬁed as having a video orientation. The percentage of such false positives is
nonetheless low enough (e.g., 0.4% for the case of video games, and no obvious false
positives could be observed for the other source-orientations).
5.6.3 Machine learning classiﬁer
Since a small set of source-speciﬁc terms were used, and that the source may often
not be explicitly speciﬁed by the user (through the use of an source-speciﬁc term), it
is likely that the percentage of such information need is higher. To identify additional
percentage of clicks oriented to these sources, machine learning techniques is used.
Using machine learning requires the following four main steps:
1. A manually labeled set of log entries (section 5.6.3.1).
2. Designing features correlated with the possible source-orientations that can be
computed for every log entry (section 5.6.3.2).
3. Training a classiﬁer to predict the source-orientation given the training examples
from (1) and the features deﬁned in (2) (section 5.6.3.3).
4. Predicting the source-orientation of the non-manually classiﬁed log entries using
the classiﬁer (section 5.6.3.4).
In the following sections, each step is described in detail.
5.6.3.1 Manual Classiﬁcation:
For the ﬁrst step (1), 3800 unique clicks were sampled randomly and were manually
classiﬁed into one of the following six categories of speciﬁc source-orientations –
image, video, blog, map, Wikipedia, and news. A click was classiﬁed as having a
web orientation (which corresponds to our unclassiﬁed category) when it could not be
classiﬁed into any of the other six categories. A web orientation corresponds mostly to
the typical web search result, and we expect it to be the predominant source.
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Orientation N image video blog map wiki news web
image 98 0.30 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.49
video 131 0.02 0.46 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.47
blog 62 0.08 0.12 0.27 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.49
map 25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.37
wiki 66 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.74 0.00 0.17
news 75 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.32 0.52
web 3354 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.87
TABLE 5.3: Statistics for the machine learning approach. The ﬁrst column gives the source-
orientation, the second gives the number of training examples for this source, In addition, the
remaining columns present the percentage of time the predicted. source-orientation was cor-
rectly classiﬁed or mis-classiﬁed as other source-orientations (values above 0.05 are in bold).
In order to manually classify the log entries three evidences were looked at:
1. The query terms,
2. The URL terms and,
3. The document title.
That is, the three supporting evidences described in Section 5.6.1 were analyzed be-
fore assigning a predicted source-orientation. For instance, for the query “Ice Age3”,
if the corresponding URLs contained terms like: video, movie, etc, and if the docu-
ment titles contained terms like: preview, trailer, etc. Then these combined observa-
tions from the three evidences indicate that users typing “Ice Age 3” was looking for
video results and therefore had information need oriented towards video results. Hence,
video-orientation was manually assigned to the corresponding log entry.
It should be noted that although efforts were made to ensure accuracy and that there is
noresearcher’sbiasesinpredictingthesource-orientation, itispossibletohavedifferent
predictions for the given query. However, since three evidences were used to predict the
orientation, overlap in decisions is likely to occur. The outcomes of the manual classi-
ﬁcation is shown in Table 5.3, the N column. As expected, web orientation corresponds
to the predominant source of information need.
5.6.3.2 Feature Generation:
As explained at the beginning of this section, the second phase (2) consists in deﬁn-
ing a set of features associated with each log entry, where each feature should be a
good predictor for identifying a subset of source-orientation (ideally one). In this case,
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the set of features were based on the language models computed from the data set
(classiﬁed source-orientations) obtained through the rule-based approach described in
Section 5.6.2.
A language model for each evidence (i.e., query terms, clicked URL and document
title) and each category was built. A background language model was also built, which
estimates the probability of a term to appear in the given category regardless of the
source. It was chosen to model separately the three evidences since they are of very
different nature (query, URL and title of the web page).
The intuition and the working hypothesis here is that each category uses a speciﬁc vo-
cabulary that is often associated with explicit source-speciﬁc terms – see Section 5.6.2.
For instance, in a query, if “Aniston” is often associated with the term “photo”, the term
“Aniston” will be associated to a large number of log entries classiﬁed as an image
orientation by the rule-based classiﬁer. As a result, the query language model for the
orientation “image” will give a higher probability to “Aniston” than the background lan-
guage model, and thus comparing both probabilities gives the classiﬁer an indication of
how likely a term (or a set of terms) is generated by an source speciﬁc language model
rather than by the background one. The parameters of each language model5-4 were es-
timated, one for each evidence e and orientations o (21 in total, i.e. one for each of the
3 evidences and for each of the 6 source-orientations plus the background model). We
estimated the probability that a term t occurs using the standard maximum likelihood
estimate, and smoothed it using the background language model for a given evidence.
P(t=o;e) = lPML(t=o;e)+(1 l)PML(t=e) (5.1)
= l
co;e(t)
åt0co;e(t0)
+(1 l)
ce(t)
åt0ce(t0)
(5.2)
In the above equation, the probability PML is the maximum likelihood estimate of the
probability of a term occurring in the selected evidence e, and if given, for the source-
orientation o (otherwise, it is the background language model). These probabilities are
estimated with the following statistics: co;e(t) denotes the number of times the term t
appeared for the evidence e with the orientation o; ce(t) is the number of times term
t appeared for source e. These statistics were computed from the set of automatically
classiﬁed clicks using the rule-based classiﬁer deﬁned in the previous section. The
5-4For the URLs, we considered that terms were any maximal sequence of alphanumeric characters.
For example, http://www.abc.com/video has four terms, www, abc, com and video
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smoothing parameter l was heuristically set to 0.95, since the intension to emphasize
the importance of the orientation.
The probability that a sequence of terms T is generated by any of the language models
can be computed by
P(T=e;o) =Õ
t2T
P(t=e) (5.3)
Finally, the probability P(T=e;o) is not a perfect indication on whether the text T was
generated since some set of terms can have a low probability because they do not occur
frequently, and not because they are not speciﬁc to the source. A more useful value is
the ratio5-5 of the probability (for a given evidence) of observing T given the orientation
to the probability of observing T, i.e., the ratio Ro;e(T) is deﬁned as:
Ro;e(T) = log
P(T=e;o)
P(T=e)
(5.4)
whose value is above zero if it is more likely that the text was generated given the
orientation than in general, and below zero in the opposite case. This gives rise to a set
of 18 features (one for each of the 6 categories and 3 sources) that are used as an input
to build a multi-class classiﬁer.
5.6.3.3 Training:
The third step of machine learning process is to train the classiﬁer using the exam-
ple training data, obtained from manual classiﬁcation described in section 5.6.3.1; and
the features deﬁned, as obtained during feature generation in section 5.6.3.2). In this
step, an SVM classiﬁer5-6 Crammer and Singer [2002] were used because it performed
the best for the task at hand, when evaluated with the 10-fold cross-validation was
performed (using nine tenth of the manually classiﬁed data to learn, and one tenth to
compute the performance, and repeating this operation 10 times). During the selection
process, models that predicted either the correct or the web orientations were preferred,
over those with better performance that predicted an incorrect orientation, i.e. the aim
was to achieve a high precision rather than a high recall.
5-5To compare two models for a data set, we can calculate their likelihood ratio, which results from
simplydividingtheprobabilityofthedataaccordingtoonemodelbytheprobabilityofthedataaccording
to the other model Manning et al. [2008].
5-6The implementation of Karatzoglou et al. [2006].
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The SVM classiﬁer was then trained using a three cross validation and a Gaussian ra-
dial basis function. With respect to the manually labeled data, to give less importance
to the web orientation, the number of corresponding examples were down-sampled and
only 20% of those were chosen, which gives a total of 817 manually labeled examples.
Given this low number of manually classiﬁed log entries, an equal number of automat-
ically labeled log entries were added (randomly sampled among the 224,241 classiﬁed
log entries), using the same rules as in Section 5.6.2 but using the title and URL as
sources of evidence rather than the query terns. Since the output of rule-based classiﬁer
based on query terms (Section 5.6.2) were used to generate the features for building
the SVM classiﬁer, they were not used during the training of the classiﬁer (as it would
have resulted in biased features). Furthermore, it is possible to expect a high enough
precision from the URL and title rule-based classiﬁer, which thus could be used for
learning.
5.6.3.4 Prediction:
Table 5.3 shows the confusion matrix5-7 with the ﬁnal settings that were used for clas-
siﬁcation. It can be seen that the correct classiﬁcation rate is low (between 0.27 and
0.87), but that most of the time, when a click is misclassiﬁed its predicted orientation is
web. The only exceptions are for image (18% are classiﬁed as video) and blog (20% are
classiﬁed as either image or video). Further manually classiﬁed data and better features
would be necessary to increase the classiﬁcation performance, but given that web is
the unclassiﬁed category, the results show that it was possible to have improved recall
without hurting too much precision.
Overall, Table5.2showsthestatisticsabouttheclassiﬁcation(bothrule-basedandusing
SVM as our machine learning approach) of all the log entries. It is this labeled log
that is used in the analysis for the next Chapter [6]. In this table, it can be seen that
approximately 8% of the total log entries were identiﬁed to have a source orientation
other than web. This is not negligible considering the large size of the log data analyzed,
and is compatible (although not directly comparable) to the results reported in Arguello
et al. [2009b].
It can also be seen that using a machine learning classiﬁer doubles (from 4% to 8%) the
total number of log entries classiﬁed as having one of our six orientations of interest.
Given the low level of noise (false positives) or said otherwise the high precision, the
5-7A confusion matrix shows which classes were classiﬁed properly and which were mis-
classiﬁed/confused with other classes and in what degree Klopotek et al. [2006].
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analysis presented here is thus more sound than previous work relying on a rule-based
classiﬁer only (Section 5.5).
5.6.4 Evaluation
Finally, oncethelog-datawasclassiﬁedtohaveoneofthepre-deﬁnedsource-orientations,
the next step was to judge the accuracy of the classiﬁer. Apart from the ten-fold cross
validation (as discussed in the pervious section), two other evaluation measures were
alsocarriedout. First, theclassiﬁedsource-orientationswerecomparedwiththesource-
orientations provided by human annotators (section 5.6.4.1). Second, the overall agree-
ment of the predicted orientation with the existing search engine companies was ob-
tained (section 5.6.4.2). The following sections describe these measures and their out-
comes are provided.
5.6.4.1 Human Judgment:
First, the classiﬁed log-data were compared with the manually classiﬁed examples pro-
vided by human annotators. For this purpose, 1,000 unique queries were randomly
selected. These queries were then manually annotated by ten human judges, provid-
ing source-orientation for 100 queries each. That is, for the given query, the annotators
were asked to provide an expected source result (from the six sources used in this work),
which they would wish to see in response to the given query. For instance if for a given
query, the annotator wished an image result, then the expected source “image” was
indicated.
The manually classiﬁed queries by annotators were then compared with the predicted
orientations by the classiﬁer (Section 5.6). The result obtained from the comparison is
shown in Figure 5.4, where percentage of predicted source-orientation by the classiﬁer
that matched with the expected source provided by the annotators is shown. It can
be seen that, approximately for the 60% of the queries, the source-orientation were
correctly identiﬁed. While approximately 40% of query orientations did not match
with the expected orientations provided by the human annotators.
Although, the percentage of correctly identiﬁed source-orientation that matched with
the expected source provide by the annotators is not very high, yet, considering the fact
that the log-data was very skewed and noisy, the results seem fairly reasonable. Fur-
thermore, there were very limited examples for each orientation (as discussed in section
5.6.3.1) to train the classiﬁer. Therefore, given more training data for each category
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FIGURE 5.4: Percentage of sample queries for which the predicted source-orientation
matched with the expected source provided by the human annotators. Approximately 60% of
query’s information need was correctly identiﬁed by the classiﬁer, while approximately 40% of
the time the predicted orientation did not match with the expected orientation provided by the
annotators.
(orientation), it should be possible to obtain better classiﬁcations. Next, accuracy of the
classiﬁer evaluated based on the agreement with three search engines is presented.
5.6.4.2 Agreement with Search Engines:
Finally, in order to estimate the accuracy of the classiﬁer, the results from the classiﬁed
log-data were also compared with the results from top three5-8 commercial search en-
gines; Google5-9, Bing5-10 and Yahoo!5-11. For this purpose, six hundred (200 for each
of six sources) unique queries from the classiﬁed log were randomly sampled. These
queries were then submitted to the three search engines (Google,Bing and Yahoo!).
For each query, a match was considered if, the results (among top ten) provided by the
search engine included results from one of the source (image, video, map, etc), and if
the source-orientation of the same query as identiﬁed by the classiﬁer was similar. For
instance, if for a sample query, the predicted orientation by the classiﬁer was “image”,
and for the same query if the search engines included image results, it was then assumed
that the source-orientation was correctly identiﬁed.
It should be noted that, the aim of this comparison was not to compare the perfor-
mance of the search engines; among themselves or with the classiﬁer described in this
5-8http://www.seoconsultants.com/search-engines/
5-9https://www.google.com/
5-10http://www.bing.com/
5-11http://uk.yahoo.com/?p=us
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chapter. Instead, the comparison was made to ensure that the results obtained from the
classiﬁer were not random and that the predicted source-orientation for the query was
in-consistent with the current search engine results. That is, if for a query the classiﬁer
predicts relevance of an image result, and if search engines also include image result,
thenitcanbesaidthatthesearchenginesalsopredictedtherelevanceofanimageresult;
how the search engines made this prediction was not the aim of this work. Therefore,
although the underlying mechanism of judging relevance may not be comparable, but
overall agreement of predicted information need can be compared. The outcome of the
comparison is shown in the Figure 5.5.
FIGURE 5.5: Percentage of sample queries for which the predicted orientation matched with
at-least one of the search engines.
The results show that predicted source-orientation for the sample queries matched with
the search engine results in most cases (over 60%). It was found that, the search engines
among their top results also included the results from the predicted source. An excep-
tion was observed in case of video and blog, where the predicted source-orientation did
not match the results of the search engines in many cases.
When the queries for video-orientations were further analyzed, it was found that among
the predicted video-oriented queries, which did not match with the results of the search
engines, approximately 50% of the queries were adult queries, and therefore were prob-
ably ﬁltered by the search engines. Consequently, the result page did not include any
video result for those queries. Although, no obvious reason was observed in case of
blog queries.
The breakdown of the percentage of matched orientations across three search engines
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FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of predicted source-orientation with search engines for the sample
queries from the classiﬁed log. Here, G= Google, B= Bing and Y = Yahoo! search engine
respectively. Predicted source-orientations for sample queries, which matched more than one
search engine, are also shown. For instance, GB represents percentage of those that matched
with the results of Google and Bing both. It can be seen that for most orientations, the match
was observed across all three search engines (GBY).
are shown in Figure 5.6. The results show that in most cases, the predicted orientation
for the sample queries matched all three search engines (GBY; Google, Bing and Ya-
hoo!). Otherwise, match with at-least one or two search engines was observed. Finally,
overall results after comparing the predicted orientations with the existing search engine
results, and by comparing the results with the classiﬁed queries provided by the human
annotators, it can be said that the classiﬁer performed with reasonable accuracy. There-
fore, analyses performed on these classiﬁed data in the next chapter can be assumed to
have reasonable estimations.
5.7 Limitations
There are some limitations of this work, and this section will outline the main limita-
tions of the work presented in this chapter. First, the log data used in the study was
from the year 2006, when aggregation of results from different sources was not per-
formed, and the web results were the prime search results provided. As a consequences
of which, the log data was highly dominated by the source category "Web". This lim-
ited the number of samples from the other sources (e.g., image, map, video, etc) to train
the classiﬁer. As a result, the accuracy of the classiﬁer was low due to the lack of train-
ing examples. However, using the same classiﬁcation model, it should be possible to
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achieve high accuracy when more example from each source is provided. The overall
aim of this work was to suggest possible ways in which the relevance of a source to
the users’ query can be identiﬁed. For this purpose, the Microsoft log-data was used to
show a working example for such classiﬁcation purposes.
Second, although careful attention was paid during manual classiﬁcation of the train-
ing data by the researcher, and also by the ten human annotators during evaluation, it
is still possible to observe different percentage of the classiﬁed queries per source, if
performed by other people. This is because, source-orientation can change with an in-
dividual’s interpretation of the query meaning. It is known that the quantity and quality
of training data is critical for most classiﬁcation problems. However, it is hard to collect
large scale manually labeled Web queries. Therefore, some previous work manually la-
bels Web pages or queries as the training data [as done by several researchers in the
past. e.g., Li et al., 2008; Arguello et al., 2009b; Ashkan and Clarke, 2009]. Further-
more, manualclassiﬁcationalsoprovidesahigh-precisionelement[Beitzeletal.,2007].
Therefore, for the classiﬁer described in this chapter, it was considered appropriate to
manually classify the data for training and for the evaluation purposes.
Finally, the third limitation of this works is that only six source-orientations were con-
sidered, so there is a need to extent this work to include more sources, as for example,
now provided by search engine verticals (shopping, jobs, local, ﬁnance, books, etc).
This work can been as an initiation for ﬁnding ways to identify source-orientation for a
given query.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, ways to identify the source-orientation behind a user query were pre-
sented, more speciﬁcally, two methods were describe; rule based and combination. The
ﬁrst method applied a simple rule based technique, while a combination of rule based
and machine learning techniques were used in the second method.
Although simple, yet the rule based method was the ﬁrst step towards the development
of aggregating results from source “relevance” to a given query, and suggested promis-
ing results. This method was then further formalized (combination method) in order to
obtain stronger evidences of source-orientation. Using only rule based method approx-
imately 3% of log data was identiﬁed to have one of the predeﬁned orientations, while
using the combination method, it was possible to identify approximately 8% of the total
log data to have one of the source-orientation.
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Finally, agreement on the predicted orientation for the queries was observed when com-
pared with the results from the search engines. It was found that, for sample queries,
the search engines included the results from the sources, which were identiﬁed as the
intended orientation by the classiﬁer. Furthermore, predicted orientations were also
found to be comparable over 60% of the times with the expected orientations provided
by the human annotators.
To conclude, this work contributes in understanding the information need behind a user
query with respect to different source-orientations. In the next chapter 6, research ques-
tions would be investigated to uncover the patterns in which users access results from
different sources, i.e. the dynamics of source-orientation.
128Chapter 6
Dynamics of Source-Orientation
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the classiﬁed Microsoft 2006 RFP click dataset is analyzed to obtain an
understanding of user behavior with respect to different source-orientations. In particu-
lar, the interest is to understand their dynamics (i.e. how information need with respect
to different sources evolve within search sessions and their effect on query reformula-
tion). It will be observed that users have information need which requires results from
at most two sources within a session (Section 6.6), and these often evolve according
to some patterns (Section 6.7). It will also be observed that source-speciﬁc terms (e.g.
video, map) are often added to or removed from the query whenever there is a change
of source-orientation within a session (Section 6.8).
In the previous Chapter, methods to identify the source-orientations behind a query
were presented. Source-orientations with respect to six sources were identiﬁed. For
this purpose, a combination of rule-based and an SVM classiﬁer was used to classify
log entries, using which, approximately 8% of the total click dataset were classiﬁed to
have one of the six domain or genre intents. The remaining (92%) were identiﬁed to
have as web orientation. In this chapter, the classiﬁed log entries (obtained from the
previous chapter) are investigated to address research questions to uncover the patterns
in which users access results when they have information need for results of different
types, i.e. the dynamics of source-orientations.
A second contribution of the work presented in this chapter is the methodology adopted
to derive meaningful statistics regarding the dynamics of source-orientations. Indeed,
as will be discussed later in the chapter, the statistics computed from the click data are
heavily biased by both the skewed distribution over the length (number of clicks) of a
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search session, and the different orientations (the web being by far the most predomi-
nant source). Therefore the notion of a random user behavior is introduced with respect
to the object of this study, i.e. the source-orientation dynamics. Any meaningful results
then come from comparing the statistics calculated from the original data set and from
that generated by a random user. Random model is described in detail in Section 6.5.
6.1.1 Structure
The outline of the Chapter is as follows; The work presented in this Chapter is moti-
vated in Section 6.1.2. The research questions are discussed in details in Section 6.2.
They are then investigated in Section 6.3 Section 6.4, Sections 6.6, 6.7 6.8 and Section
6.9, respectively. The random model is described in Section 6.5. Finally section 6.11
concludes this chapter.
6.1.2 Motivation
Understanding the users’ search behavior is one of the important goals in web search,
and information on how users interact and view search results helps improving the
user information seeking process (e.g., White and Morris [2007b]; White and Drucker
[2007]). This is because, having an insight on searching behavior of users have proved
to be useful in building better information retrieval systems (e.g., Halvey and Jose
[2009];AgichteinandZheng[2006];Agichteinetal.[2006];BilenkoandWhite[2008]).
For instance, Agichtein et al. [2006] show that incorporating user behavior data can sig-
niﬁcantly improve ordering of top results in real web search setting.
Several area have beneﬁted from exploiting the knowledge of user behavior, for in-
stance, health care (e.g., Anagnostopoulos and Maglogiannis [2006]; Mahoui et al.
[2009]), commerce(cite,LinandWang[2005]), socialnetwork(e.g., Maiaetal.[2008];
Benevenutoetal.[2009];Kwaketal.[2010]), etchaveshowntobeneﬁtfromtheknowl-
edge of the user behavior. For example, Benevenuto et al. [2009] state that, understand-
ing how users behave when they connect to social networking sites creates opportunities
for better interface design, richer studies of social interactions, and improved design of
content distribution systems.
Furthermore, understanding dynamics of user behavior can also be useful in improv-
ing personalized search experiences (e.g., Sendhilkumar and Geetha [2007]; Sieg et al.
[2007]; Kumar et al. [2008]). For instance, Kumar et al. [2008] suggests a personalized
re-ranking of URLs returned by a search engine using user’s browsing behaviors, while
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Sieg et al. [2007] presents an approach to personalized search that involves building
models of user context as ontological proﬁles.
Therefore, understanding of user behavior is vital for building better systems. In context
of web search, many dedicated research have analyzed user behavior during informa-
tion seeking process, and have further used this knowledge in building sophisticated
search engines. For instance, studies reported in, (e.g., Spink et al. [2002]; Granka et al.
[2004]; Jansen and Spink [2005]; Rose [2006]) aimed to understand the dynamics of
the search behavior of users, i.e. how users’ information need and searching behavior
evolve, query length, etc. These studies analyzed web search engine click data to gather
information about the queries being submitted to the search engine, their length, query
frequency per session, click frequency per session, etc.
The example studies stated above show that the knowledge of user behavior has proved
to be beneﬁcial in many ways. These studies have provided insight on how user perform
search or interact with search results. However, there is very limited (if any) knowledge
of user behavior with respect to different source-orientations. That is, it is not known
how users interact with results when they have information need which desires results
from different sources.
Furthermore, there are not many evidences, which can reﬂect similar ﬁndings (if any)
of user behavior with underlying source-orientations; as observed in different search
scenarios mentioned above. For example, it is known how users modify their queries
when looking for “only” web results or image results, and so on. It is not clear how
users modify their queries, when their information need changes in context to different
sources. Although it is known on how users perform searches when looking for video
results (e.g., Albertson [2010]; Vrochidis et al. [2010]), or image results (e.g., Villa
et al. [2010]), news result (e.g., Hu et al. [2008]). However, it is not know (to the best
of knowledge) that how users perform searches when the information need is oriented
towards different sources, or combination of sources.
In an aggregated search scenario, understanding users’ information need with respect to
different sources is important, as aggregated search requires aggregation of results from
different sources. Therefore, information of users’ expectations and searching behavior
when looking for results from different sources can prove to be useful in building better
aggregated systems. For instance if known, results from which sources users look for
when issuing health related queries, then this information can be used by the aggregated
system in selection of appropriate sources for the aggregated result page.
Finally, as already discussed in Chapter 2, web search engine click data is often used
by search engine companies and the researchers to understand the user behavior dur-
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ing information seeking process. A search engine’s click-data is an electronic record
of interactions that have occurred during a searching process between a Web search
engine and searchers who are seeking information on that Web search engine. There-
fore, the use of data stored in logs of Web search engines, Intranets, and Web sites can
provide valuable insight into understanding the information-searching process of on-
line searchers Jansen [2006]. Therefore, in this chapter, the Microsoft 2006 RFP click
dataset is analyzed to obtain an understanding of user search dynamics with respect to
different source-orientations. Next, we discuss the research questions addressing dy-
namics of users’ searching behavior with respect to different source-orientations.
6.2 Research Questions
Having classiﬁed the clicks into different source-orientations (domains and document
genres) in pervious Chapter [5], it was then possible to study the dynamics of these clas-
siﬁed source-orientations. The following research questions were therefore formulated
for this purpose:
R1: Does rank position affect user click behavior for different source-orientations?
The ﬁrst research question looked at the frequency of click-through at different
rank positions (Section 6.3). It was hypothesized that click-through frequency
would be skewed with respect to results positioned at the top of the result page,
since studies for instance by Keane et al. [2008], reported people being biased
towards items listed at the top of the result list.
R2: Does there exit an effect of click order on the access pattern of sources?
The objective here was to examine if certain source relevant results tended to be
accessed earlier or later in the session (Section 6.4). For instance, do users tend
to click a news related result earlier or later in the search session. The question is
further examined by research question R4, where patterns among the click order
for frequent domain and genre combinations within a session were analyzed.
R3: What are the frequent combinations of source-orientations within a search ses-
sion?
By looking at how source-orientations co-occur within a search session, we gain
insights on what are common combinations of sources in web search. For ex-
ample, and not surprisingly, as it will be seen in Section 6.6, the combination
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web+image is more common than video+blog. Answers to this research ques-
tion also allow us to restrict the options to consider when investigating the other
two research questions.
R4: Does source-orientations evolve according to some patterns?
In sessions with several source-orientations, do these follow any pattern? For
example, as will be seeing in Section 6.7, a common pattern is to start with a web
orientation (a typical web result), and then to switch towards map results.
R5: Istherearelationbetweenqueryreformulationandachangeofsource-orientation?
When the source-orientations changes, e.g. switching from a news results to a
blog results, is the query re-formulated? As discussed in Section 6.8, a particular
re-formulation strategy is to add a source-speciﬁc term.
R6: Is there an association between the query category and the source-orientation?
This aim is to see if there exits any relation between category (art, business,
entertainment, etc) of the submitted query and, the intended source speciﬁc re-
sult. For instance, do “health” related queries often fetch results from image and
Wikipedia? In that case it might also be possible to suggest a way of aggregating
results based on users’ query. It would be seen in Section 6.9 that, there is an
indication of the existence of associations between query categories and sources.
Inordertoobtainanswerforaboveresearchquestions(R1, R2, R3, R4, R5andR6), the
classiﬁed log data obtained from Chapter 5 were used. In following sections, outcomes
for the above research questions are presented.
6.3 Effect of Rank Positions
The aim in this section is to investigate if there is any rank effect on users’ click be-
havior. To address research question one [R1], the rank positions of clicked results,
classiﬁed to have one of the predeﬁned source-orientations were analyzed. While there
is a general trend of higher ranked documents being clicked more frequently than lower
ranked documents Guan and Cutrell [2007]; Keane et al. [2008], there is very limited
understanding of the effect of domains and genre on this behavior. Figure 6.1 shows the
distribution of ranked positions (one to ﬁve) within each source. Related ﬁndings were
obtained in a survey6-1.
6-1http://www.iprospect.com/about/researchstudy_2008_blendedsearchresults.htm
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Asonecansee, mostsource-orientationsfollowthegeneralclick-throughpattern, which
is a high frequency of the top at rank one and then with monotonically decreasing fre-
quency. This suggests that selection of sources may strongly be affected by the ranking
positions. This observation is also consistent with results obtained from user study
performed in previous Chapter 4, where a clear position effect was observed on users’
click-throughbehavior(Section??). Thereforeresultsfromtherankaffectfurtherbacks
up the ﬁndings from the click data from the user study.
The effect is found to be strong in case of news and map orientations. Users seem to
click on news and map results more often when positioned on top of the result page.
Therefore, inaggregatedscenario, whenincludingnewsormapresultswithwebresults,
it might be necessary to place them at top position, in order to get them accessed by
users.
Furthermore, in case of image, Wikipedia and blog orientations, a similar level of click-
through rate across the rank positions is observed. Although they still follow the general
decreasing trend. This suggests that the inﬂuence of ranking positions on the selection
of the image, Wikipedia and blog results was weaker than with the other intents.
FIGURE 6.1: Effect of rank positions (Rank 1-5).
6.4 Effect of Click Order
Next, the effect of click orders on the access of results with different source-orientations
were analyzed, research question two [R2]. The objective was to examine whether a
certain source relevant result tended to be accessed earlier or later in search sessions.
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For this analysis, the numbers of clicks were counted and the click order for those
sessions that had at least three click-through documents were recorded. It should be
noted that for this analysis, log data classiﬁed using only rule base method was used
(Section 5.5, Chapter 5). 6788 sessions having three or more than three clicks were
analyzed and the result of the analysis are shown in Figure 6.2.
FIGURE 6.2: Effect of click order (Click 1-3).
As can be seen, most results had a similar level of frequency of clicks across the click
order in sessions. There was a trend of decreasing frequency as the click number in-
creased. Image domain, however, had a very different result. People seem to click
the image related results more frequently as the search session progresses. This sug-
gests that the value of image results can increase as the search progresses in aggregated
search results. The above research question is further examined by research question
four [R4], where patterns of accessed intents within the session are analyzed.
In the following sections, research questions three, four, ﬁve and six (R3, R4, R5 and
R6) are discussed. Nevertheless, before discussing the remaining research questions,
the random model methodology adopted to compare the answers is described ﬁrst.
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FIGURE 6.3: Process for generating random log. Random log is used to overcome bias from
predominance of single and standard web clicks.
6.5 Random Model
To overcome the skewness of the observed distributions in the log data, a methodology
was needed. Indeed, from Table 6.1, it can be seen that around 96% of the sessions have
only one underlying source-orientation. However, most sessions are composed of one
or two clicks (85%, from Table 5.1 in Chapter 5), and that web is the most likely source
(92%, from Table 5.2 in Chapter 5). In such situation, it can then be expected that a high
percentage of sessions will be one or two clicks sessions with a web orientation, and
hence will be single-orientation sessions. It is therefore not possible to know whether
the observed statistic of 96% is because users do not have multiple source-orientations,
or that the click and the source-orientation distributions are skewed.
To overcome this, statistics with those obtained from the log data were compared from
a so-called random log. This random log is exactly similar to the real log, but instead
of using a classiﬁer to assign an orientation to each log entry, one source-orientation is
selected by random, in accordance with the source-orientation distributions presented
in Table 5.1. The random log is thus a log where the source-orientation would be
independent of what the user is searching for, and of his or her search history.
To compute statistics for this random log, all the possible random source-orientation
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assignments have to be averaged. In practice, the different formulas were formally
derived which were needed to compute the statistics from the source-orientation and
click distributions, so the number reported are probabilistic expectation of the different
statistics.
Process for generating random log is shown in Figure 6.3 where, the random log of
size equal to the size of the original log is generated, that is having equal number of
sessions. For each session, number of clicks (random) is predicted, and then for each
click a random source-orientation (from seven source-orientations) is assigned. This is
repeated for all the sessions in the random log. Ten random logs are generated using
this process, and ﬁnally their assignments are averaged to obtain a single random log.
In the rest of this chapter, statistics computed for both the real and the random logs are
reported. Going back to the example of the 96% of single source-orientation sessions in
Table6.1, itcanbeseen(Table6.1, column“Random”)thatwewouldexpect93%ofthe
sessions to be single source-orientation in the random log. This sets the following limit:
if the real number was below this limit (even with a percentage as high as 90%), then it
would be possible to say that users tend to combine more than one source-orientations
within a session; instead, it is observed that the statistic is higher (96%), which means
that sessions are indeed generally single source-oriented.
6.6 Combination of Source-Orientations
Here the third research question [R3] is investigated, that is the existence of frequent
combinations of source-orientations in search sessions. To this end, how often source-
orientations co-occur within a same search session is computed. This was done on
3,957,888 sessions (the number of sessions with less than twenty clicks). The sessions
up to twenty clicks were considered because while generating the random log, sessions
up-to twenty clicks were generated. This was done in order to limit the size of sessions
and to have comparable session size between random log and the real log. Since gener-
ating a random log required two steps, ﬁrst generating a session with random number of
clicks, then assigning a random source-orientation to each click. It was necessary to re-
strict the number of session in order to have fair comparisons between the two log-data.
It should be noted that limiting the session size to maximum of twenty clicks did not
cause discarding large log data samples. When analyzed, there were very few sessions
that contained over twenty clicks (less than 200).
First, in Table 6.1 the percentage of sessions that contain two, three, ... , to seven dif-
ferent source-orientations are reported. This was done for the original log data, and the
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TABLE 6.1: Percentage of sessions with one, two, three, four, ﬁve, six and seven different
source-orientations. Note that the number of distinct orientation does not correspond to the
number of clicks.
Distinct orientations in the session Log (%) Random (%)
Seven 0.000 0.000
Six 0.000 0.000
Five 0.000 0.002
Four 0.005 0.034
Three 0.121 0.470
Two 3.385 6.354
One 96.489 93.140
randomly generated log data as well. From the table, it can be observed that there are
very few sessions with more than two different source-orientations. This is in accor-
dance with the study reported in Arguello et al. [2009b] where, through manual assess-
ments, only 30% of the queries had more than one source-orientation (it should be noted
that, in the study, verticals were assigned to the queries, some of which corresponding
to the domains and genres studied here).
The difference between the original and the random log statistics show that the fact that
a session is associated with a low number of source-orientations is not due to chance.
Moreover, the difference increases as the number of sources increase (from 2 times
higher with two intents to 7 times higher with four intents), which shows that when
users have diverse orientations, it is generally restricted to at most two. Therefore, in the
rest of the study, the analyses are restricted to sessions having two source-orientations.
Returning to the research question [R3], which source-orientations co-occurred fre-
quently is now investigated. The percentage of sessions where at least two source-
orientations appeared were computed and reported the values in Table 6.2. For instance,
in this table, the value 0.01% for “nb” means that there are very few sessions with a blog
and a news orientations. Given that the different source-orientations have distinct prob-
abilities of occurrence, it is also interesting to look at the conditional probability that
a source-orientation can be present (third and fourth series of columns). For instance,
in the line labeled “bb”, it can be seen that if the ﬁrst observed orientation is “blog” in
the session, then there is a 0.189 probability that a second “blog” orientation would be
observed in the same session. The results are further analyzed in the rest of this section.
The most important observation from the results is that most users do not mix sources.
Indeed, the ﬁrst and last series of rows of the table show that users are less likely to
combine two different sources in the same session that what would be expected by
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TABLE 6.2: Pairs of intents. Column % report the percentage of sessions that had the cor-
responding pair of intents. Column % among 1st (respectively 2nd) reports the percentage of
sessions with the ﬁrst intent of the pair (respectively second) that also had the second (respec-
tively ﬁrst). L stands for log, and R for random. For the intents, we use n= News, m= Map, i=
Image, v=Video, w (lowercase) = Wikipedia, b=Blog and W= Web.
% % among 1st % among 2nd
Combination L R L R L R
bm 0.00 0.02 0.5 4.6 0.1 0.5
nb 0.01 0.03 0.3 0.5 2.6 6.2
vm 0.01 0.2 0.3 4.5 0.4 4.4
bw 0.02 0.01 4 2.8 0.7 0.5
ib 0.02 0.02 0.8 0.5 4.1 4.3
im 0.02 0.19 0.9 4.5 1.1 4.1
in 0.04 0.26 1.5 6.2 1.1 4.2
nm 0.04 0.28 1 4.5 1.8 6.2
nw 0.04 0.18 1.1 2.8 1.6 6.2
vb 0.04 0.02 1.4 0.5 7.8 4.5
wm 0.04 0.13 1.5 4.5 1.9 2.8
vn 0.05 0.27 1.7 6.2 1.3 4.4
iw 0.09 0.12 3.3 2.8 3.4 4.1
iv 0.10 0.18 3.6 4.4 3.5 4.2
vw 0.06 0.12 2.1 2.8 2.2 4.4
bb 0.09 0.00 18.9 0.2 18.9 0.2
ww 0.50 0.04 18.6 1.5 18.6 1.5
mm 1.11 0.1 51.8 2.3 51.8 2.3
vv 1.17 0.1 43.1 2.2 43.1 2.2
nn 1.33 0.2 35.5 3.2 35.5 3.2
ii 1.40 0.09 52.5 2.1 52.5 2.1
bW 0.43 0.51 88.6 97.1 0.4 0.5
mW 1.35 4.42 62.7 97.3 1.4 4.4
iW 1.85 4.09 69.2 97.3 1.9 4.1
vW 1.99 4.31 73.1 97.3 2.1 4.3
wW 2.48 2.77 92.9 97.2 2.6 2.8
nW 2.87 6.1 76.5 97.4 3 6.1
WW 91.77 91.41 94.9 91.7 94.9 91.7
random (around 3 times less likely in average).
Moreover, looking at the second series of rows it is on average around ten times more
likelythatusersrepeataclickonthesamesource(rows“bb”to“ii”)thanwhatwouldbe
expected by random. In sessions made of two or more clicks, when one orientation is
map, video, image or news, then there is above 35% of chance to observe a second
click with the same orientation (third and fourth group of columns). For blog and
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Wikipedia, the probability is lower although still high (around 19%). This could be
because users might consider Wikipedia and blog result pages as web pages and hence
do not differentiate them as coming from separate sources.
We however observe some potential exceptions for the pairs blog/blog (“bw”), im-
age/blog (“ib”), and video/blog (“vb”). These three pairs occur more often together
that would be expected by random. However, the percentages of sessions are so low
that this is likely due to noise. More data, and eventually, a more effective classiﬁer, is
needed to obtain a real understanding of these potential exceptions.
A last observation is that when there are two source-orientations, these are often a web
orientation and any of the non-web one, as shown in the last series of rows in the table.
This is not surprising, and means that web search results should continue to contain
mostly web results, and when appropriate, images, videos, blogs, in addition. This is
nowadays the approach followed by all major search engines.
6.7 Patterns of Source-Orientations
IntheSection6.4, itwasobservedthatthereisapatterninclickorderofaccessedsource
relatedresults(researchquestiontwo[R2]), andthat, certainresultswereaccessedmore
at the beginning of the search session, while some tended to be accessed more as the
session progressed.
In this section, how source-orientation evolve within search sessions (research ques-
tion [R4]) is investigated. Exploiting the ﬁndings from the previous section, the anal-
ysis is restricted to sessions with two source-orientations, as most sessions have at
most two source-orientations. In addition, the ﬁve most frequent co-occurrences of
two source-orientations from Table 6.2 are considered during this analysis (other co-
occurrences were too low to derive any signiﬁcant ﬁndings). The frequent pairs were;
image+web, wiki+web, video+web, news+web, map+web. For each such pair, all
possible sequences of changes of orientations were looked at. Let us consider ﬁve
source-orientations; image, video, news, Wikipedia, map as NW (non-web), and web
as W, then the four main sequences observed were of the form:
1. W ! NW,
2. NW ! W,
3. NW ! W ! NW,
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4. W ! NW ! W.
In Table 6.3, for each pair, the percentages of sessions containing each of the identi-
ﬁed four sequences are reported. All the others possible sequences are reported under
“Other” in the table. In this calculation, sessions with less than three clicks were ex-
cluded. This was done to avoid results biased towards the large number of sessions with
two clicks or less. Finally, the calculations are done for the original log and the random
log. Three observations were made from the results.
First, with the Wikipedia orientation, users do not follow any particular pattern. Indeed,
the sequences obtained are close to what would be expected by random. This conﬁrms
the ﬁndings of the previous section, where we made the hypothesis that users do not
differentiate between Wikipedia and web documents (Section 6.6).
Second, when the orientation is towards news and map results, users switch from one
orientations to the another, but do not switch back to the previous source-orientation.
By random we would expect more users to move back and forth between source-
orientations. This can be seen in the difference between the random and real logs for
the four sequences (Table 6.3).
Third, in case of an image and video orientation, more users ﬁrst view a web result
and then view an image or video related result. This further explains the different pat-
tern observed for image results when addressing research question two [R2], where the
click order for image result increased as the session progresses (Section 6.4). There-
fore, including more image results as the session progresses might be beneﬁcial in an
aggregated scenario.
However, unlike video, map and news orientations, users with image orientation also
move back and forth between web and image related results (web ! image ! web),
but this would be expected by random too, hence it does not contribute to the observed
sequence for the image orientation.
The above results show that there is a clear sequence in the source-orientations for all
except Wikipedia intent. Users have a tendency to change orientation from source to
another, andthentoendthesession, ratherthanswitchingseveraltimesbetweensource-
orientations within the same session. Such observation could be useful in improving the
search result pages when using implicit feedback (clicks) or in real-time aggregations.
For instance, when users change from a web to an image result, it might be useful to
include more image results when user returns to the result page, since it is less likely
that user would switch back to web results again. This in turn may help in improving
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TABLE 6.3: Sequence of intents in search sessions, for each pair web+non-web. The rows
labeled “Other” give the percentage of sessions with none of the listed sequences for that pair.
Percentage numbers for the most frequent sequences are in bold.
Sequence Log (%) Random (%)
wiki ! web 25 26
web ! wiki 30 26
web ! wiki ! web 41 46
wiki ! web ! wiki 1 0
Other 3 1
video ! web 32 26
web ! video 34 26
web ! video ! web 31 46
video ! web ! video 1 0
Other 2 1
map ! web 36 26
web ! map 34 26
web ! map ! web 28 46
map ! web ! map 1 0
Other 1 1
news ! web 34 26
web ! news 31 26
web ! news ! web 32 45
news ! web ! news 1 1
Other 2 1
image ! web 27 26
web ! image 37 26
web ! image ! web 31 46
image ! web ! image 1 0
Other 4 1
information seeking process of users by appropriately returning the results from the
most likely domain or genre.
6.8 Source-Orientation and Query Re-formulation
In this section, both quantitatively (how many queries are modiﬁed?) and qualita-
tively (how were they modiﬁed) the effect of a change of source-orientation on a user
query are analyzed (research question R5). This was done by comparing pairs of con-
secutive queries with two different source-orientations, within the same session. That
is, when there was change in source-orientation within a session, query with the initial
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TABLE 6.4: Most frequently added and removed terms during a change from web ! non-
web orientation.
Orientation change Terms added Terms removed
web ! Wikipedia Wikipedia, what, how, history, states world, does, what, state
web ! blog blog(s), how, women, song, love with, teens
web ! news news, newspaper, press, daily, channel post, new, times
web ! map map(s), mapquest, state, city estate, southwest, hotels, airlines
web ! video video(s), movie(s), porn, free, funny lyrics, free, myspace
web ! image picture, photo, image, free, gallery what, hair, home, ideas
TABLE 6.5: Most frequently added and removed terms during a change from non-web !
web orientation.
Orientation change Terms added Terms removed
Wikipedia ! web world, does, what, state, dictionary Wikipedia, wiki, what, how, history, states
blog !web lyrics, world, teens blog(s), how, have, women, song
news ! web post, new, times, york, county news, newspaper, press, daily, channel
map ! web estate, southwest, hotels, airlines map(s), mapquest, state,city
video ! web lyrics, free, myspace video(s), movie(s), porn, free, funny
image ! web what, hair, home, ideas picture, photo, image, free, gallery
source-orientation was compared to the query with the new source-orientation.
First, for each pair of consecutive and different source-orientation within a session, the
numbers of queries that were exactly the same, modiﬁed or completely different were
computed. Similar statistics were calculated by Jansen et al. [2000], but on a different
log dataset, and without taking into account any underlying source-orientation. Results
are shown in Table 6.8. For blog and Wikipedia, over 50% of the users did not change
their query (orienting from a blog or Wikipedia results to web results or vice versa). It
is likely that this happens because both types of results are present in the top ranked
documents for the same query. Users do not have to change their queries to obtain
results from blog or Wikipedia and then web sources (and vice versa).
The situation is reversed for news, image, video, and map orientations. Most of the
time, users did change their query (over 65%). Furthermore, it can be noted that there
is a slight difference between news/map/video and image orientation. In the former
case, users issued different queries, whereas in the latter, in half of the cases, the users
modiﬁed their queries by adding or removing terms.
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TABLE 6.6: Percentage of sessions where a query was not modiﬁed, was modiﬁed (i.e. by
adding or removing terms), and was different (no terms in common).
Sequence Exact (%) Modiﬁed (%) Different (%)
web ! news 21 21 58
news ! web 18 19 63
web ! wiki 59 18 23
wiki ! web 54 20 26
web ! video 35 25 40
video ! web 33 24 43
web ! image 30 40 29
image ! web 30 34 37
web ! map 4 24 73
map ! web 3 21 76
web ! blog 56 24 19
blog ! web 52 23 25
In the case where a query was modiﬁed, we also looked at which terms were added
or removed (qualitative analysis). Tables 6.8 and 6.5 show the most frequent terms
that have been added and removed during a change of source-orientation, respectively.
Whenauserwentfromaweborientationtoanyotheroftheothersixorientations(Table
6.8) or vice versa (Table 6.5).
It is possible to easily identify terms that are linked with a source, which were referred
in previous Chapter 5, as source-speciﬁc terms (Section 5.6.2). Namely for,
 Wikipedia ! “Wikipedia”, “what”, “how”
 Blogs ! “blog”, “how”, “song”
 News ! ‘ ‘news”, “newspaper”, and “press”
 Maps ! “map”, “mapquest”, “state” and “city”
 Video ! “video”, “movie”, “porn”, “free” and “funny”
 Image ! “picture”, “photo”, “image”, “gallery”, and “free”
It should be noted that some of these terms were present in the rule-based classiﬁer
described in Section 5.6.2, but some were rightly (re)identiﬁed here.
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TABLE 6.7: Categories from Open Directory projects (OPD), and associated example topics.
Category Example Topics
arts Movies,Television,Music, Photography, Body Art
games Video Games, RPGs, Gambling
kids Arts, School Time, Teen Life
reference Maps, Education, Libraries
shopping Clothing, Food, Gifts
world Dansk, Deutsch, Italiano
business Jobs, Real Estate, Investing
health Fitness, Medicine, Alternative
news Media, Newspapers, Weather
regional US, Canada, UK, Europe
society People, Religion, Issues
computers Internet, Software, Hardware
home Family, Consumers, Cooking
recreation Travel, Food, Outdoors, Humor.
science Biology, Psychology, Physics
sports Baseball, Soccer, Basketball.
6.9 Query Category and Source-Orientation
The aim of last research question [R6] is to investigate if there is any association be-
tween query category and the selected source-orientation. That is, the aim was to see if
for a given query, the identiﬁed category (health, arts, etc.) and the source (image, map,
etc) have any association. For example, for queries belonging to ‘health’ category, do
users generally access ‘image’ Wikipedia’ and web results?
In order to achieve this, the 200 most frequent unique queries were collected for the
six source-orientations, and for the six most frequent combinations (as observed from
Section 6.6). Therefore in total, twenty-four hundred (2,400) queries were categorized
for this purpose. 1,200 with single source-orientation, and 1,200 for six combinations
of source-orientations. Each query from the selected source-orientation and the their
combination was then manually assigned to one of the categories (e.g., health, business,
etc), as deﬁned in the Open Directory Project ODP [2010].
Some of the example topics for the categories deﬁned in ODP are shown in Table 6.7.
These pre deﬁned topics help in selecting suitable categories for the sample queries.
Any query that did not ﬁt into an existing category was assigned to an ‘others’ category.
The categorization of queries was carried out to identify associations between query
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categories and the source-orientation, and for the combinations of source-orientations.
The percentage of clicks per category with respect to single source-orientation and com-
binations of source-orientations are shown in Table 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. Two ob-
servations can be made from the results.
TABLE 6.8: Association between query category and source-orientations. The percentage
values are shown in the table
Category Blog image map video news wiki
arts 17.5 29.0 0.0 50.0 1.5 10.5
games 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0
kids 0.0 17.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 3.0
reference 2.0 1.0 96.5 0.0 0.0 3.5
shopping 4.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.5
world 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
business 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.0
health 6.5 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 7.0
news 7.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 86.5 0.0
regional 2.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 6.5
society 2.5 2.5 0.0 1.0 3.5 22.5
computers 6.0 0.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 1.5
home 7.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
recreation 1.5 4.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 4.0
science 4.5 9.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 16.5
sports 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.0
adult 23.0 9.0 0.0 28.0 0.0 1.0
others 9.0 13.0 2.5 7.5 3.5 19.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
First, there is evidence of associations between the category of a query and source-
orientation. For queries belonging to a certain category, there exists preference for
results from speciﬁc sources. For example, the percentages of clicks for the map are
higher for “reference” category (fourth row in Table 6.8), and for category “business”,
the combinations of news and web results were preferred more (row seven, Table 6.9).
Second, users do not have many source-orientations, that is, users do not access results
from many sources for a single information need. For instance, for category “kids”
(third row Table 6.8), intent for image results was higher than other intents. In other
words, for queries belonging to category “kids”, image results are mostly preferred.
Similar observations are also made when combination of two intents is analyzed with
respect to different categories. For example, results from Wikipedia and web are pre-
ferred most for queries belonging to category “society” (row eleven, Table 6.9 ), while
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image and web results are preferred for category “home” (row thirteen, Table 6.9 ).
However, the associations for category “arts” (ﬁrst, Table 6.9 ) is found to be more di-
verse than other categories, and results from image, video, blog and web are intended.
Although some dominance of preference for the ‘video’ domain is observed for this
category yet, other intents are also preferred. One of the possible reason for this ob-
servation could be that, the category like “arts” includes many visual topics, such as,
movies, photography, entertainment, animation, etc. Therefore, it is possible to have a
distribution of clicks across different forms of visual results, such as image and video
in this case.
Above results also backs up the ﬁndings from Section 6.6, where frequent combinations
of source-orientations were looked at, and it was found that users often do not desire
results from multiple sources.
TABLE 6.9: Association between query category and source-orientation combination
Category Blog-Web Image-Web Map-Web Video-Web News-Web Wiki-Web
arts 18.0 18.0 1.0 50.5 2.0 10.5
games 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
kids 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
reference 3.0 3.5 45.0 0.0 0.0 7.0
shopping 15.0 6.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
world 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
business 10.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 34.0 1.0
health 5.0 5.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 6.5
news 4.5 0.5 3.0 2.0 45.0 0.0
regional 0.0 1.0 8.5 0.5 1.0 7.5
society 4.0 3.5 1.5 3.5 9.5 32.0
computers 5.0 4.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 2.0
home 0.0 15.0 0.5 1.5 0.0 5.0
recreation 1.5 21.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
science 13.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 19.5
sports 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
adult 16.5 10.5 0.0 27.5 0.5 0.5
others 3.5 9.5 19.0 10.5 5.0 3.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
To conclude, observations from this analysis give an indication that there are associa-
tions between a query category and sources. For queries from certain categories, results
from speciﬁc sources are more relevant. Therefore, information like query category
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can be further exploited in order to suggest suitable aggregation of results from appro-
priate sources. The analysis hence provides some insight into the information seeking
behavior of web users in terms of the sources and the query category.
6.10 Limitations
There are some limitations of this study. First, it makes use of data generated by a
search engine where general web results were predominant. This has consequences
in the analyses, since this lowers the probability of observing more speciﬁc orienta-
tions (e.g., image, video, etc.) and also forces users to use source speciﬁc terms (e.g.,
photo, movie) in order to retrieve source speciﬁc results. Second, due to this low proba-
bility, more data (sessions) would have been necessary to obtain more reliable estimates
of the different statistics. Third, only six non-web intents were considered, therefore,
for future research, there is a need to extent this work to include more sources.
Finally, the log-data used in this study was from the year 2006 when the aggregation
approach was not used by the search engine companies, and hence users were not pro-
vided with diverse results. Therefore, it is possible that the users’ source related search-
ing patterns observed during this study might differ to how users’ perform search today.
This is because, the aggregation of results from different sources are now followed by
the most search engines and for most of the queries submitted to them. As a result, it
is possible that the usage of source speciﬁc terms may reduce when looking for results
from speciﬁc source. Since, due the introduction of the aggregated search and it being
around for almost ﬁve years, it is possible that users will expect results to be included
from the sources without having them to mention explicitly.
Furthermore, users’ preferences regarding source combinations, number of sources and
the sequence in which they access these results may also result in similar or different
observations when compared to the observed behavior from 2006 log data. However,
the aim of this study was not just to obtain an insight into users search pattern, but
mainly to highlight the possibility of source related users’ interaction, and to suggest
that such behaviors should be taken into account when designing an aggregated search
interface. Asthismayleadtoissueslike–informationoverloadanduserdissatisfaction.
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6.11 Summary
In this chapter, users’ searching behavior with respect to different source-orientations
were analyzed. For this purpose dynamics of search behavior with respect to three
domain; image, video and map, and three genre; blog Wikipedia and news were stud-
ied. More speciﬁcally, six research questions were investigated to uncover the pat-
terns in which users access documents of different types, i.e. the dynamics of source-
orientations.
First, effect of rank order was analyzed, where it was hypothesized users clicks are
biased towards the top positioned results, further reﬂecting on some of the past studies
(e.g., Keane et al. [2008]), but with respect to different source-orientations. Results
obtained supported the hypothesis thus suggesting that, indeed, position (ranking) of
search results continue to inﬂuence users searching behavior. Furthermore, the results
also backed up the results from user studies described in Chapter 4.
Second, the aim was to see if there exits any order in accessing results with different
source-orientations. That is, if results from certain source relevant results are accessed
earlier or later in the session. It was observed that, image being an exception, remaining
source relevant results seemed to accessed when the search session begins. The pattern
of these accessed intents were further analyzed by research question four.
Withrespecttothirdresearchquestion, thefrequentcombinationsofsource-orientations
were looked at. That is, how different source-orientations co-occur within a session.
It was observed that users do not often mix orientations, and if they do, they had at
most two source-orientations in a session. Furthermore, when there were two source-
orientations, these are often a web and any of the non-web one (e.g., image, news).
These results supports the approach followed by all major search engines, where search
results contain mostly web results, and when appropriate, either images, videos, blogs,
etc, are provided.
Fourth, if these source-orientation combinations evolve according to some patterns was
investigated. The results show that there is a common sequence in all except with
Wikipedia. Users in general tend to seek results from the same source for a while and
then switch to results from another source. For most cases, users do not switch back
and forth between sources.
Fifth, the aim was to see if there were relations between query re-formulation and
change of source-orientation. We observed that for video, news and map orientations,
more users used completely different queries, whereas, for blog and Wikipedia ori-
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entation, more users used the same query, when they change their source-orientation.
Further, most users use source speciﬁc terms (photo, newspapers, video, etc) to modify
their query when they change their source-orientation.
Finally, associationbetweenthecategoryofthesubmittedqueryandtheselectedsource-
orientation were investigated by the last research question. It was observed that there is
an association between a user query (category) and the source-orientation. In addition,
for certain query category, there is a dominance of speciﬁc sources, which indicates that
not all sources are “relevant” to all information needs (here approximated as the queries
submitted within a session).
To conclude, results from Part II suggested that identifying the relevance of source
(image, map, etc) for a given query is critical in aggregated search scenario. Today,
when most search engines attempts to combine results from different sources on their
result page, relevance of result extends beyond search topics. In order to satisfy users’
information need, relevance of result to the search topic, as well as relevance of the
source from which the results are fetched is required.
In this Part III, two main contributions were made; 1) a combination method of rule
based and machine learning technique were used to identify the source-orientation be-
hind users’ information need (Chapter 5). 2) The results obtained were then further
exploited to uncover the dynamics of users’ searching behavior with respect to different
source-orientations (Chapter 6). In the next Part IV , discussions and conclusions drawn
from the research from this thesis and avenues for future work is presented.
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In part III, through log-data analysis attempt to understand users’ in-
formation need and their dynamics were made. In chapter 5 ways to
identify source-orientation behind a users’ query was provided. The
method was used to classify the log data where, source-orientation for
the given queries were identiﬁed. The classiﬁed log-data was further
analyzed to gain insight on how users searching behavior evolve when
they have information needs requiring results from various sources. In
this part, the main ﬁndings of this work are discussed ﬁrst (chapter 7)
and then this thesis is concluded in chapter 8 where the avenues for
future work is also presented. The conclusions and future directions
are drawn from ﬁndings obtained in the user experiment and research
described throughout this thesis.
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Discussion
This chapter draws together the ﬁndings of this thesis and discusses their implications.
In particular, the outcomes of the ﬁve research questions stated in introduction chapter
(Section 1.3) of this thesis will be discussed here. In the previous parts of the thesis,
various aspects of aggregated search were presented and investigated. The problem
deﬁnition was described in part I, while part II investigated the result presentation as-
pect of the aggregated interface. Finally, dynamics of various information need were
investigated in part III.
Aggregated search is an emerging paradigm and its complexity makes it different from
the conventional search paradigm. However, despite the complexity, there have been a
limited number of studies looking at the various aspects of aggregated search such as
result presentation and search intent, on users’ search behavior.
Aggregated search can be seen as an extension of federated and meta-search. How-
ever, the differences in the “typeÕÕ of result obtained from different verticals are more
distinct in case of aggregated search. That is, aggregated search deals with more hetero-
geneous results when compared to earlier approaches like; federated search, distributed
search and metasearch. Therefore, aggregating results of different types (image, news,
maps, videos, etc) makes aggregated search more complex. Furthermore, the diversity
in media and document content makes result organization in aggregated search more
challenging.
This chapter is structured as follows. The effectiveness of an aggregated interface in
task completion is discussed in section 7.1. Section 7.3 discusses the ﬁndings of how
different interface related factors affect users’ click-behavior. The concept of relevance
within the context of aggregated search is discussed in section 7.2. Section 7.4 sums
up the ﬁndings of log analysis, where dynamics of information need with respect to
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different sources are discussed. Finally, section 7.5 highlights the design issues existing
with respect to an aggregated interface, and suggests preliminary design guidelines.
7.1 Effectiveness of an Aggregated Search Interface
Aim of the ﬁrst research question of this thesis was to investigate the effectiveness of
an aggregated interface in information access and task completion. As discussed in
the introduction chapter (Section 1.1), there are evidences suggesting the “need” for an
aggregated search, and that more and more users are using this new search approach.
However, whether aggregating results from multiple sources facilitates in task comple-
tion was not known.
In order to determine the effectiveness of an aggregated search interface, a user study
was carried out (Chapter 3) where an aggregated interface was compared to the conven-
tional tabbed search interface. The overall hypothesis of this study was that an aggre-
gated result presentation can facilitate informational search tasks by offering diversiﬁed
search results.
Informational search tasks can also be described as information gathering task, where
the goal of the information gathering tasks involve the collection of information for
which there is no one speciﬁc answer Liu et al. [2010]. Therefore while investigating
effectiveness of an aggregated search interface, it was hypothesized that, search result
aggregation was most useful for supporting informational queries.
The ﬁndings from the study suggested that for informational queries, presenting results
aggregated from various sources (image, video, news, etc) help in improving informa-
tion access when compared to conventional search interface. That is, when information
need behind a search requires information to be collected from more than one source,
result aggregation approach can prove to be effective. Furthermore, it was observed
that the participants were able to collect more diverse results when using an aggregated
search interface, as compared to the conventional search interface. Therefore, aggre-
gated search interface can be seen as an “effective” means to gather information.
Furthermore, most of the participants were able to complete the tasks in the speciﬁed
time. Over the decades, conventional search engines have proved to be efﬁcient in
helping their users to complete their respective search tasks Ali et al. [2009]. During
the study, the duration of the task and the resources (i.e., results and number of results)
for both the interfaces (aggregated and conventional) was kept similar. Using the given
resources, participants were able to complete the tasks efﬁciently, with conventional as
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well as aggregated interface. Although with aggregated interface, gathering information
was much easier and faster.
Finally, the study expected the aggregated interface to have a better assessment than
the conventional interface. The results showed that the participants tended to ﬁnd the
aggregated interface easier to ﬁnd relevant information to complete a task. That is,
participants had a positive attitude towards the aggregated interface.
To conclude, overall these results suggest that an aggregated search interface is effective
for completing informational search tasks. These observations provided evidence to
support the ﬁrst research question. Next section will discuss the dimensionality of
relevance within the context of aggregated search.
7.2 Concept of Relevance in Aggregated Search
The aim of the second research question was to understand the concept of relevance
within the context of aggregated search. The overall aim of this research question was
two-folds: (1) To understand, which non-topical characteristics contributes to the rel-
evance of results within the context of an aggregated search; and (2) whether the sug-
gested characteristic of relevance (source-orientation in this work) can be of different
degrees.
“Relevance” is considered a key element in the IR and is often an important criterion in
measuring the effectiveness of an IR system. Therefore, estimating relevance is critical
in IR systems. Before estimating the relevance of the fetched results, it is ﬁrst important
to understand the characteristics which contributes in estimating the relevance of the
fetched results to the given search task.
It is known that different interpretations of relevance exist (as discussed in Section 2.1,
Chapter 2), and that there is no universal deﬁnition or understanding of the concept
relevance. However, the relevance is often broadly classiﬁed into two main categories:
system-based relevance – which lies in its pragmatism for systems applications and
evaluation; and user-based relevance – where relevance is seen as the manifestations of
topical, cognitive and situational relevance. While, some use genre information to de-
termine the relevance. Based on Mizzaro [1998]’s concepts of dimensions of relevance,
estimating the relevance of the source to the search task was proposed in this thesis.
For this purpose, the notion of source-orientation was introduced which adds another
element (source) to the relevance space in the context of an aggregated search.
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The research presented in this thesis investigated the relevance of the source to the
search task, and its effect on users’ searching behavior. To capture this aspect, this
thesis introduced the notion of the “source orientation” of an information need, which,
refers to the degree to which documents from a speciﬁc source would be relevant for the
task completion.
Results from the study suggested that the effect of the source-orientation was a signiﬁ-
cant factor in an aggregated search scenario. Users’ click-behavior was equally effected
in both the tiled and the vertical design with respect to source-orientation of the task at
hand. Furthermore, results also suggested that this trend is slightly more consistent in
the tiled design than the vertical design. However, in terms of the frequency, the results
were comparable in both form of aggregation. Taken together, the study suggests that
the effect of the source-orientation is an important factor to be investigated in aggre-
gated search research.
The second goal of the research question was to see if source-orientation can be of dif-
ferent degree. For this purpose, three levels of source-orientation: high, medium and
low, depending on the degree of orientation were also investigated. Degree of relevance
refers to the rating and indication of the value of relevance of a given assessed infor-
mation object Borlund [2003]. For instance, one request could be highly video oriented
(e.g., learning salsa dance), where some visual learning is required. While, some re-
quest could have medium orientation towards video results (e.g., baking a pancake),
where video results may or may not be required. As some users may prefer to see a
video showing how bake a pancake, while some may prefer to read an online recipe.
Results from the study presented in this thesis showed that the click-through frequency
decreases as the level of source-orientation weakens. Thus suggesting that participants
clicked the non-web results more frequently when an information need has a strong
orientation towards a particular information source type. The effect of the levels of
source-orientation was found to be equally signiﬁcant in both the aggregation designs:
tiled and vertical.
From system perspective, determining source-orientation would require estimating the
relevance of the source to the given query (terms). Since aggregated search involves
selection and aggregation of different sources, therefore, it is important to estimate the
relevance of the source to the given information need. While from the user perspective,
source-orientation can be considered to fall into category of situational relevance. Situ-
ational relevance expresses the relationship between the user’s perception of usefulness
of a retrieved information object, and a speciﬁc work task situation Borlund [2003].
Therefore, the degree of the source-orientation may depend on the task interpretation.
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For instance, one request could have 80% image and 20% web, for example, in the case
of two sources. Here, the orientation of the search request is stronger towards results
from an image source.
Therefore on the design level, devising a means of capturing a searcher’s intent about
the source is an important problem to tackle. As this would help suitable selection
of sources for aggregation. Furthermore, capturing the degree of source-orientation is
also important, as this information can help the designers of an aggregated interface in
deciding the position of the non-web results. For instance, when the task at hand is
highly image-oriented, it might be useful to provide image results on the top, since the
users would be looking for image results.
These ﬁndings from the study showed that that source-orientation is a key factor to be
measured while estimating the relevance of the result. Thus providing answer to the
second research question addressed in this thesis. Next, how different result presen-
tation aspects affected users’ click-behavior on an aggregated result page is discussed.
7.3 Interface Related Factors
The aim of the third research question addressed in this thesis was to understand how
do the factors associated with an aggregated interface effect users’ searching behav-
ior. That is, how different aspects of an aggregated result page, for instance position
of image results, relevance of image results for search task at hand, etc affect users’
searching behavior. Therefore, in order to gain further understanding of the aggregated
interface and its impact, this thesis aimed to investigate the effect of aggregated result
presentation approach. For this purpose, factors affecting users click-through behavior
on aggregated search interfaces (tiled and vertical) were studied (Chapter 4).
Due to the addition of non-web results (e.g., image, maps, video) on an aggregate result
page, there arises two main questions: (1) Where to place these additional results (posi-
tion)? and, (2) When to provide these additional results (source-orientation)? However,
before answering these question, it important to ﬁrst verify if these questions are impor-
tant to be investigated. That is, whether these factors affect users’ searching behavior
and hence, ﬁnding an answer to these question is required. Therefore, in addition to
estimating suitable position and relevance of these sources, it is important to investi-
gate if these factors have any impact of users’ searching behavior. In order to achieve
this, factors as position and source-orientation on two different modes of aggregation
were studies, tiled and vertical. These two modes of aggregation can be found in most
existing aggregated search interfaces on the web.
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Several interesting observations were made from the study, which provides directions
for follow-up research for future work and can also have several design implications.
The overall ﬁnding of this study was that different factor effects users’ click-behavior
differently, depending on the “type” of aggregation approach followed. For instance, it
was found that participants’ click- behavior was signiﬁcantly affected by the position of
augmented elements in the vertical design, but not in the tiled like design. Therefore, it
might be possible to observe difference in the way users would interact with the search
results, depending of the aggregation approach followed.
Another highlight of this study was that users’ click-behavior on aggregated interface
differs across "types" of results. At ﬁrst glance, this ﬁnding may sound obvious and
similar to some previous research ﬁndings (e.g., Halvey et al. [2009]; André et al.
[2009]). Where, difference in users’ searching behavior with respect to different types
of search results were suggested. However, these studies focused primarily on single
source search, for instance, video search, imagesearch, web searchand so on. The com-
parison was then made among these individual search conditions. Aggregated search
presents results from different sources on one page, which creates a different search
scenario. Hence, re-investigating users’ search behavior with respect to an aggregated
search interface is required. As this would ensure how consistent (or different) the
ﬁndings of an aggregated search interface are to the previous search interfaces.
When put together, the ﬁndings from the study also suggested the difference in search
behavior with respect to different types of results. However, similarities among some
results were also observed during the study. For instance, although video results re-
ceived different click-behavior when compared to image and news results, similar click-
behavior pattern was observed between image and news results. Therefore, designers
of aggregated interface should take into account the similarities and differences of type
of result effect when presenting then on the aggregated interface. As this might help in
better generalization of the retrieval models or interface designs for similar (in terms of
effect) set of results.
One of the goals of the work presented in this thesis was to see if aggregated search was
different (if at all) from the conventional search; and if there is a need to further explore
this new paradigm. That is, if aggregated search is just a replication of conventional
search and affects users’ information seeking process similar to conventional search
paradigm, and if the ﬁndings from conventional search also imply within aggregated
search.
For instance, it was already known that in conventional search interface, users’ clicks
are biased towards top-ranking results (For example, Joachims et al. [2005]; Agichtein
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and Zheng [2006]; Guan and Cutrell [2007]; Keane et al. [2008]). The results from the
study showed that, users’ clicks continued to be biased toward top ranking results in
vertical aggregation, however, no such effect was observed in the case of tiled aggre-
gation. Furthermore, in aggregated search source-orientation is another factor, which
needs to be incorporated within the retrieval models (as already discussed in Section
7.2).
The ﬁndings from the studies suggest that, aggregated search, although an extension
of conventional search engines, differs in many aspects. Therefore, further research is
needed to investigate this new paradigm. Furthermore, factors like position and source-
orientation effect users’ searching behavior signiﬁcantly, therefore estimating position
of non-web results (in vertical design), and determining orientation of task at hand
are important. These observations provided answer to the third research question.
In the following section, users’ searching behavior with respect different sources is
discussed.
7.4 Dynamics and Patterns of Information Need
Understanding the users’ search behavior is one of the important goals in web search,
and information on how users interact and view search results helps improving the in-
formation seeking process (e.g., White and Morris [2007b]; White and Drucker [2007]).
Furthermore, having an insight on searching behavior of users has proved to be useful in
building better information retrieval systems (e.g., Halvey and Jose [2009]; Agichtein
and Zheng [2006]; Agichtein et al. [2006]; Bilenko and White [2008]).
For aggregated search scenario, understanding users’ searching behavior with respect
to different sources is important; as it requires aggregation of results from multiple
sources. In addition, as already discussed in previous section, results from the user
studies (chapter 4) showed that source-orientation is an important factor in aggregated
search. Thereforeinvestigatingusers’informationneedorientedtowardsdifferentsources
is required. As this would help in the design of the aggregated search interfaces.
For instance, knowledge of how often users’ have information need that requires results
from different sources (and which sources) can help in selecting suitable sources for
aggregation. Furthermore, information on how users’ interact with search results when
their information need is oriented towards different sources, or combination of sources,
can help in designing better aggregated search interfaces. Therefore, the aim of the
fourth research question of this thesis was to investigate the searching behavior when
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the associated information need is oriented towards different sources. In addition, to
see if there exists any pattern in searching behavior for such information needs.
In order to achieve this, search logs were analyzed to understand users’ information
need with respect to different sources (Chapter 6). In particular, the information needs
behind usersÕ query oriented towards different source were investigated. The interest
was to understand the dynamics of such searching behavior. For this purpose, informa-
tion needs with respect to six sources were looked at, namely, image, video, map, news,
blog and Wikipedia. All other categories of source were viewed as standard “web”, i.e.
the typical web search result.
The analyses performed during this work were different from some of the previous log
analyses (For example, Joachims et al. [2005]; White and Morris [2007b]; Keane et al.
[2008]) because, earlier analyses did not take into account of the underlying source-
orientations. Furthermore, source-orientation is peculiar to aggregated search scenario.
Hence investigating users’ searching behavior with respect to source-orientation is im-
portant.
The goal of the research question to further look for patterns within searching behav-
ior was inspired by the concept of Pattern Language, which was ﬁrst introduced by
Alexander et al. [1977]. He described a pattern language as a precise way of describ-
ing someone’s experience. Using which he suggested new method of architecture and
planning, by studying how users interacted with physical spaces. Later, the concept of
the pattern language was used by many researchers in HCI for interaction design (e.g.,
Grifﬁths et al. [2000]; Lombardi [2000]; Wellhausen [2005]; Pauwels et al. [2010]).
The term interaction design pattern was used to deﬁne design patterns in the HCI ﬁeld
because they state solutions in terms of perceived interaction behavior of an interface
Pauwels et al. [2010]. Therefore, this thesis also aimed to investigate patterns in search-
ing behavior so that the knowledge could be utilized in providing suitable design guide-
lines for an aggregated search interface.
Overall ﬁndings from the log analysis showed that there exists speciﬁc user searching
behavior pattern when the information need is oriented towards results from different
sources. For instance, there seem to be certain order in which results with different
source-orientations are accessed. For example, a search sessions where the user has
an information need oriented towards two sources, lets say A and B. Then the users
tended to access results from source B ﬁrst and then from source A. The order of se-
quences in which the results are accessed are also speciﬁc to the combination of source-
orientations. That is if the sources were A and C, users might access C ﬁrst, then results
from A, and then results from C again (C ! A ! C). Whereas, in previous case the
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pattern was B ! A.
For example, sessions where the information need was oriented towards video and web
results, or map and web results; the users accessed map and video results earlier while
web results were accessed later in the search session. While, in case of image and web
combination, users tended to access web results before the image results. Such search-
ing behavior information can be useful in determining the ranks of selected sources,
i.e., video results ﬁrst, followed by web results in case of this example. Furthermore,
results also showed that users do not move back and forth between sources. Therefore,
if known through implicit feedback7-1 (click-through, skips, page reads, etc.) that users
have accessed video results (as in example case from above), adding more video results
in real time can be avoided, as it is possible that users would access web results and exit
the session.
Some ﬁndings also showed that users often use source speciﬁc keywords (e.g., image,
video) to explicitly specify their orientation. But, this7-2 was the case when results from
different sources were not aggregated on one page (conventional search engines). With
conventional search, users had to use speciﬁc keywords to indicate the need for results
from a source (for example, photo of Madonna, etc). Else, they accessed results sepa-
rately from dedicated verticals like, image search, video search, etc. With introduction
of aggregated search, it is likely that the usage of such keywords may reduce, since in
most cases image and video results will be added without having users to specify ex-
plicitly. This further indicates that aggregated search may change the way users seek
information on the web. Therefore, further investigation of user behavior within the
context of aggregated search is required.
So far, the results from log analysis provided an insight on how users’ search for re-
sults when the underlying information need has a source-orientation. Similar analyses
of user behavior with respect to source-orientation can help building better aggregated
search systems. Above ﬁndings provide some evidence on how users perform search
when their information need requires results from multiple sources, and that there ex-
ists pattern in searching behavior for such information needs. These patterns can be
useful from the design perspective for an aggregated search interface. Thus providing
evidence in supporting answer to the fourth research question addressed in this
thesis. In the following section, some of the potential design issues, which might be
crucial from the aggregated interface perspective, are discussed.
7-1Implicit Relevance Feedback aims to improve the precision and recall of information retrieval by
utilizing user actions to infer the relevance or non-relevance of documents Cramer et al. [2009].
7-2It should be noted that the log-data was obtained from a conventional search engine and not an
aggregated search engine.
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7.5 Design Issues and Guidelines
The overall aim of this thesis work was to explore aggregated search, and to understand
aspects of result presentation within this paradigm. The expectation was that during this
process, some of the design issues may be identiﬁed, which might be useful from the in-
terface perspective. Therefore, through the last research question, this thesis attempted
to identify issues that might arise within an aggregated search interface.
Through the user studies reported in Chapters 3 and 4, some interface related issues
were identiﬁed. Furthermore, searching behavior patterns were also observed when
investigating search sessions in Chapter 6 (also discussed in previous section). Based on
these search patterns, some design guidelines are also suggested. Overall, following six
keydesignissueswereidentiﬁedduringthiswork, forwhich, possibledesignguidelines
are also provided.
7.5.1 Position
As already stated in Section 7.3, indeed the position of non-web results seems to be
critical only in vertical aggregation. While tiled aggregation reduces the biases of users’
click-behavior towards certain positions on the result page. Therefore, if the aim is to
minimize the position effect, tiled like design might be a suitable option. In addition,
situations when there is limited means to identify the correct position for the results,
tiled designs might be safer approach again.
Furthermore, within vertical design approach, if there is a need to decide among middle
and bottom position, either position might be suitable. Since it was observed that there
were no signiﬁcant difference in users’ click behavior when image or video results were
placed at the middle or at the bottom of the result page. Hence, position continues to
be an issue from the design perspective in vertical design, while in tiled aggregation, it
might be possible for the designers to ignore this issue safely.
7.5.2 Attraction Power
Search results, which are visually attractive, might attract users’ attention more when
compared to textual results. Sutcliffe [2009] suggested that dynamic media (video,
audio, etc) and visual salience (pictures, etc) attract attention. For instance, pictures
attract attention in preference to text, and any change in the image further stimulates
attention.
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This leads us to consider the attraction power of augmented elements present on the
aggregated result page. The attraction power of an augmented element is the power of
the element, which attracts users’ clicks, irrespective of the relevance of the result to the
query. For example, if participants performing a highly image oriented task and they
clicked the image placed at the bottom of the result, then the image’s attraction power
is positively strong. On the other hand, when participants are performing a low video
oriented task, and they click on video results at the bottom of the result page, then the
video’s attraction power is negatively strong. The latter suggesting the situation similar
to that of click inversion. Clarke et al. [2007] described click inversion as situation
when a lower ranked document receives more clicks than a higher ranked one.
During the study, it was found that with an interaction occurred between position and
source-orientation effects, while video showed a different pattern from image and news.
Users clicked the video more frequently than the other two sources at the middle level
of source-orientation. A similar pattern was found at the middle position in the results.
These results suggest that the videos have a moderate level of negative attraction power.
Therefore, users tended to click the videos more frequently than they did on the images
and news. This tells us that, careful consideration is required when video results are
added on the vertical aggregated search interface. Else, users might click the videos
even when they should have been to complete a task. This effect was found to be
stronger on videos than images or news.
Furthermore, results from an eye-tracking study7-3 showed that, due to the addition of
pictures on the result page, the point of focus of viewing results seem to change, leading
to a distinctly different experience. The “F” pattern Nielsen [2009] for scanning results
in conventional web interface seem to change to “E” pattern in an aggregated interface,
as seen in Figure 2.9.
However, an eye-tracking study7-4 performed by Google on their Universal interface
(aggregated interface) observed that, visual results (image, video) within a result page
did not affect the order of scanning the results and does not disrupt the information
seeking process of users.
Therefore, aggregating image or video results within the search result can be beneﬁcial,
but considering the impact of attraction power of these results is also required. For the
designers of an aggregated interface, estimating the correct position for placing these
element might be a challenge. Furthermore, providing these visual results only when
required (source-orientation) might help in minimizing the negative attraction power.
7-3http://searchengineland.com/eye-tracking-on-universal-and-personalized-search-12 233
7-4http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/02/eye-tracking-studies-more-than-meets.html
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7.5.3 Layout
Another implication of the ﬁndings was that the layout of aggregation was likely to
affect users’ selection of information sources. That is, depending on the order of the
sources on the result page, users’ result selection process might be effected. It was
found that the order of the web, image, and news was the most common selection in the
conventional system (Web ! Image ! News). While the web, image, and Wikipedia
(Web ! Image ! Wikipedia) results were the popular selection in the tiled aggregated
system (Chapter 3, Section 3.3 ). These observed sequence of accessing results were
exactly in the same order in which the sources were presented on the respective inter-
faces. The tab on the top of the controlled interface listed the sources in the order of
web ! image ! news ! Wikipedia (Figure 3.1). The top three panels of the aggre-
gated interface were the web ! image ! Wikipedia, with news results at the bottom
of the page (Figure 3.2).
This suggests that users’ browsing of information sources can be sequential, and their
attention moves horizontally rather than scrolling down the result page vertically. This
is in consistent with the previous ﬁndings, which showed that users read results in “F”
pattern Nielsen [2009]. Hence scan results from left to right.
The ﬁnding further suggests that an aggregated search interface might be able to offer
an effective support by optimizing the order of information sources for different tasks
or queries. Although, no position effect was found in case of tiled aggregation, and
irrespective of the position of the source panels, the click-through rates were similar for
all positions in a tiled design. However, it is possible that the sequence of accessing
different sources may be inﬂuenced by the page layout, and hence may differ. In the
tiled design, it is possible to observe similar click-though rates at different positions.
Nevertheless, the order in which the results are accessed, might change due to the posi-
tion. Therefore from the design perspective, impact of different layouts for aggregating
sources should also be taken into account.
7.5.4 Textual Elements
While investigating the searching behavior of users with different source-orientations,
it was found that, users do not seem to differentiate between textual search results from
different sources (blog, Wikipedia, etc). The users’ interaction did not change when
they switched from a web result to a blog or Wikipedia result. Which otherwise was
not the case when users switched from web page to an image or video or map results.
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In other words, users do not visually differentiate between blog, Wikipedia, and web
pages, in-spite of their difference in source and genre.
Studies like (e.g., Corritore et al. [2003]; Golbeck [2006]; Artz and Gil [2007]) have
shown that, providing information about the source of the search results, helps users
to trust the search result more. For instance, for news results, users might click more
often on news result from BBC online news, when compared to news provided from
other news sources. The brand7-5 reputation of the source (Wikipedia or BBC in this
case) are often considered by users when deciding to trust the content of the web page.
The news result from BBC can be often be identiﬁed through the URL text7-6 provided
with the search results. This suggests that providing source knowledge helps users to
identify their choice, and also provides conﬁdence regarding the source of information.
In aggregated search, results from blog, Wikipedia, twitter are now often included
within the search result page. Therefore, providing means to differentiate between these
different sources might help users in differentiating and thus may help in making selec-
tions easier. That is, providing clear visual distinction between results from different
sources. Using different font or color might be one possible way to provide this distinc-
tion, as this way users can easily distinguish a blog result from a Wikipedia results, and
so on.
Although, interface design guidelines often stress on consistency of the interface, how-
ever studies reported by AlTaboli and Salvendy [2000], AlTaboli and Abou-Zeid [2007]
and Finstad [2008] suggest that, a physically inconsistent web interface has no effect
on users satisfactions. Furthermore, in a consistent interface, where many of the screen
elements look very similar to each other, users may not be satisﬁed. However, in an
inconsistent interface increased inconsistency may increase task variety, and thus users’
satisfaction. Finstad [2008] stated that the performance for casual users is improved by
superﬁcially inconsistent interfaces.
Therefore, it is less likely that by changing font or textual colors of the blog, Wikipedia,
twitter results on aggregated interface, will bring any major consistency issues on ag-
gregated interface. Thus overall performance of users should not be affected by this.
Hence from design perspective incorporating measures to provide distinction among
textual results can help users. In addition, font or colors can be considered as one of
the possible safer options in providing such distinction. Although, fonts or colors that
are most appropriate should be further investigated in order to determine their right
7-5Brand: The reputation of a company independent of their website affects users’ trust and thus will-
ingness to do business with the website Golbeck [2006]
7-6as can be seen here, the name “bbc” occurs in the URL, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
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selection.
7.5.5 Number of Sources
Another important design issue that might effect an aggregated interface is the number
of sources that will be aggregated on it. Through log analysis, existences of frequent
combinations of source-orientations in search sessions were investigated in Section 6.6
of Chapter 6. To this end, how often information need with respect to different sources
co-occur within a same search session was computed.
The ﬁndings from the analysis suggest that users often have information need which re-
quires results from two sources, and in few cases from three sources. Information needs
looking for results from more than two or three sources are less likely. This is in accor-
dance with the study reported in Arguello et al. [2009b] where, through manual assess-
ments, only 30% of the queries were found to have more than one source-orientation.
Put together, these results suggest that, searchers might not prefer to see too many
sources aggregated on a single search result page. Therefore for the designers of aggre-
gated result page, selecting the appropriate number of sources is important. Providing
results from many sources may cause information overload and might not be appreci-
ated by the users. Information overload occurs when the information available exceeds
the user’s ability to process it. To manage information overload, a user is required to
discriminate among useful, redundant, incorrect, and meaningless information Berga-
maschi et al. [2010]. Therefore, for an aggregated result page, aggregating results from
more than three sources should be avoided.
7.5.6 Combination of Sources
Another ﬁnding from the log analysis was that there exits co-occurrences of source-
orientation within a search session. In other words, users’ often have information need,
which requires results from combination of sources. For instance, it is likely that users
looking for image results may also be interested in video results.
Furthermore, it was also found that when there were two relevant sources, these were
often web and any of the non-web one, e.g., image + web, news+web and so on. This
conﬁrms that aggregated search results page should continue to contain mostly web
results, and when appropriate, images, videos, blogs, should be provided in addition.
That is, web should continue to be the main source of information on an aggregated
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interface. Designers of the aggregated interface devise means to estimate appropriate
combination of sources to be displayed on the result page.
These are some of the key design issues that were identiﬁed during this work. Although,
a formal evaluation would be required in order to investigate their actual effect. How-
ever, these results provide initial insight on some of the design challenges that exits
within aggregated interface. Furthermore, from design perspective it might prove to be
beneﬁcial if these issues are taken into account. In addition, it should be noted that
these issues and guidelines are speciﬁc to aggregated search interfaces; it is possible
that many other very important design guidelines for other aspects of interface design
may exist. These design issues identiﬁed during the experiments provide evidence
to support answer to the ﬁfth research question addressed in this thesis. In the next
section, the overall discussions presented in this chapter are summarized.
7.6 Summary
To conclude, this chapter outlined the main ﬁndings and their implication of the work
presented in this thesis. The chapter discussed the overall ﬁndings of the ﬁve research
questions stated in the introduction chapter (Section 1.3). The answers obtained with re-
gard to these research were described in this chapter. First, usefulness of an aggregated
interface in informational search tasks was discussed. Next, how and which interface
related factors affected users’ click-behavior in an aggregated search interface were
discussed. Furthermore, which non-topical characteristics of results that contributes to
relevance within aggregated search was also described. Next, ﬁndings of searching be-
havior with respect to different information needs were also presented in this chapter.
Finally, implications of design issues that may exists within aggregated search is dis-
cussed. Thenextchapterwillpresenttheconclusionsdrawnfromtheresearchpresented
in this thesis and will also discuss the avenues for future work.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
In order to facilitate information access, search engines are now providing access to
diverse data in a uniﬁed manner, called aggregated search. An aggregated search
interface is designed to aggregate retrieval results from different information sources
(image, video, maps, etc) into a single result page. A traditional way of gathering
relevant information from several information sources is to browse the search results
of individual sources separately available in search engines; often referred as vertical
search. In an aggregated search, users do not have to visit separate verticals to browse
the search results to access a range of retrieved items. Therefore, aggregated search
approach facilitates access to multiple information sources through a single interface.
This thesis is an exploration of this new area of aggregated search. It is a new ﬁeld
without much pre-existing work or knowledge available. In particular, this thesis topic
is concerned with “understanding aggregated search”, a very important topic for front-
end technologies. To this end, a number of experiments to look into the effect of result
presentation for aggregated search were performed. Furthermore, search logs were also
looked at to understand user needs in the context of aggregated search.
Overall, this thesis is divided into four main parts. Part I introduced the concept of ag-
gregatedsearch, provideddeﬁnitiontoterminologiesassociatedwithaggregatedsearch,
and outlined the main challenges and research questions. Part II investigated the aspects
of result presentation for an aggregated interface. Understandings of users? information
need with respect to different information sources were obtained through log analysis in
part III. Finally, part IV discusses the main ﬁndings and their implications. This chapter
of part IV, summarizes and concludes the main ﬁndings and contributions of this thesis.
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8.1 Result Presentation in Aggregated Search
During part II, various aspects of aggregated interface were investigated. First, a com-
parison of an aggregated interface to a non-aggregated interface during information
access for informational queries was preformed (Chapter 3). Next, comparison be-
tween different types of aggregated interfaces was performed during the second study
in Chapter 4, where factors affecting click-through behavior are analyzed.
The ﬁrst comparison provided empirical evidence to support that an aggregated presen-
tation of information sources can increase the quantity and diversify of the retrieved
items accessed to complete informational search tasks. Participants tended to ﬁnd the
aggregated presentation easier to access retrieved items and to ﬁnd relevant informa-
tion. Although these positive effects were not strong enough to increase the amount of
relevant information collected, it can be speculated that an intelligent way of organizing
information sources is a key to achieve such a goal.
Despite its limitations, the presented study was the ﬁrst step into a new and unexplored
domain and a contribution to the exploration of the understanding of aggregated inter-
face. Another interesting observation, which came up during the analysis of this study,
was that the layout of an aggregated page may have implications on users’ click behav-
ior.
During the second comparison, a task-based user study to investigate the position and
orientation of task towards a source on users’ click-through behavior were performed.
In particular, the effect of position and task orientation for three different augmented
elements; image, news and video were investigated. The analysis of participants’ click-
data suggested that the click pattern of users change with respect to the orientation and
with respect to position of information source on the result page.
Results with stronger orientation and at higher position received more clicks as com-
pared to results with weaker orientation and at lower position. Some indications regard-
ing the usefulness of results were also obtained. For instance, it was found that it might
be more useful to provide image and news results in an aggregated result page when
the search task (topic) is strongly image- or news- oriented. Users seem to ignore im-
age and news results once their relevance decreases. However, click-data for the video
results showed different user behavior as compared to news and image. Users seem
to click video results as long their relevance was strong or medium, and start ignoring
once the need for video results became low.
Overall, there were three main ﬁndings of this study; ﬁrst, it was found that the effect of
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the position of augmented search results (image, video, news, etc) was only signiﬁcant
in the vertical and not in the tiled like design. Second highlight of the study was that
the participants’ click-through behavior on videos was different from other sources, and
ﬁnally third ﬁnding suggested that, in aggregated search paradigm, capturing a task’s
orientation towards particular sources is an important factor for further investigation
and research.
8.2 Source-Orientation in Aggregated Search
As the type of content available on the web is becoming increasingly diverse, a par-
ticular challenge is to properly determine the sources of documents sought by a user,
namely, thedomainorientation(e.g.image, video)and/orthegenreorientation(e.g.blog,
Wikipedia). In this thesis, the Microsoft 2006 RFP click dataset to obtain an under-
standing of source-orientation with respect to domain and genre were analyzed. There
were two main goals of this part of work: ﬁrst, to ﬁnd an effective way to identify the
source-orientation of the user, give the query. Second, to obtain an insight to the search-
ing behavior when the users’ information need is oriented toward results from multiple
sources. Three domains, namely, image, video, and map, and three genres, namely,
news, blog and Wikipedia were looked at during this analysis. All other source were
viewed as standard “web” orientation, i.e., the typical web search result.
The ﬁrst step was to ﬁnd an effective way to identify the source-orientation of the given
query. In order to achieve this, a combination of rule-based and machine learning tech-
nique was used to classify the log entries. Using which it was possible to classify
approximately 8% of the total click dataset to have orientation towards one of the six
domain or genre. The remaining (92%) were identiﬁed to have web orientation. To
gain an understanding of users searching behavior with respect to different information
needs, ﬁve users’ searching patterns were uncovered using these classiﬁed log data.
First, effect of rank order was analyzed, where it was hypothesized users clicks are
biased towards the top positioned results, further reﬂecting on some of the past studies
(e.g., Keane et al. [2008]), but in the context of aggregated search. Results obtained sup-
ported the hypothesis thus suggesting that, indeed, position (ranking) of search results
continue to inﬂuence users searching behavior. Furthermore, the results also backed up
the results from user studies described in previous Chapter 4 where, a clear position
effect was observed on users’ click-through rates.
Second, the frequent combination source-orientations were looked at, that is, which
source-orientations co-occur within a session. It was observed that users’ information
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need is usually limited to results from two sources, and rarely seeks results from three
or more sources. Furthermore, users often seek results from ‘web’ and any of non-
web related results. Thus suggesting that web results are prime source of information
sought by users, in combination with some image, video, or blogs results. This result
supports the approach followed by all major search engines today, where search results
contain mostly web results, and when appropriate, either images, videos, blogs, etc, are
provided.
Third, the aim was to investigated if these intent combinations evolve according to some
patterns. The results showed that there is a common sequence in all intents except with
Wikipedia. Users in general tend to follow the same intent for a while and then switch
to another intent. For most intents, users do not switch back and forth between intents.
In other words, users with information need requiring results from different sources,
ﬁrst access results from source (say A) and then from the second source (say B). It is
unlikely that users would access results from A and then B and then again from A.
Fourth, the relations between query re-formulation and change of intent were analyzed.
It was observed that for video, news and map intents, more users used completely differ-
ent queries, whereas, for blog and Wikipedia intents, more users used the same query,
when they change their information need required results from different source. Fur-
ther, most users use source speciﬁc terms (photo, newspapers, video, etc) to modify
their query when they change their orientation towards different source.
Fifth, association between the category of the submitted query and the selected intent
were also investigated. It was observed that there is an association between a user query
(category) and the source-orientation. In addition, for certain query category, there is a
dominance of speciﬁc sources, which indicates that not all sources are “relevant” to all
information needs (here approximated as the queries submitted within a session).
During the log analysis, a random model methodology was introduced to derive mean-
ingful statistics from log-data analysis. The random model provides a novel evaluation
methodology that allows the comparison of results obtained from log-data, in the ab-
sence of any previously computed statistics or baseline.
8.3 Overall Findings
This thesis aimed to explore the aggregated search paradigm from the users’ perspec-
tive. To participate in building theories and in understanding constraints, as well as
providing insights into the design space. This thesis primarily focused on understand-
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ing and describing the phenomena related to the users’ search process in the context of
the aggregated search. In building this understanding, the thesis focuses on the click-
behavior, information need, source relevance, and dynamics of search intents. The
understanding came partly from conducting user studies (Part II) and, from analyzing
search engine log data (Part III). Overall this thesis contributed in answering ﬁve main
research questions, ﬁndings of which were discussed in detail in Chapter 7. The main
highlights of this research were:
 For informational queries, presenting results aggregated from various sources
(image, video, news, etc)helpinimprovinginformationaccesswhencomparedto
conventional search interface. Therefore, when information need behind a search
requires information to be collected from more than one source, result aggrega-
tion approach can prove to be a useful approach.
 The factors that affect participants’ click-through behavior differ between the ver-
tical and tiled designs. Furthermore, the designers of aggregated search interfaces
need to concentrate on different aspects over the aggregation styles. In a vertical
aggregation, one needs an accurate estimation of the best position of augmented
elements, whereas in a tiled aggregation approach, one needs an accurate selec-
tion of the type of augmented elements. The results also suggest that the rele-
vance of source for the search task at hand is a key element for deciding on both
the position and the type of the augmented elements.
 Findings from the studies showed that source-orientation is an important concept
within the context of aggregated search. Therefore on the design level, devising
a means of capturing a searcher’s intent about the source is an important problem
to tackle.
 Results from the log analysis helped to understand the information need behind a
user query with respect to different source orientations. It was observed that users
require results from at most two sources within a single session, and that there ex-
ists intent-related patterns. Furthermore, source speciﬁc terms (e.g. video, map)
are added to or removed from the query whenever there is a switch of orientation.
Finally, association between the category of the submitted query and the selected
intent were also observed. Results showed that there is an association between a
user query (category) and the orientation. In addition, for certain query category,
there is a dominance of speciﬁc sources, which indicates that not all sources are
“relevant” to all information needs.
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 From the design perspective, it was observed that in certain situations selecting
vertical over tiled design and vive-versa might help in restricting some of the
factors which affect users’ click-behavior. Findings from the studies also sug-
gested that attraction power might be another important aspect that needs to be
considered when designing an aggregated result page. Furthermore, the study
also indicated that the layout of an aggregated result page may affect users’ click
behavior, therefore, depending on the position of the results, it may be possible to
observe difference in users’ click behavior at different positions. Finally, results
suggested that, searchers might not prefer to see too many sources aggregated on
a single search result page. Therefore for the designers of aggregated result page,
selecting the appropriate number of sources is important.
To conclude, aim of this thesis was to explore the emerging aggregated search from
users’ perspective, since it is a very important for front-end technologies. An addi-
tional goal was to provide empirical evidence for inﬂuence of aggregated search on
users searching behavior, and identify some of the key challenges of aggregated search.
During this work several aspects of aggregated search were uncovered. For instance, it
was found that aggregated search is useful for completion of informational tasks, and
that source-orientation is one the key challenges in building an aggregated interface.
Although, the studies reported in this thesis do not investigate every aspect of aggre-
gated search, as exploring all possible factors and challenges is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Further research is needed to gain a deeper understanding of the factors
and their challenges. However, this thesis provides a foundations for future research in
aggregated search and highlighted the potential research directions. Finally, this the-
sis contributes in rectifying the lack of scientiﬁc literature in aggregated search. In the
following section, some of these opportunities for future works are outlined.
8.4 Future Directions
So far, this PhD research focused on “Aggregated Search: Result Presentation and User
Behavior”. During which, the aggregated search paradigm from the users’ perspective
was explored. The ﬁndings from the research so far lead us to formulate new research
questions for future work and provide directions for research in future. Although aggre-
gated search evolved from approached like federated search and metasearch, yet, there
exits certain issues and challenges, which are peculiar to aggregated search paradigm
only. Therefore, further investigations and research is required in order to overcome
these difﬁculties and challenges Diaz et al. [2010].
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8.4.1 Performance Measures
In this thesis various comparisons were made between: aggregated and non-aggregated
interface, vertical and tiled like interface. The comparisons primarily aimed at result
presentation aspects of an aggregated interface. For instance, usefulness in task com-
pletion and factors affecting click-through behavior, which were very important topic
for front-end technologies. From the system point of view, measuring the performances
of different aggregated interface would be useful. It would be interesting to further
investigate how different types of aggregated perform during task completion. There
could be several measure that can be investigated in order to compare the performances.
For instance, measuring the diversity of the results provided by the system, comparing
retrieval models, selection of appropriate sources, etc. Performance measurement of an
aggregated system is a challenging work for future research.
8.4.2 Optimization
From future point of view, research on how to optimize an aggregated result page is re-
quired . That is given a query, what is the optimal number of sources to retrieve results
from (two, three, four....or more)? What is the optimal number of results to be shown
on the aggregated result page, 10 or more? From cognitive point of view, providing
results from many sources may cause information load on users , or may distract users
from their intended search task (Janssen and de Poot [2006]; Chen et al. [2009]). For
instance, Chen et al. [2009] indicated that rich information leads to a perception of high
information overload; and leads consumers to a worse subject state towards decision.
Furthermore, Janssen and de Poot [2006] through a study showed that the extent to
which people suffer from information overload is closely related to the strategies they
use to deal with it. Therefore, achieving optimal aggregated result page without dis-
tracting or overloading user is challenging. Results from the log analysis of this thesis
(chapter 6) and the study reported by Arguello et al. [2009b] suggested that users do
not have information needs, which requires results from several different sources. From
the log analysis it was observed that there are very few sessions with more than “two”
different query intents. In other words, users seek information from at the most from
two different sources. However, further testing of different combinations of sources
is required in order to investigate how users interact given different combinations of
sources; and what happens when the ‘number’ of sources are increased or decreased.
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8.4.3 Source-Orientation
Findings from the user study described in chapter 4 suggested that, capturing a task’s
orientationtowardsparticularsourcesisanimportantfactorforfurtherinvestigationand
research. That is, in order to aggregate results from various sources, determining the
relevance of the source is further required. Or, given an a query, whether to aggregate
image or video or maps results with web results needs to be determined. Furthermore,
it is also required to determine if a result from a speciﬁc source should be provided or
not. For instance if for the query “nutrition”, an image result would be required satisfy
the information need or not?
In chapter 5, a combination of rule base and machine learning method was described.
Using this method, it was possible to identify the orientation of the given query to-
wards the result from a particular source. However, there were some limitations of this
method. First, it made use of data generated by a search engine where general web
results were predominant. This had consequences in the analyses, since this lowers the
probability of observing more speciﬁc sources (e.g., image, video, etc.) and also forces
users to use source speciﬁc terms in order to retrieve intent speciﬁc documents. Due
to this low probability, more data (sessions) would have been necessary to obtain more
reliable estimates of the different statistics. Therefore, further investigation is required
on log data obtained from a current aggregated search engine to obtain more reliable
statistics. Furthermore, only six different sources were tested during this research, there
is a scope to extent this work to include more sources, as for example, now provided by
search engine verticals.
8.4.4 Levels of Source-Orientation:
As already discussed above, the results from the user study reported in chapter 4 showed
that source-orientation is a key factor in aggregated search. The study also tested differ-
ent levels of source-orientations: high, medium and low. It was speculated that a highly
source-oriented search task was one where results from the source would be highly
desirable. A medium source-oriented search task was one where it was assumed that
source results may or may not be required. Finally, a low source-orientated tasks were
those where it was less likely that the results from the source would be needed.
The aim of manipulating levels of source-orientation was to see if different levels
of effect users click behavior differently and, hence if determining levels of source-
orientationsisalsoimportant. Theresultsshowedthatdifferentlevelsofsource-orientation
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signiﬁcantly affected users click behavior. Therefore, in aggregated search determin-
ing levels of source-orientations can also be an important factor. Determining levels
of source-orientations can be useful in building better aggregated result pages. For
instance, levels of source-orientation can be used for determining the position of aug-
mented results. That is, when the user’s information need has low orientation towards
image result, then image results could be placed at the bottom. Furthermore, if between
two sources one needs to be selected, in order to augment it on the aggregated result
page, then selecting the one with higher orientation might be useful. For example, if for
a given query, image an video results are found to be relevant, and the query has high
image orientation and low medium orientation, then selecting image results might be
beneﬁcial.
8.4.5 Interface Design
The design of an aggregated search interface is more complex when compared to con-
ventional search interfaces. Due to the addition of media data (e.g., image, video) and
different document genre (e.g., blog, twitter) the design of an aggregated search inter-
face becomes more challenging. There has been signiﬁcant amount of research devoted
to the effective design of conventional search interface, yet there is very limited un-
derstanding of the design for an aggregated interface. For instance, what is a suitable
“surrogate” for representing different types of results (image, video, map, etc) on an
aggregated interface is not known. What makes a well-designed, attractive, trustworthy
and engaging aggregated search interface? In addition, how different design and visu-
alization approach can be used to improve information access in an aggregated search
interface is still unexplored. Furthermore, results from the studies indicated that lay-
out of the aggregated result page might have an inﬂuence on users’ searching behavior.
Therefore testing suitable layout options for designing an aggregated interface is also
required. The user studies carried during this work highlighted some of the design
related issues that might be important from the interface design perspective. Some pre-
liminary design guidelines are also provided in this thesis. However, these guidelines
needs to be further investigated to see their effectiveness from an interface point of
view. Furthermore, one of the ﬁndings of the study also indicated that the layout of an
aggregated result page may affect users’ click behavior. Therefore, there is potential to
be exploited in investigating different layout options for an aggregated result page.
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8.4.6 Evaluation
Due to complexity and heterogeneity of data involved, evaluation of different aspects of
an aggregated search is difﬁcult. Diversity due to the type of media and document data
makes the comparison harder in aggregated search. For example, comparing a result
page containing an image and web results, to a result page containing maps and web
results is difﬁcult due to the difference in the type of results involved; image and maps
in this case. Designing user studies for an aggregated interface is hard because several
factors need to be taken into account because of the diversity in the information types.
With addition of each new source on the result page, a new variable measurement is
required. Furthermore, incorporating standard recall/precision measures to evaluate an
aggregated interface will also be difﬁcult, as they need to be evaluated in two stages.
First, the retrieval of relevant sources will be required, and then retrieving relevant re-
sults with the selected sources if further required. Furthermore, ranking of results on an
aggregated result page also involves two stages. For instance, in an attempt to provide
image and video results along with the web results; ﬁrst it requires ranking of results
within the source (for example, top 5 image results), and then ranking of sources on the
result page is further required. That is, whether to provide image results before web and
video results or to provide video results at the middle positions, etc. Therefore, measur-
ing different aspects of aggregated search requires more complex evaluation strategies.
Future research addressing evaluation for aggregated search should also aim to ﬁnd
ways to generalize the evaluation strategies. So that, the evaluation strategy measuring
aggregation of image and web results could also be implied on aggregation of video and
web results or map and news results, etc.
8.5 Summary
To conclude, this chapter summarized the overall work of this thesis and the major
ﬁndings. This research has investigated and explored the aggregated search paradigm
from the users’ perspective. The ramiﬁcations of this work are notable and warrant
further investigation. Several potential avenues for such investigation for future work
were also outlined in this chapter.
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Deﬁnitions
Since the aggregated search is a new paradigm, terminologies are still evolving. Here,
the terminologies associated to the aggregated search is listed and deﬁned.
 Aggregated Search – An aggregated search is a technique that aims to aggregate
results from different physical sources on a single search result page. Aggre-
gated search is also referred as integrated search1-11-2, universal search1-3 (name
given by Google) and horizontal search1-4. In this thesis, this search approach is
referred to as “aggregated search”.
 Sources – An source is a collection of a type of document or media, which is
searched using a dedicated search engine (or a vertical or a server). In context of
aggregated search, results are provided from different sources; for instance, from
an image, video, maps, etc. In search engine market, these distinct sources (col-
lection) of information are often referred as verticals. And, the dedicated vertical
used to search within these verticals are referred as vertical search engines1-5. In
this thesis, term source or information source is used to address these collections.
 Source-Orientation – Degree to which documents from a speciﬁc source would
be relevant to complete the corresponding search task.
 Vertical aggregation – Is one where results from different sources are blended in
together to form a single ranked list. Such type of aggregation is also referred to
1-1http://www.holisticsearch.co.uk/2010/09/28/integrated-search-the-future-of-seo/
1-2http://www.zelst.co.uk/
1-3http://searchengineland.com/google-20-google-universal-search-11232
1-4http://searchengineland.com/google-20-google-universal-search-11232#what
1-5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_search
178as merged or slotted aggregation, since results from image, video, etc are merged
in with the web results or slotted between web results.
 Tiled aggregation – A tiled aggregation is one where results from different
sources are provided in their dedicated panels. There is no blending or merg-
ing of results in such type of aggregation, and the distinction among sources is
more evident.
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